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PREFACE

The risk analysi.sdescribed in this documentwas performedfor the U.S.
Departmentof Energy's (DOE)Office of Civilian RadioactiveWaste Management
(OCRWM)over a 2-year time period ending in June 1988. The objectiveof
Pacific Northwest Laboratory's(PNL) task was to demonstratean integrated,
though preliminary,modeling approach for estimatingthe postclosurerisk
associatedwith a geologic repositoryfor the disposal of high-levelnuclear
waste. The modeling study used publishedcharacterizationdata for the
proposed candidate site at Yucca Mountain,Nevada, along with existing models
and computer codes availableat that time. Some of the site data and
conceptualmodels reported in the Site CharacterizationPlan published in
December 1988, however, were not yet availableat the time that PNL conducted
the modeling studies.
The final report describingPNL's study was subsequentlyreviewed by
OCRWM and its contractors,with the comment period extendingto August 1989.
At that time, DOE decided, based on the reviewers'concerns,not to proceed
with comment resolutionand publicationof the document. Even though PNL's
study was conducted as a demonstrationof performanceassessmentmethodology,
reviewerswere concernedthat the resultswould be perceivedas an actual
risk assessmentfor the Yucca Mountain site at a time when most detailed site
characterizationstudieshad not even been initiated.
In April 1991, OCRWM requestedPNL to continue publicationof the
document, after addressingthe review comments,but without performing
significantnew calculations. This report provides not only a citable
reference for work completedin 1988, but documentationfor some of the early
performanceassessmentstudies that contributeto OCRWM's eventual approach
to the risk analyses needed for the license application. New models have
been developed,more site data have been collected,and new risk calculations
have been initiatedsince this work was completed. The results contained
here should be interpretedas only a demonstrationof an initial stage of
study for determiningthe risk of the proposed repository,rather than a
definitive statementof risk based on comprehensivemodels and the most
recent data.
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EXECUTIVESUMMARY

This report was prepared by Pacific Northwest Laboratory(PNL) for the
Office oF Civilian RadioactiveWaste Management,(OCRWM)of the U.S. Department of Energy (DOE). The study was undertakento estimate the postclosure
risk, in terms of populationhealth effects, of a high-levelnuclear waste
repositoryat the proposed site at Yucca Mountain, Nevada.
Informationon the public risk is needed to site, design, license, and
operate a repositorysystem. A literaturestudy conductedby PNL and
BrookhavenNational Laboratoryin Fiscal Year (FY) 1986 concludedthat
published informationwas not sufficientto develop a comprehensiveestimate
of populationrisk from the proposed repositorysystem. The Risk Characterization Program was initiatedby OCRWM in FY 1987'to develop preliminary risk
estimatesprior to the collectionof detailed informationduring site
characterizationactivities. Estimatesof the postclosurerisks were
developedby the PerformanceAssessmentScientificSupport Program at PNL.
The objectiveof the PostclosureRisks Task was to develop a technically
consistentestimate of the risk, in terms of human populationhealth effects,
of a repositorysystem at the proposed site at Yucca Mountain. The risk
estimates for the repositorysystem were developed using the 'latest(as of
1988) publisheddata and technicallyconsistentmodels and assumptions
The risk estimates cover a time span of I million years following
repositoryclosure. Representativedisruptiveand intrusiveevents were
selected and evaluated in addition to expected conditions. The estimates
were generatedassuming spent fuel as the waste form, and included all
importantradionuclidesfrom an inventory,half-life,and dose perspective.
A variety of modeling assumptionsand data values are incorporatedinto a
sensitivityanalysisthat identifiedimportantmodeling parameters.
Estimatesof the number of adverse health effects caused by locating a
repositoryat Yucca Mountain range from 36 to 181 over I million years.
These health effects are in addition to approximately33,600 health effects
(or a risk of 0.03 health effectsper year) expected from the background
radiationcount. The estimate of additionalhealth effects includes the

V
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effect of a postulatedmagmatic event and climate change scenarios. Thus,
the repositorywould account for a 0.1 to 1.0% increase in health effects
over background. These estimates are very sensitiveto the ground-water
recharge rate through the repositaryhorizon, the waste form dissolution
rate, and the population size.
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1.0 INTRODUCTION

The U.S. Departmentof Energy_s (DOE's)Office of Civilian Radioactive
Waste Management (OCRWM) is developinga system for permanentdisposal of
spent nuclear fuel, commercial and defense-relatedhigh-levelnuclearwaste,
and other waste that may be designatedfor geologic disposal by the U.S.
Nuclear RegulatoryCommission (NRC). The system will consist of one or more
geologic repositories,a monitored retrievablestorage (MRS) facility,and a
transportationsystem to move the wastes from the waste generatorsto the
storage and disposal facilities.
Informationon the public and occupationalrisks produced by the waste
management system is needed to site, design, license, and operate the system.
A study was performed in Fiscal Year (FY) 1986 by Pacific Northwest
Laboratory(PNL)(a) and BrookhavenNational Laboratory(BNL). This study
reviewed previouswork that assessed the risks in the waste managementsystem
and used this informationto develop preliminaryestimatesof the risks in
the system. The major conclusionof this study was that published
informationwas not sufficientto develop a comprehensiveand technically
consistentestimate of all of the potentiallyimportantrisks produced by the
waste managementsystem. Previous work did not addressmany potentially
importantrisk categoriesand was based on a wide variety of methods,data,
system designs, and key assumptions.
The OCRWM is planning a number of major risk and safety studiesduring
the design, development,and licensingprocess for the waste management
system. Many of these studies will be based on the detailed information
being developed in the site characterizationactivitiesat the candidate
repositorysite at Yucca Mountain,within the Nevada Test Site (NTS) in
southern Nevada (Figure 1.1). Severalyears will be requiredto develop this
informationand perform these risk studies. Preliminaryrisk informationis
needed in the near term to help guide programmaticand design decisions that
must be made before the more detailed risk studies are completed.

(a)

Pacific Northwest Laboratory is operated by Battelle
for the U.S. Department of Energy.
1.1

Memorial Institute

'

FIGURE 1.1. Location of Yucca Mountain Site in Southern Nevada

1.2

The Risk CharacterizationProgY'am
was initiatedby OCRWM in FY 1987 to
develop this preliminaryrisk information. All major risk categories are
being addressed: construction,operations(includingtransportation),
decommissioning,retrieval,and postclosure. Methodologiesfor estimating
postclosurerisks are being developedby the PerformanceAssessmentScientific Support (PASS) Program at PNL using data and assumptionsthat are
consistentwith the other risk estimatesbeing developed in the Risk CharacterizationProgram. This document presents the results of a demonstrationof
an integrated,although preliminarymodeling approachfor estimatingpostclosure risks.
1.1
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1.2 OBJECTIVEAND SCOPE OF THE POSTCLOSURERISKS TASK
The objectiveof the PostclosureRisks Task is to demonstrate an integrated modeling approach to provide preliminaryestimatesof the risk, in
te_ms of human health effects, of the postclosurerepositorysystem such as
that at the proposed repositorysite at Yucca Mountain, Nevada. The time
span covered by the calculationwas initially100,000years after repository
closure. Because the base-caserisks were negligiblein the first
100,000years, the time span of the study was extended to I million years.
Performanceof the repositorysystem is evaluated under expected conditions
and selected disruptiveand intrusiveevents. Spent fuel was assumed to be
the waste form because even though the mix of waste forms for the repository
has not l_eendecided, spent fuel will be the predominantwaste form; also
spent fuel provides a conservativeestimate of radionuclidereleases. All
m

importantradionuclides--interms of inventory,half-life,chain decay,
health effects, and U.S. EnvironmentalProtectionAgency (EPA) release limits
(EPA 19BS}--areevaluated. Although site characterizationis an ongoing
activity, published informationwas the source of the site data fcr the
analyses. A sensitivityanalysis was done to identify the componentsof the
system that have the greatest effect on the risk estimates. The calculational time scale for postcl.osure
risks, upwards of 100,000years, as
compared with only tens of years for the preclosureand transportationrisks,
makes it difficultto meaningfullycombine postclosurerisk estimates with
prealosurerisk estimates in the developmentof an integratedtotal system
risk estimate.
The evaluationresults of the scenariosand the list of disruptive and
intrusiveevents included in the risk assessmentis presented in Section 2.0.
The hydrologicmodeling results,which are needed to model the expected
conditions,are presented in Section 3.0. Models for the release of radionuclides from the engineeredbarriers are presented in Section 4.0, along
with release estimates for a variety of conditions. Far-fieldmass transport
issues and results are presentedin Section 5.0. Dose models for groundwater-basedcontaminationare presented in Section 6.0. Analysis of selected
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disruptive scenariosis presented in Section7.0. Sensitivityanalysis
results are presentedin Section 8.0. Postclosurerisk estimatesare discussed in Section 9.0.
1.3
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2.0 _ELECTIONOF DISRUPTIVE/INTRUSIVESCENARIOS

This section reports PNL's task to define a set of representativesce°

narios for use in a preliminarypostclosurerisk evaluation. Recent postclosure risk assessmentliteratureand the EnvironmentalAssessment(EA) (DOE
1986c) for the Yucca Mountain site are examined for the treatmentof
potentialdisruptiveor intrusiveevent scenarios. Informationfrom the
review is used to select scenariosfor evaluation.
_F

2.1 STATUS OF SCENARIO DEFINITIONAND SCREENINGWORK
There are three major approachescurrentlyused to identify scenarios
for analysis" simulation,event trees, and expert judgment. Koplik, Kaplan,
and Ross (1982) and Ross (1986) describe these concepts and review published
works on them through 1985. The event-treemethod for identifyingscenarios
has been demonstratedby Hunter (1983) and Hunter, Barr, and Bingham (1983).
As Ross observed,most risk-assessmentwork to date has used the expertjudgment method for selectingscenariosbecause the event-treemethod
produces extremelylarge numbers of scenarios and scenario combinations.
Simulationmethods may be used to screen scenariosselected for consideration
by another method, such as demonstratedby Petrie et al,.(1981}, but these
methods also have seen limited applicationsbecause of the lack of field data
required to mathematicallyevaluate alternativescenarios.
Identificationand evaluationof scenariosfor the purpose of calculation of risk is a twofold problem. First, the specific evolution of site
characteristicsmust be identified,and then the probabilityof the particular evolutionof characteristicsmust be specified. Scenario impacts can
be functionsof frequency,timing, a'ndseverity. Even for a specific disruptive event, it is impossibleto separatelyevaluate the impacts of all
possible severities,times of occurrence, and frequenciesof occurrence.
Representativescenariosmust therefore be identifiedso that a mancgeable
number of severities,occurrences,and frequenciesthat credibly bound
reasonablerisks can be evaluated. As the literaturesurvey will show, some
progress h!asbeen made in identifyingclasses of site characteristicsthat
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must be examined. However, the problem of assigningprobabilitiesto release
scenarios remains largely unsolved at this time.
Hunter, Mann, and Cranwell (1985) cited a number of publicationsthat
'

includeexamples of unstated assumed probabilities,stated assumed probabilities, probabilitiescalculatedusing sophisticatedmathematicsand uncertain
or poor data, probabilitiesbased On geologic considerationsand arguments,
and probabilitiesbased on combinationsof these approaches. The purpose of
the review was to make the point that no consensusexists on how to go about
assigningprobabilitiesto events with a low likelihoodof uccurring.
Hunter, Mann, and Cranwell (1985) stated that they were working on the
problem of assigningprobabilitiesto scenarios on behalf of the NRC. This
is of particularinterestbecause Sandia National Laboratories(SNL) has been
addressingthis problem for the NRC since the late 1970s (Cranwellet al.
1982a,b). The problem is not amenable to easy or rapid solution. The purpose of the work by SNL was to evaluate the EPA standard and demonstrate a
methodology for showingcompliancewith that standard (Pepping,Chu, and
Siegel 1983a,b; Peppinget al. 1983c; Siegel and Chu 1983). [See Ortiz and
Wahi (1983) or Ortiz et al. (1984) for a more complete descriptionand overview of this work.] This work demonstratedapplicationsof a risk assessment
methodologyto hypotheticalsystems in basalt, bedded salt, and tuff. Of
interest is the conclusionby these authors that they have demonstrateda
method of assessingcompliancewith the EPA standard "which can take into
account the uncertaintyof scenario frequencies. The more difficult problem
of assigningrealisticranges and distributionsto the scenario frequencies
remains to be addressed"(Ortiz et al. 1984). Although these authors agreed
that this problem "is one of the most difficult areas in assessing
compliancewith the EPA standard,"they are neverthelessconfident that_
reasonableapproacheshave either been developed or are being developed.
Internationally,the prospects for the formulationof a defensiblemethodology for assigningprobabilitydistributionsto release scenarios have
fared similarly. Despite a 1980 Nuclear Energy Agency (NEA) workshop on the
subject (NEA 1981), the recommendationwas again made in 1985 that the NEA
have a workshop or form an expert group to address methodologydevelopment
for radionucliderelease scenario identificationand screening,and the
2.2
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assignmentof probabilitiesand probabilitydistributionsto release scenarios (NEA 1986). The subjectcontinuesto challenge the repositoryrisk/
performanceassessmentcommunity,and some experts are pessimisticabout the
prospects of doing credible,technicallydefensiblework in this area of
assigning probabilitydistributionsto release scenarios,as required to show
compliancewith the EPA standard (Kocheret al. 1985, for example).
Finally_ Ross (1986)came to a conclusionsimilarto that stated above,
acknowledgingthat: "Whatevertechnique is used to identify scenarios,
severe difficultiesare encounteredin assigningnumerical probabilitiesto
'

them."

2.2

LITERATUREREVIEW
A number of publishedpreliminaryperformanceanalyses have included

low-probabilityevents. One of the earlier analyseswas reported in the
final environmentalimpact statementfor high-levelwaste disposal (DOE
1980). A more recent analysis is reported in the EPA's backgrouvJd
information document supportingthe final EPA standard (EPA 1985b).
2.2.1 U.S. Departmentof Enerqy-RelatedWork
Generic EnvironmentalImpact Statement
In 1980, DOE publishedpostclosureperformancerisk analyses using
worst-case scenarioevaluationsintendedto bound risks that cou'Idbe
expected from a repository(DOE 1980). The use of very low-probability/
high-consequencepostulatedevents resulted in initialrisk estimates sufficientlylow to allow deep undergroundemplacementof high-levelradioactive
waste to be pursued as the preferredpermanentdisposal option (NWPA 1982),
The final generic environmentalimpact statement (GEIS) for the management of commercialradioactivewaste contained a generic postclosurerisk
assessment(DOE 1980). The scope of the postclosurerisk assessmentwork
reported in the GEIS was consistentwith the need for a boundingestimate of
postclosurerisks from the geologic disposal activity. The scope was limited
to an evaluationof the consequencesof a worst-casescenario for a generic
repository. The scenarioconsequencecalculationswere generic in the sense
that host-rockpropertieswere not taken into account.
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At the time the GElS was done, different rock types being considered
were basalt or granite, shale, and salt. Different inventorieswere assumed
for each rock type, but the differencesin the risks stemming from the differences in assumed inventoryamountedonly to a factor of two, which is not
relevant in terms of the order-of-magnitudeestimates being made in the GEIS.
Some highly unlikely scenarios,such as repositorybreach by a meteorite
strike, and the solution mining of salt were treated in the GEIS. The meteor
strike scenario is now consideredtoo unlikelyto be a significantcontributor to risk (DOE 1985a; EPA 1986b). Some of the other scenariosevaluated
in the GEIS were drilling that results in part of the contents of a waste
canister being brought to the surface, and faulting that results in three
possible _;onsequence
scenarios: I) surface-watercontaminationby flow
thro..'q'
a small stream, 2) surface-watercontaminationby ground-waterflow,
and 3_ cor,
taminatedground water reaching a weil.
Even where probabilityestimateswere assumed for initiatingevents in
the GEIS, they were not considereddefensibleestimates by many reviewers.
This is illustratedby the controversybetween the DOE and EPA over the probability of faulting that is documentedin the footnotes of the GEIS postclosure risk assessments. The GEIS illustratesthat the purpose for which a
risk analysis is done determines the uses to which the results can
legitimatelybe put.
An objectionto performingpreliminaryestimatesof postclosurerepos!

itory

risks

stems from the lack of site-specific

data Fleeded for disruptive/

,\1,intrusive
event consequence analyses.
For example, DOEOffice of Geologic
I" Repositories
(OGR) Project Environmental Assessments (DOE 1986a,b,c) for the
i

three
i

'

sites

initially

approved for

characterization

each reiterate

the need

'Formore work to describe credible ranges for scenario probabilities. The
key to obtainingmore realistic estimatesof risk lies in obtainingrealistic
estimates of intrusiveand disruptiveevent scenario likelihoodsand
consequences.
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AEGIS Technoloq.y Demonstration
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TABLE 2.1. PotentiallySignificantScenarios Evaluatedby U.S. Department
of Energy Expert Panel (DOE Ig86d)
Potential
Credibilityor Significance
Basalt
Bedded Salt
Tuff

Scenario Description
I

Nominal case (expectedconditions)

C(a)

C

C

2. Unexpectedfeatures in
the site system

C

C

C

3.

NC(b)

NC

NC

4. Advance,of a dissolutionfront

C

NC

NC

5. Movement of a large fault near
but not inside the repository

C

NC

NA(C)

6. Movement of a large fault
inside the repository

NC

NC

NA

7. Movement of a small fault near
but not inside the repository

NA

NA

NA

8. Movement of a small fault
inside the repository

'NA

NC

NA

9. Movement along a large fault at
least 5 km from the repository

NA

NA

NA

tOa. Extrusivemagmatic event within
500 years after closure

NC

NC

C

lOb. Extrusivemagmatic event 500 to
10,000years after closure

NC

NC

C

11. Intrusivemagmatic event

NC

NC

NC

12. Large-scaleexploratorydrilling

NC

C

NC

13. Small-scaleexploratorydrilling

NA

NA

NA

14. Incompletesealing of the shafts
and the repository

C

C

NA

i

;

(a)
(b)
(c)

Repository-inducedhostrock dissolution

C = scenario credible,
NC : scenario not credible.
NA = scenario would have insignificant
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release

effect.

Detailed Analysis of the EnvironmentalAssessment
The informationpresented in this section was taken from volumes I
and II of the Yucca Mountain EA (DOE 1986c). Because the EA cites and ref- '
erences the documentsupon which it is based and because no primary research
results are reported,no referencesother than the EA are provided here. The
EA addressesthe 10 CFR Part 960 "GeneralGuidelinesfor the Recommendation
of Sites for the Nuclear Waste Repositories"(DOE 1984). Subsectionsof the
EA address individualguidelinesand, in so doing, present material germane
to the evaluationof scenarios.
Material given in greater detail in the EA is paraphrasedand summarized.

Relevant sections of the EA are identifiedby EA section numbers in

brackets. For example, [6.3.1.4]is the section entitled "Climaticchanges
(I0 CFR 960.4-2-4)."
n

Climate Chanqe. [6.3.1.4.2] Pluvialconditionshave occurred and will
c;ccuragain in this area. These conditionspresumablyresult in increased
recharge and surface hydrologicfeatures associatedwith raised water tables.
However, the increasesin recharge and water table rises plausible for Yucca
Mountain are not expected to affect ground-watertravel times [6.4.2.5.1],
assumingmatrix flow and barring fracture flow.
Preliminarypaleoclimateevaluationsand hydrologicalcharacterization
of the Yucca Mountain area suggests that the climate change scenario should
be includedin considerationsof risk.
Faultinq. [3.2.3] Yucca Mountain lies in an area of low seismicity
relativeto seismic belts to the west and north. Geologic evidence suggests
that the Yucca Mountain area has been relativelystable for 11 million years.
Surface faulting in response to nearby nuclear weapons testing has been
observed,suggestingsusceptibilityto faulting. Historicalearthquakeevidence is consideredinadequatefor judging maximum earthquakepotentials
because large earthquakesmay be followed by aftershocksfor a century and by
relativelyquiet periods of one or more thousandsof years before recurring.
[6.3.1.7.5] The expectation is that movement will occur along existing
faults in fracturedrock, and thereforelarge fracture zones will be avoided
in locating the repository. In addition, in the highly unlikely event that a
2.7
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canister or a small number of canisters are ruptured by movement along a
fault through the repository,the lack of flowing water in the repository,
combined with the small fraction of canisters that could possibly be
destroyed by such an event would not result in massive waste form disso':ution. Ground-watertransporttimes from the repositoryto the water table
that are calculatedin multiple 10,O00-yearintervalsalso ensure no
significanteffectsfrom faulting in the repository, lt appears that,
although somewhat likely, faultingdoes not have the potential for causing
significantrisk increasesat Yucca Mountain.
Maqmatic Event. [6.3.1,7.3] Calculationsperformed for the Yucca
Mountain site suggest a probabilitybetween 3.3 x 10-10/yr and 4.7 x 10"8/yr
for 10,000 years for the occurrenceof basaltic volcanism. The possibility
of volcanism,in the form of basaltic eruptions,is suggestedby basaltic
eruptionsduring the QuaternaryPeriod to the west and south of Yucca
Mountain [6.3.1.7.4]. Basaltic eruptionsoccurred periodicallyin the Crater
Flat area west and south of Yucca Mountain during the QuaternaryPeriod
[6.3.1.7.4]. The assumptionis made that Quaternaryhistory is predictiveof
future events [6.3.1.7.2]. Consequencesfor the repositoryinvolve the
physical transportof waste to the surface [6.3.1.7.1].
The probabilityof volcanism appears small. However, assuming that
waste would be physicallyentrained and depositedon the surface, or perhaps
dispersed into the atmospherewith fine-grainedash, the volcanic scenario
should be addressedin a semi-quantltativefashion.
Human IntrusionPotential. [3.2.4.1] There is no evidence for geothermal, uranium, hydrocarbon,oil shale, or coal resources at Yucca Mountain. Although there is a high heat flow in the site, there is no prospect
for hot water at economicallyattractivedepths, _nd nearby (20 km) uranium
occurrencesare not consideredattractivetargets for development.
[3.2.4.2] Active silver and gold mining nearby (20 km), and lead and
copper mining to the northwestof Yucca Mountain seem to have no bearing on
the tuff site's resource potential. Yucca Mountain is not consideredto have
any potential for metal resource development.
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[3.2.4.3] Sand and gravel are ubiquitous,and are found at Yucca
Mountain. Although clays, ceramic silica, zeolites, alunite, fluorite, and
constructionaggregatesare extractednearby, Yucca Mountain has none of
theseresources in commerciallysignificantquantities.
[3.3.3] Ground-waterresourcesin the Yucca Mountain subsurfacedrainage are being tapped by wells, largelydomestic. Maximum populationssupportable by Amargosa Desert ground water are estimatedat less t::_an
20,000.
lt would appear that the aquiferthat flows from beyond Yucca Mountain under
the mountain and toward Death Valley will continue to be used for human
activities in the future. A human intrusionscenario seems unlikely for the
repository,as long as the intrusionis motivated by a desire to find
resourcesother than the repositorycontent itself.
Shaft Seal Failure. [2.1.4] The objectiveof the sealing activity is
to use sealingmaterials that offer isolationpropertiesat least equivalent
to that offered by the host rock. In an unsaturated,fractured,and porous
medium, it should not be difficultto seal shafts with a medium of roughly
equivalentpropertiesto those o'Fthe host rock. lt is difficult to postulate a scenario in which a sealed shaft at Yucca Mountain could become a
preferentialpathway for radionuclidetransportwhen net flux of ground water
appears to be downward.
2.2.2 U.S. Nuclear RegulatoryCommission-RelatedWork
The NRC recently publishedits proposed amendments(NRC 1986) to its
final rule on the disposal of high-levelradioactivewaste and spent nuclear
fuel (NRC 1983). In these proposed amendments,which serve to conform the
NRC rule to the final EPA standard,there is a discussionof the NRC's
intent concerningthe assignmentof probabilitiesto scenarios (processesand
events) resultingin releases to the accessibleenvironment:
The Commissionwill require an extensive and thorough investigation
of relevant processes and events, but will require analyses of the
probabilityand/or consequenceof each only to the extent
necessaryto determine its contributionto the overall probability
distribution...Generally,
categoriesof processesand events that
can be shown to have a likelihoodof less than one chance in 10,000
over 10,000 years, along with categoriesof processes and events
that otherwisecan be shown not to change the remaining probability
distributionof cumulativerelease significantly,need not receive
further analysis.
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Based on this statement,the likelihoodof a significant-release
occurrenceneeds to be described in terms of a probabilitydistribution.
According to the NRC (1986),conservativebounding calculationsmay be
performedwhen no consensus can,be reached on this probabilitydistribution.
The approach of using bounding calculationsmay mean assigninga scenario
probabilityat, or near, unity and includingthe processor event in the
consequenceprobabilitydistribution. This approach of assigninga unit
probabilityto a scenario has been used in some of the preliminaryrisk
assessmentsdone to date.
Modeling results based on assuming a probabilityof one for scenarios of
unknown likelihoodare scoping or worst-case analyses. They address only
release consequencesgiven the occurrenceof certain postulated,but
unlikely,events and processes. Calculationof an overall repositoryrisk
estimate requires combiningthe consequencesof many scenarios. The
procedure for the combinationof consequencesmakes use of the probabilityof
occurrenceof different scenarios. Assigning a probabilityof one to a
i

scenario requires the inconsistentmodeling assumptionthat only one scenario
is of interest.
The most comprehensiverecent risk assessmentwork is probably that done
by SNL in 1983, which included results of simplifiedrepositoryperformance
analyses that addressedthe EPA standard'scumulativerelease limits (EPA
1985a). The three reports that describe these simplifiedanalyses for hypothetical basalt, salt, and tuff repositories,respectively,are by Pepping,
Chu, and Siegel (1983a,b)and Siegel and Chu (1983).
The problem presented by the general inabilityto specify probabilities
for scenarios is reflected in these three SNL studies of hypotheticalrepository performance. For the basalt site it is suggestedthat uncertainty in
scenario probabilitiesmay be addressed through an assumed probabilitydistribution for each scenario (Pepping,Chu, and Siegel 1983a). Study of the
likelihoodof exploratorydrilling at Yucca Mountain is recommendedto aid in
the determinationof the safety of that location as a repositorysite (Siegel
and Chu 1983). Finally, the hypotheticalsalt repositoryevaluation

Q
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(Pepping,Chu, and Siegel 1983b) concludes that a practicaldifficultyin
addressingthe EPA standard is the inabilityto assign meaningfulprobabilities to scenarios.
Table 2.2 summarizesthe scenariosevaluatedby Ortiz and Wahi (1983).
The judgments in Table 2.2 agree with,those in Table 2.1. The one exception
is the magmatic event in Table 2.1, thought to be credible for Yucca Mountain, that was not analyzed by Ortiz and Wahi (1983). Thus, it appearsthat
for all intents, the DOE expert panel came to the same conclusionsregarding
the credibilityof disruptive/intrusivescenariosfor the three firstrepositorysites as the group at SNL did in their evaluationsfor the NRC.
Pepping, Chu, and Siegel (19834)discuss three possible sourcesof
informationfor the assignmentof probabilitiesfor scenarios: I) If a process can be shown to be stochasticin nature, an analyst may be able to assign
a probabilitybased on observationsof that process,e.g., Donath and
Cranwell (1981) attemptedto use this approachfor faulting by analysis of
data describingexisting fault densities and stress states; 2) hictorical
data may be useful for extrapolationinto the future,particularlywith
respect to exploratorydrilling;and 3) in the absence of the detailed understanding or the appropriaterecords necessaryfor either of the above
sources, expert judgment must be relied on. The Delphi method was cited as
one way, among many, to formalizeexpert judgment. No examplewas given, but
the Basalt Waste IsolationProject has used the Delphi method in its preliminary attempt to address scenario selection in its EA (Davis et al. 1983;
Roberds, Plum, and Visca 1984; DOE 1986a). Pepping,Chu, and Siegel (1983a)
stressed the implicit need for expert judgment in evaluatingeither
stochasticobservationsor historicaldata.
For the hypotheticalrepositoryin tuff (Siegeland Chu 1983), the
selected scenarios representdifferentways in which the changes or the
unknowns in the site's propertiescould affect radionuclidereleases. Each
scenario was modeled as an anticipatedevent and was evaluated separately.
There was no way to assign comparativevalues to the likelihoodof sorption,
leach-rate-limitedor solubility-limiteddissolutionprocesses,or
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TABLE 2.2. ScenariosAnalyzed for HypotheticalRepositoriesin Basalt,
Bedded Salt, and Tuff (Ortiz and Wahi 1983)
Host Medium

Basalt

Bedded Salt

Tuff

Scenario I

Routine release with U-tube formed by,a
no disruption,
failed shaft seal
and one or more
boreholes;water
originatesfrom and
returns to primary
aquifer.

Scenario 2

Fracturesin dense
basalt,

U-tube formed by two Rock matrix diffuor more boreholes;
sion and vertical
water originatesand gradient unaffected
returns to primary
by thermal pulse:
aquifer,
leach-limitedor
(Case B) mixing-cell
source models.

Scenario3

Borehole connection
to upper aquifer;
mixing cell source
model,

U-tube formed by
Retardationin some
failed shaft seal
fractured layers due
and one or more
to zeolites.
boreholes;water
originatesfrom and
returns to secondary
aquifer.

Scenario 4

Borehole connection
to upper aquifer;

U-tube formed by two Retardation in poror more boreholes;
ous vitric or

Il_a_h
" tolimit_d_
10
er
year.

returns originates
to secondary
water
and
aquifer,

some fracturedtuff
devitrified
layers.

in

Borehole connection
to upper aquifer;

Canister direct hit;
rapid and direct

Same as Scenario
and IB, but with

I
a

le
_htolimited;
Iu a_
10
Her
year.

movement
nuclides of
to radiosurface,

91.4-m
rise in (300-ft)
the water
table.

(None.)

Brine pocket
penetration,

No retardation
in
any fractured
layers,
accessible
environment 12.9 km
(8 mi) away.

Scenario

5

Scenario 6

No retardation in
any fractured
layers or (Case B)
rock matrix diffusion in fractured
layers.
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other processes. Therefore,the report on tuff by Siegel and Chu (1983) did
not address the assignmentof probabilitiesto scenarios.
In terms,of evaluatingscenarios,however, Pepping et al. (1983)
evaluateda salt repositorywith regard to both the EP_ cumulativerelease
standard and the health-effectsconsequences. The objectiveof the study was
to perform a preliminarytotal system risk assessment,includingintrusive
and disruptiveevents, to demonstratethe use of existing analyticaltools in
showing compliancewith the EPA standard. The EPA standardwas in draft form
when the Peppinget al. work was performed.
Uncertaintyand sensitivitywere addressedby Pepping et al, (1983)
through parametervariationexercises. The methodologywas found to be most
sensitiveto gross features such as onset of release, rate of release, and
inventory. The simple source-termmodel was, therefore,an important
determinantof the nature of 'theresults. Output scatterwas relatable to
the ranges assumed for the input parameters. Onset of release, on the other
hand, was a function of the timing of the events that initiatedthe
intrusive/disruptive
scenario.
The Peppinget al. (1983) study results have been questionedin terms of
the realismof the system description,the scenarios analyzed,and the
applicabilityof the models used. These questionswere partly addressed in a
study done for the Office of Nuclear Waste Isolation (INTERA1985) in which
the two scenarioswith the highest modeled consequenceswere re-analyzed.
Significantlylower consequenceswere predicted in the INTERA (1985)
study, which illustratesthe importancenot only of includingsignificant
scenarios in a risk analysis, but also of selectingrealistic system and
scenario characteristicsthat are defensible. As these studies indicate,
risk assessmentis an iterativeprocess that will continue to evolve as sitespecificdata become availablefrom a site characterizationprogram.
2.2.3 U.S. EnvironmentalProtectionAqency-RelatedWork
In the generic risk assessmentby Smith et al. (1982),which helped the
EPA formulateits 40 CFR Part 191 standard,a number of scenarioswere considered: drilling,faulting, breccia pipes (salt),volcanoes,and meteorite
strikes,

In the final

environmental

impact statement
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by DOE (1980),

a

worst-casescenario of a meteorite strike that breached the repositorywas
also evaluated. The meteorite strike scenario has since been eliminatedas
needing considerationby the EPA_s 40 CFR Part 191 (EPA 1985a,b),which puts
a limit on the scenariosthat need to be consideredin addressingthe EPA
standard. Scenariosthat need not be consideredinclude those that have a
probabilityof less than I in I0,000 of occurringover 10,000years and 'those
for which there is a reasonableexpectationthat the remainingprobability
distributionof cumulativereleaseswould not be significantlychanged by
their omission. These criteria are identicalto those proposed by the NRC
(1986), as cited above, and were qualitativelyapplied in the DOE (1986d)
effort that created Table 2.1.
The EPA and its contractors,
have done a number of risk assessmentsin
support of the developmentof 'the40 CFR Part 191 (EPA 1985a), specifically,
to help define the EPA standard'squantitativelimits on 10,O00-yearcumulative radionuclidereleases into the accessibleenvironment. These risk
assessmentsare described by Smith et al. (1982) and in EPA (1985b).
The final repositoryperformancestandarddeveloped by EPA (1985a) is
based on the acceptabilityof a cumulativerelease to the accessibleenvironment resultingin 1000 health effects over 10,000years from a 100,000metric-tonof heavy metal (MTHM) repository. This particularlevel of
acceptablerisk was based on risk assessmentsof uranium ore bodies (Williams
1980). These studies estimated the health effects produced from the uranium
ore. The final standard was within the range of the results reported in
these studies. The standardwas set at a level that would result in public
consequencesat or below the level that could have been expected had the
uranium never been mined (EPA 1985a).
The 1982 EPA risk assessments(Smith et al. 1982) attemptedto bound
risks for hypotheticalrepositoriesin basalt, granite, bedded salt, domed
salt, and shale. Although the propertiesof these rock types were used to an
extent, the purpose was to provide insight into the generic standard that was
being developed for applicationto any repositoryin any rock type. No
effort
sidering

was made, therefore,
as candidates

'to simulate

the actual

locations

DOEwas con-

for repositories.

Q
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In the supportingdocuments publishedby EPA (Smith et al. 1982; Smith,
Fowler, and Goldin 1982), the populationrisks from the undisturbedgeneric
repositorieswere based on estimatesof radionuclidereleases through an
aquifer into a river. The use of ground water as a direct water supply was
not considered,and a generic river was assumed for each generic site. Irrigation with contaminatedriver water and human intrusionscenariosbrought
radionuclidesto the soil surface. Resuspensionof radionuclidesdeposited
on land surfaces was consideredin the consequencecalculations. Pathways in
which the river and air sources depositedmaterials in the oceans were also
examined. All of these sourcesof radionuclideswere then analyzed for dose
contributions'throughapplicablefood chains.
i

In 1985, EPA reported revised estimatesof risks from generic
repositoriesin basalt, bedded salt, tuff, and granite. These revised risk
estimates contained results of parametervariationstudies. These results
(EPA 1985b) underscoredthe importanceof improvedmodels for pathway and
dose analyses. The very Iow-probabilitymeteoriteand volcano scenarioswere
also not includedbecause their risk contributionswere negligible. These
judgments are compatiblewith the judgmentsmade by the DOE (1986d) as shown
in Table 2.1.
In terms of uncertainties,both EPA risk analyses (smith et al. 1982;
EPA 1985b) listed the use of generic assumptions,estimatedparameters,and
simplifiedmodels as significantsources of uncertainty. Both analyses contained results of parametervariation studies. The EPA (1985b)parameter
variation results underscoredthe importanceof the assumedwaste-form "leach
rate" in the modeling and that host-rockpermeabilitywas generally more
importantto the determinationof risk than were reasonablevariationsin
retardationand solubilitynumbers. Whether or not there was fracture flow
rather than just matrix flow in unsaturatedtuff was found to be a very
importantconsideration.
The EPA (1985b)study evaluated human intrusionfor the basalt, bedded
salt, and tuff repositories. Human intrusionconsequenceswere highest for
the bedded salt repository,lower for the basalt repository,and near negligible for the tuff repository. Consideringthe conservatismof these analyses, this is in essentialagreementwith the judgment of DOE (1986d).
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Human intrusion into the Yucca Mountain site for the purpose of locating
natural resources is consideredhighly unlikely, In the case of d_liberate
intrusion,it seems reasonableto assume that a future generationdeliberately excavatingthe rock (presumablyta extract the radioactivematerial)
will also be sufficientlyskilled to cope with the hazards. This judgment
parallels that of the Swedish (SKBF 1983), Swiss (NAGRA 1985), and Canadian
(Wuschkeet al, 1981) programs,
2.2,4 InternationalRisk Assessments
Internationally,the prospectsfor the formulationof a defensiblemethodology for assigning probabilitydistributionsto release scenarioshave
fared no better than in the United States, Selected internationalrisk
assessmentsare reviewed in this section,
,,

CanadianR_sk Assessment for _ Generic CrystallineRepository
The most recent Canadian risk assessmentwas reported by Wuschke et al.
(1985). lhe report describesthe methods being developed and presents preliminary results. This is the second safety assessmentfor the Canadian
program. The first, a very preliminaryand conservativeassessment,was
publishedby Wuschke et al. in 1981.
The purpose of Wuschke et al. (1985) was to evaluate the performance
assessmentmethodologyand to provide informationfor the design and planning
of a deep geologic repository. Ultimately,these assessmentsare to be used
to predict the impact of the disposal system on the human environment.
The Canadian safety assessmentis limited to a preliminarydetermination
of the maximum annual dose equivalentto an individual. Collectivedose may
be addressed in subsequentstudies, The individualof interest is representative of a populationliving its entire life in the area where radionuclides
reach the ground surface.
The basis for the Canadian performance calculationsconsists of a number
of detailed considerationsevaluated in their system model SYVAC (SYstems
Variability

Analysis

Code).

SYVACis a stochastic

three main modular submodels:
recent

work, an improved version

vault,

geosphere,

of SYVACcalled
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The Canadian risk assessmentdoes not address disruptiveevents except
to state that ice age glaciation is quil;,i_
likely, and could disrupt the
surface and geosphere flow systems. Glacial advance and retreatcould also
stress the vault through regional subsidenceand rebound. ,Theproblems
related to the inclusionof disruptiveand intrusivescenariosand their
consequencesin a risk assessmenthave not been explicitlyaddressed,
however, limiting the utility of this work for the present PNL study.
Swedish Risk Assessmentsfor a Gene_ic Crystalline_epositpry
Of interest are the series of safety assessmentsby the Swedish Nuclear
Fuel Supply Company, Division KBS, which were done to evaluate the concept of
high-levelwaste disposal in stable crystallinerock formations. The latest
of these safety assessments is known as the KBS-3 report (SKBF 1983), which
reviews and recalculatesthe KBS-3 work carried out by SKI, the Swedish
nuclear power inspectorate(Andersson,Kjellbert, and Forsberg 1984). The
SKI recalculationis, in essence, a regulatoryreview of the KBS-3 work.
The purpose of the KBS-3 safety assessmentsis to show that the concept
of deep geologic disposal is safe, thus addressinga regulatoryrequirement
of the Swedishgovernment,.
The scope of the postclosureassessmentsincludes the expected performance of the total disposal system in terms of release rates and doses to
individuals. The basis for the KBS-3 assessment,accordingto its reviewers
(Andersson,Kjellbert,and Forsburg 1984; NAGRA 1985), consists of a number
of conservativeassumptionsand overestimatesof doses. As pointed out by
Andersson,Kjellbert,and Forsberg (1984), however, there is much
uncertaintyin the current knowledgeof some very basic aspects, such as the
hydrology,of the system described in KBS-3, and therefore the conservatism
seems warranted.
The KBS-3 safety assessment (SKBF 1983) has been favorablyreviewed in
detail by the U.S. National Academy of Sciences and by the SKI, the Swedish
nuclear regulatoryauthority. In the SKI calculationsdone by Andersson,
Kjellbert,and Forsberg (1984), the KBS-3 case was redone using slightly
different,somewhatmore conservative,values for some parameters.
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The inclusionor exclusion of phenomena such as matrix diffusion in a
risk assessmentfor a fracturedhost-rock repositoryis of great interest to
the U.S. program. The KBS-3 work also quantitativelyaddressed some unlikely
events and conditions,includingearly waste package containmentfailure,
oxidizingrather than reducing conditionsat depth, and the potentialeffects
of colloids and complexantsin the ground water. Events that could cause
substantialchanges in geology, hydrology,or geochemistryover the next million years were discounted'throughqualitativearguments,however. Thus, the
lack of quantitativeassessmentsof intrusiveor disruptiveevent scenarios
in the preliminarywork performed to date limits the utility of this Swedish
work for the present PNL study.
Swiss Risk Assessmentfor a Generic CrystallineRepository
The Swiss National Cooperativefor the Storage of RadioactiveWaste
(NAGRA)has publishedthe results of its safety assessmentfor a hypothetical
repositoryin crystallinerock in Switzerland. The English language summary
of their report (NAGRA 1985) was consultedfor this review.
The NAGRA safety studies address a governmentalrequirementto show that
the populationwill not be exposed to unreasonablerisks from the final
disposal of radioactivewastes. The continuedoperation of Swiss nuclear
power plants depends on the demonstrationof a permanent:safe disposal
method for all categoriesof radioactivewaste (NAGRA 1985).
The scope of the NAGRA safety studies is very similar to the scope of
the Swedish safety analysis: an evaluationof disposal system safety using a
deterministicmodeling approach and realistic,yet conservative,parameter
values describinga generic crystallinerock site. The endpoint is a dose
rate (mrem/yr)that representsthe total dose equivalent integratedover
50 years followingradionuclideintake.
This risk assessmentis of interest because it purports to be a
realisticassessmentof expected repositoryperformance. There was no
quantitativeinclusionof intrusiveor disruptiveevent scenarios,and this
limits the utility of :thisSwiss work for the present PNL study. A qualitative discussionof likely intrusive and disruptiveevent consequenceswas
included,however, in which the reasonswere given for expecting low or
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inconsequentialrisk effectsfor the particulartype of generic northern
Switzerlanddeep crystallinerock repositorylocation modeled.
2.3 SCENARIO SELECTION;FORTHE PACIFIC NORTHWESTLABORATORYPOSTCLOSURE
RISK ASSESSMENT
The literaturereviewed includedwork performedon behalf of the DOE,
the EPA, the NRC, and selected internationalprograms. With the exception of
climate change scenarios,none of the work evaluatedwas in any significant
way out of harmony with the selectionsof significantby the DOE expert panel
(DOE 1986di_ Therefore,the scenarioslisted in Table 2.1 are representative
of previouswork.

Even though there are longer iists in the literature,

e.g., IAEA (1983),the list is as comprehensiveas or more comprehensivethan
any provided by the other risk assessmeqtscited.
A qualitativeestimate of the range of unexpectedconditions,based on
generic considerations,was made by the DOE expert panel (DOE 1986d).
However, these conditionscannot be quantitativelyconsidereduntil specific
data have provided further support for their plausibility. If identified,
they will become part of the base case. No unexpectedconditionswill be
addressed in the PNL study.
As a result of the literaturereview, however, it became apparent that
the time span of interest in the risk assessmentdetermined,to an extent,
whether a given scenariowas credible. Hence, the Table 2.1 scenariosw_re
evaluated and modified as necessaryto furnish a representativesample of
those consideredto be importantin terms of the PNL risk assessmenttime
span of interest,which exceeds 100,000years. Review of the literatureand
considerationof the time span differencebetweenthe DOE (1986d)effort and
the PNL risk task resulted in the followingthree scenariosbeing chosen for
evaluationof postclosurerisks: I) expected conditions,2) climate change,
and 3) extrusive magmatic event. A more detailed rationalefor inclusionof
these scenarios is given subsequently.
2.3.1 Expected Conditions
The nominal (base case) scenario defines the stored waste_ the
repository,and its geohydrologicsetting at the time of closure. Data are
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lacking for the developmentof models to fully describe the geohydrologic
Setting, and thus, this scenario. This scenarioconsidersthe existing site
characteristicsand conditionsand deals with the expected effectscaused by
the emplacementof the waste, the release of radionuclidesfrom the engi_
neered barrier system, and transportthrough the natural barriers away from
the repository.
The present site hydrologicsystem propertiesare not yet fully characterized and will not be until further site-specificdata are collected.
Until these data are available,the conceptualmodel of the geologic and
hydrologicsetting will be based on more regional-scaleand preliminarydata
of the type contained in the EA.
Thus, the base case uses the baseline data existing under present
conditions,with the repositoryand waste in place, and considersundisturbed
repositoryconditionsbeyond the time of waste package failure.
2.3.2 Climate Chanqe
The DOE expert panel included climate change in its descriptionof the
expected case. Although climate changes are likely to occur, especiallyover
a 100,O00-yearperiod, the magnitude and effects of these changes are not at
all certain. Changesmay include flowpathgeometry and dischargepoint
location, for example, which may result in changes in the conceptualmodel
and its mathematicaldescription. On the other hand, changesmay only
include minor, temporary perturbationsto the far-fieldflow system.
Because of these uncertainties,addressingclimate change as part of the
expected case seems problematicin that it suggests that whatever is done to
model the expected case adequatelyaddressesclimatechange. This'may or may
not be the case, depending on the magnitudeand durationof the climate
change. Thus, for the PNL risk assessmenttask, climate change is considered
separatelyfrom the expected case.
Climate changes can be reasonablyexpected to occur over the
100,000-yearperiod after closure. Various authors have postulatedworldwide
changes over tens of thousandsof years that could lead to cooler conditions
and a trend toward enlargementof glaciers and/or reestablishmentof continental ice sheets in North America. lt is generallyaccepted that the
2.21

extent of ice cover from renewed glaciationwithin the next 100,000years
will probably be confined to the areas that were covered by ice during the
Pleistocene. Because the Yucca Mountain site was not covered by ice during
the Pleistocene,it is believed unlikely that it will be covered during any
renewed continentalglaciationduring the next 100,000years, and direct
loading effects are not considered. The possibilityof a higher world mean
temperaturefrom increasedatmosphericcarbon dioxide is not considered.
A change to a more pluvial climate in the future would cause changes in
both infiltrationand recharge volumes. Yucca Mountain is topographically
high with respect to the washes and drainagewayssurroundingit, and with the
water table 200 to 300 m below the proposed repositorylevel, increased
precipitationis not likely to raise the saturatedzone boundary this distance. However, as precipitationincreases,some increase in rechargewould
occur from direct precipitationover the surfaceof the repository. The
water table beneath the repositorywould rise some amount, and the travel
times through the unsaturatedand saturatedzones would decrease. The
effects of the increasedprecipitationthrough the approximately300 m of
material above the repositoryneed to be investigated. The saturatedzone
would rise toward the surface in the closed basins of the area, perhaps
forming lakes, and the ground-waterdischarge zones would move upward along
the topographic slope of the land surfacewhere the dischargezones intersected it. The resulting shorter flow-pathlengths and increase in gradients
would affect travel times. Estimatesof ground-watertravel times obtained
for a range of increasedrecharge rates indicatethat travel times will be
within acceptableranges for higher recharge rates, i.e., travel times would
still greatly exceed regulatorylimits of 1000 and 10,000 years.
2.3.3

ExtrusiveMaqmatic Event

The extrusive magmetic scenario was postulatedas magma rising from an
underlying source through the earth's crust as a thin, elongateddike, which
intersectsa fraction of the waste packages and transportsthe waste to the
land surfacewith the magma. The possibilityof a Stromboliantype explosive
eruption that could entrain waste within an eruptive cloud of ash/gasmay
also be consideredas an alternativescenario. According to the DOE expert
panel, this scenario is possible but unlikely at the Yucca Mountain site.
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The annual probability cited for volcanic disruptionwithin tP,
e approximately
10-km2 repositorywas estimatedto be 2.9 x 10-B/yr. The Scenario was judged
to have a probabilityof 5 x 10-8 of occurring during the next 500 years,
with a range of 5 x 10-6 to I0"I0 over 500 years. T'hesame event occurri,ng
between 500 and 10,000 years was estimated to have a probabilityof 10.6 with
a range of 10-4 to 10"10.
Yucca Mountain is within an.active tectonic area" faults bound the
repository;the site lies adjacentto seismicallyactive areas; and there is
evidence of Quaternary volcanismwithin the geologic setting. Based on the
age range and distributionof cinder cones in Crater Flat, just west of the
site, the DOE expert panel decided that volcanism is only barely credible at
the Yucca Mountain site (DOE 1986d). The age range suggeststhat there may
be a probabilityof greater than I in 10,000 of an extrusivemagmatic even_
over the next 10,000 years. This scenario is consideredcredible and is
therefore evaluated in the PNL risk assessment.
2.4
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3.0 GEOHYDROLOGICMODELINGOF PRESENT-CASECONDITIONS
AT THE YUCCA MOUNTAIN SIIIE
3.1 THE UNSATURATEDZONE AT YUCCA MOUNTAIN
#

3.1.1 Descrlptionof the UnsaturatedZone at YqccaMQuntain
Physical Settinq
The Yucca Mountain site is locatedwithin a broad desert region known as
the Great Basin (DOE 1986). The Great Basin is characterizedby predominantly linear mountain ranges and valleys. The basins and interveningmountain ranges of the Great Basin strongly influencethe climate, vegetation,
and surface drainage of local areas. Most precipitationfalls in the cooler
mountainousterrain, whereas the lower basins are warmer and drier. The
annual precipitationat the NTS is less than 15 cm, The higher mountain
ranges generally support coniferousforests,while the basins and lower
mountain ranges such as Yucca Mountain (Figure3.1) are coveredwith sparse
desert vegetation. Few streams or rivers flow out of the region.
Physical Characteristlcs
Yucca Mountain is a prominentgroup of north-trending,fault-block
ridges that extend southwardfrom Beatty Wash on the northwestto U.S.
Highway 95 in the Amargosa Desert. The terrain at Yucca Mountain is
controlledby high-anglenormal faults and eastward-tiltingvolcanic rocks.
Slopes are steep (15° to 30°) along the western side of Yucca Mountain and
along some of the valleys that cut into the more gently sloping (5° to 10°)
eastern side of the mountain.
The climateat the Yucca Mountain site varies with elevation. Lower
elevationsat Yucca Mountain are typicalof southwesterndesert regions, with
hot summers,mild winters, and limited amounts of precipitation. Higher
elevationsexperienceless severe summer temperaturesand greater, but still
limited amounts of precipitation. The temperatureat Yucca Mountain fluctuates between wide limits under predominantlyclear skies and low relative
humidity. Summer temperaturesin excess of 38°C are common, as are winter
temperaturesbelow O°C.
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_ucca Mountain Geoloq_
The regional stratigraphyof the area around Yucca Mountain is characterized by four major rock groups (DOE 1986), The first and oldest of these
groups, the Precambrian,
crystallinerocks, is not exposed in the vicinity of
Yucca Mountain, but is expected to be present at depth. The second group,
consistingof Upper Precambrianand Paleozoicsedimentaryrocks, is present
at the surface about 15 km east of Yucca Mountain. These sedimentaryrocks,
primarily carbonates,are present in the saturatedzone beneath Yucca
Mountain.
The third major group, consistingof Tertiary volcanic rocks, occurs at
Yucca Mountain in at least the upper 2000 m of the stratigraphicsection.
These volcanic rocks are presentabove the water table at Yucca Mountain and
consist primarilyof rhyoliticash-flow tuffs, with smaller amounts of
dacitic lava flows and flow breccias,and minor amountsof tuffaceous sedimentary rocks and air-fall turfs. These turfs, wherewelded, are fractured.
The fourth group consists of uppermostTertiary and Quaternaryalluvium and
unsorted debris-flowdeposits in channels that are cut into the uppermost
layers of volcanic rocks at Yucca Mountain.
The group of Tertiary volcanic rocks in the unsaturatedzone consists of
four major stratigraphicunits. The uppermost and youngest unit is the
Timber Mountain Tuff, underlainby the PaintbrushTuff, the tuffaceousbeds
of the Calico Hills, and the Crater Flat Tuff. Older tuffs exist below the
water table and the Crater Flat Tuff at Yucca Mountain. The total thickness
of these older tuffs is not known. The volcanic tuffs at Yucca Mountain
originatedfrom calderas near the mountain. The most prominent,Timber
Mountain Caldera, was the source for the Timber MountainTuff.
The Timber Mountain Tuff occurs at only a few locationsat Yucca
Mountain. The Timber Mountain Tuff is a moderatelywelded, devitrifiedtuff
that grades downward into a nonweldedvitric tuff at the base.
The PaintbrushTuff consists of four members. From youngest to oldest,
the subunits of the PaintbrushTuff are the Tiva Canyon Member, the Yucca
Mountain Member, the Pah Canyon Member, and the TopopahSpring Member. The
Tiva Canyon MembeY'forms the caprock for Yucca Mountain and has a moderately
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to denselywelded,devitrified
centralportion,underlainby a less densely
weldedvitriczone. The thicknessof the Tiva CanyonMemberat YuccaMountain rangesfrom 0 to more than BO m. The YuccaMountainMemberis a simple
coolingunitwith nonwelded tO partiallyweldedzones, and rangesin
thicknessfrom 0 to 36 m. The Pah Canyo,1
Memberis a simpleash-flowcooling
J

unitwith nonweldedto partiallywelded zonesat YuccaMountain,and ranges
in thicknessfrom 11 to 83 m. The TopopahSpringMember,whichcontainsthe
horizonbeingconsideredas the potentialhost rock for the repository,is
about350 m thickat YuccaMountain. The TopopahSpringMemberis a
compound-cooling
unit consistingof fourdistinctzonesfromtop to bottom:
a nonweldedto denselywelded,generallyvitrictuff;a moderatelyto densely
welded,devitrified
tuff that accountsfor most of the totalthicknessof the
member;a basalvitrophyre;
and a vitrictuff gradingdownwardfrom weldedto
nonwelded.The denselyweldedportionsof the Paintbrush
Tuff are highly
fractured.
The tuffaceousbeds of CalicoHillsis an informalnamefor tuffaceous
rocksthatmay have originatedfroma currentlyobscuredvolcanonear the
northend of the CalicoHills,east of YuccaMountain. The unit rangesin
thicknessfrom 90 to 150 m at YuccaMountainand consistsprimarilyof nonweldedash-flowtuffs,numerousthintuffaceoussedimentary
beds,and minor
air-fallturfs. In the northernand easternportionsof YuccaMountain,the
unit is typicallyzeolitic,havingundergonea low-temperature,
low-pressure
alterationto zeoliteminerals. In the southernand westernportionsof the
mountain,the CalicoHillsunit has not been alteredto zeolitemineralsand
is predominantly
vitric.
The CraterFlat Tuff,beneaththe tuffaceousbeds of CalicoHills,
consistsof threemembers. The uppermostsubunit,the Prow PassMember,
rangesfrom 130m to 180 m thickat YuccaMountainand consistsmostlyof
partiallyto moderatelyweldedtuff. Some bedded,reworked,and densely
weldedmaterialsoccurin its centralpart,and zeoliticash-fallruffsoccur
at its base. The BullfrogMemberrangesin thicknessfrom 100 to 160 m and
consistspredominantly
of partiallyto moderatelyweldedash-flowturfswith
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The moisture content of the layered volcanic tuffs in the unsaturated
zone at Yucca Mountain generally increaseswith depth, but can vary both
within and between stratifications(Jacobson,Freshley, and Dove 1985;
Peters, Gauthier,and Dudley 1986). Reported saturations,which represent
the ratio of moisture content to porosity of the tuff matrix, range from 34
to 96% (DOE 1988). Severalwells have been instrumentedin the unsaturated
zone at Yucca Mountain and are being monitored for matric potentials. The
results of this monitoringare preliminary,in nature. The matrix porosity of
the volcanic turfs in Yucca Mountain varies between 10 and 44%. The turfs
typically exhibit low saturatedmatrix hydrauiicconductivities,ranging in
order of magnitude from 10.7 to 10"12 m/s (Klavetterand Peters 1986).
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The source of moisture in the unsaturatedzone at Yucca Mountain is net
infiltrationof precipitation. Net infiltr_tionrefers to the quantity of
water that enters the unsaturatedzone beyond the root zone of plants where
it is available for evapotranspiration.Temporal variationsof net infiltration are expected to be attenuatedwith depth in the uppermostfew tens of
meters in the unsaturatedzone at Yucca Mountain (DOE 1988). Slow temporal
variation of the moisture flux at any horizon is expected to occur only in
response to long-term climaticchanges. Net infiltrationand recharge at
Yucca Mountain also varies spatially,depending on elevation,hydrogeologic
properties,and flow processeswithin the unsaturatedzone. Methods for
determiningnatural and artificialinfiltrationrates have been outlined in
DOE (1988).
The physics of moisture movement in the thick, unsaturatedfractured
turfs of Yucca Mountain is complex,and only preliminaryconceptualmodels
are available (Montazerand Wilson 1984; Wang and Narasimhan1985; Klavetter
and Peters 1986; DOE (1988). The preliminaryconceptualmodels are derived
3.7

from preliminarydata, from principlesof unsaturatedflow, and from literature. Adequate data are presentlylacking to test the conceptualmodels
of unsaturatedflow at Yucca Mountain. Little direct informationon matric
potential and the recharge rate in Yucca Mountain is currentlyavailable.
I

3.1.2

ConceptualModel Development

The conceptualmodel of the unsaturatedzone at Yucca Mountain is
summarized in DOE (1988). The hydrogeologicframework for the conceptual
model consists of the eastward,tiltedYucca Mountain block bounded on the
west and east by high angle normal faults. The eastward-dipping hydrogeologic units consist of welded and nonweldedvolcanic turfs with contrasting hydraulicproperties. The upper hydrologicboundary of Yucca Mountain is
the land surfacewhere flux occurs as net infiltrationacross the boundary
from precipitation. The lower hydrologicboundary is the water table.
Steady-statemoisture flow conditionsare assumed for all but a thin interval
of the unsaturatedzone near the land surface. In this interval,temporal
variationsof infiltrationare assumedto be attenuatedwithin several tens
of meters.
The qualitativefeatures of the conceptualmodel of the unsaturated zone
at Yucca Mountain are summarizedbelow (Montazarand Wilson 1984; also DOE
1988). These featui_esare described in order from the land surface downward
to the water table. Most,lofthese features are not currently supported by
direct measurementsor direct data, but the SCP for Yucca Mountain addresses
the appropriatemeasurements.
Moisture is assumed to enter the unsaturatedzone as net infiltration
below the plant-rootzone. This moisturemovement may occur primarily as
liquid-waterflow irlthe fracturesof the Tiva Canyon welded tuff. Subsequent uptake by capillaryforces into the matrix of the Tiva Canyon and the
unwelded PaintbrushTuff units is assumedto attenuatethe fracture flow
before the Topopah Spring welded unit is reached.
Lateral movement of water is possible in the Tiva Canyon welded tuff at
the contact with the underlyingnonweldedportion of the PaintbrushTuff.
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This lateral movement may occur as a result of I) efficient fracturedominated flow in the Tiva Canyon welded unit at high recharge rates, and
2) capillary barrier effectsthat may preventwater from moving into the
PaintbrushTuff nonweldedunit with its relativelyhigher saturatedhydraulic
I
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The hydrologic conditionswithin the unsaturatedzone at Yucca Mountain
remain poorly known, although as described DOE (1988),considerabledata on
these conditionswill be collectedfrom plannedboreholesand the exploratory
shaft. The pathway by which water and contaminantsmove from the proposed
repository in the unsaturatedzone at Yucca Mountain to the water table
depends on the flow mechanismsin the welded Topopah Spring unit and in the
Calico Hills unit. These flow mechanismsdepend on the hydraulic properties
and fluxes in those units. Preliminarydata from existingwells completed,
and saturationmeasurementsindicatean ambientmatric potential of about
0.3 megapascals (approximately-31 m pressure head) in the repository
horizon of the Topopah Spring welded tuff DOE (1988).
Klavetter and Peters (1986) report that a dual-porosity,porous-medium
equivalent representationmay be a satisfactoryrepresentationof the unsaturated fractured tuffs at Yucca Mountain. They state that the dependenceof
relative hydraulic conductivityon water potentialfor an unsaturated
fractured-rocksystem under the composite continuumapproach might appear as
in Figure 3.3. Plans to test the adequacy of this hypothesison a large
scale are described in DOE (1988).
The natural geothermalgradientwithin the unsaturatedzone at Yucca
Mountain creates the potentialfor upward movement of moisture as water
vapor. According to DOE (1988),this potential is greatest in the welded
Topopah Spring unit where the vapor movement is likely to occur within the
partially saturated fractures. Although only by consideringmovement in the
rock matrix, Ross (1984) concludesthat upward movement of water vapor in
deep unsaturatedzones only becomes importantat recharge rates less than
0.3 mm/yr. Movement of water vapor in the Topopah Springs unit may become
more importantunder postclosureconditions in the repositorywhen the waste
canisters are heating the host rock, as was demonstrated'inheating experiments described by Rasmussenand Evans (1987). In their conceptualmodel and
experiments,a "liquid-vaporcountercurrentflow system"exists, with
water-vaporflow away from the repositoryand liquid-waterreturn flow.
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ConceptualHydrologicModel of the UnsaturatedZone
This sectiondescribesthe conceptualhydrologicmodel of the unsaturated zone underlyingYucca Mountain, as was used in the risk assessment.
This conceptualmodel is the basis of the numericalmodel described in Section 3.1.3. The unsaturatedzone hydrologicmodeling effort focusedon 'that
portion of the subsurfacethat lies betweenthe lower surface of the proposed
repositoryand the water table.
Given the relativelylow water flow rate (Wang and Narasimhan 1985),
lateral flow of water in Yucca Mountain was not evaluated in the risk
assessment. (The flow rate is discussedfurther below..) The unsaturated
zone underlyingthe proposed repositorywas treated as a collectionof
distinct, noninteracting,one-dimensional,verticallyoriented columns of
porous material,bounded below by the water table. Each of the columns corresponds to a borehole that penetratesthe unsaturatedzone and for which a
physical descriptionof the geologic materials is available. The boreholes
are labeled USW G-I, USW G-4, and USW G-3 in Figure 3.4. In addition,cores
were obtained during the drilling of two boreholes,USW GU-3 and USW G-4, and
these cores have been tested in the laboratoryto determine their material
hydrologicproperties(see Section3.1.3). Note that boreholesUSW G-3 and
USW GU-3 are at approximatelythe same location. Water flow through each
column was simulated,and the correspondingtravel times for water moving
From the repositoryto the water table were calculated.
By taking this approach,we can partiallyaccount for horizontalvariations in I) the depth to water table, 2) the elevationsof hydrogeologic
unit boundaries,and 3) hydrogeologicunit thicknesses. A disadvantageof
this approach,however, is that it ignoreshorizontal interactionsbetween
the flow fields within the various columns; for instance, lateral flow
induced by slopingcontacts between hydrogeologicunits and heterogeneities
present within each layer. Thus the effectsof the three-dimensional
character of the actual flow field on the water travel times are not well
represented.
Percolatingwater is assumed to cross the lower boundary of the proposed
repositoryand to move predominantlydownward at a low rate (net liquid flux
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For materials in which the pore space is made up of both fractures and
matrix pores, such as the fractured,porous turfs in the unsaturatedzone at
Yucca Mountain,approachesto modeling the flow are more complex than
described above. Some possible physical-conceptualapproachesfor modeling
subsurfaceflow through such materials are lj porous medium--ignoring
fractures,2) fracturedmedium--ignoringmatrix pores, 3) equivalentporous
medium, 4) dual-porositysystem with fracturestreated as discrete network,
and 5) dual-porositysystem with fracturestreated as equivalentporous
medium.
In the porous medium approach,the existence of fracturesis ignored and
all of the permeatingfluid is assumedto flow through the nonfracturepores
in the rock. This may be a useful approximationfor modeling flow under conditions in which the effects of the fracturesare negligible. For instance,
in some unsaturatedfractured porous rocks the fracturesmay behave as cap..
illary barriersto flow except when the rock is almost fully saturated. If
the fracturesare verticallyoriented and the flow is predominantlydownward, then this approach may be acceptable. This was, in fact, the approach
taken for the presentstudy.
In the fracturedmedium approach,the nonfracturepores in the rock are
assumed to contributea negligibleamount of mobility to the permeating
fluids. Hence only the fractures are accounted for when modelingadvective
transport. The fracturescan be modeled as either a discretenetwork or as a
continuum. This approach is likely to be useful for describingflow through
certain fractured,low-permeabilityrocks, under fully saturatedconditions.
In the equivalentporous medium approach the fractured,porous rock
system is treated as an equivalentporous continuummuch the same way that a
fractured,nonporousrock is treatedwhen using the equivalentporous medium
approach. The same considerationsthat are important in modeling fl,)w
through fractured,nonporous rock using the continuum approachare r,)levant
here, except that in this case, the hydraulicpropertiesof the rock are
determinedby the propertiesof the porous rock matrix as well as the characteristicsof the fractures. In using this approach one assumesthat an
REV exists for the fractured,porous rock mass.
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In the dual-porosityapproach, the pore space within the rock matrix and
that within the fracturesare treated as if each were the pore space in a
distinct medium. The combined flow system is then described by specifying
the flow field in each of the two media and to the hydrologicinteractionof
A

the two media (for example, leakage from the porous rock matrix into the
fractures and vice versa). The medium correspondingto the fracturescan be
treated either as a discrete fracture network or, if an REV can be defined
for the fracture medium, as a continuum (equivalentporous medium). An
importantdrawback to this approach is that the interactionof the two media
is rarely understoodand hence may be difficult if not impossibleto
quantify.
When both media of a partially saturated,fracture-matrix,dual-porosity
system can be treated as contin,_a,one can further simplify the mathematical
description of the system by making additionalassumptionsabout the degree
of interactionbetween the two flow fields to obtain a compositecontinuum
description such as that given in Klavetter and Peters (1986). In this case,
the resulting conceptualizationis similar to, and may even be considereda
special case of, the equivalentporous medium approach. As is true of the
equivalentporous medium approach, this method requires that an appropriate
REV exist for the porous, fractured rock.
Continuum approachesto describingfluid flow through the fractures,
including the compositecontinuum formulationby Klavetter and Peters (1986),
were eliminatedfrom considerationin this study because the few availab_le
data from the site are insufficientto establishthe existence of a representative elementaryvolume, or to reliably estimate its hydrauliccharacteristics,should an REV exist. Until more hydraulicdata from the site are
obtained and analyzed,and the continuumapproachescriticallyexamined in
light of such data, these approachesshould only be used as conceptualaids
rather than predictivetools.
Constructionof a realistic discrete fracture network unsaturatedflow
model to describe fluid flow through the fractureswas consideredimpractical
for three reasons. First, the informationrequired as input is such that a
model is not now and most likely never will be available. This information
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,

where

AZ =
i
Azi = the distance

fVji
_i-I

dV;
......

(3.1)

q/Ki(_)"I

between the i and i-I

points

V;i = pressure head at the lth point
q : the steady-staterecharge rate
Ki(V;): a representativeunsaturatedhydraulicconductivityover Azi.
In the analyticalsolution,the moisture flux q moving through the unsaturated zone is input, as are the hydraulicpropertiesfor the materials in the
profile. A harmonicmean hydraulic conductivityis used to representKi(VJ)
between two points in the profile. Solutionof Equation (3.1)yields the
distributionof pressure head over the profile. Equation (3.1) is derived
and integratedin an appendix in Jacobson,Freshley,and Dove (1985).
i

In deriving the one-dimensional,steady-stateanalyticalsolution for
unsaturatedflow [Equation(3.1)],a number of assumptionswere made: that
water flow is steady state, the hydraulicgradient is verticallydownward,
water table conditionsexist at the lower boundary,and the upper boundary
condition is constant flux.
Travel time over the incrementaldistance Azi is obtained by the following equation:

Ati

:

(AZi)2 el*
,
Ki Ahi

where Ati : the incrementaltravel time over AZi
el* = an effectivemoisture contentover AZi
Ki* = a harmonicmean of the hydraulicconductivityover AZi
Ahi = the change in hydraulichead over Azi.
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(3.2)

Q

Hydraulic head h is the sum of pressure head and elevation head z. The
effective moisture content is the product of saturationS and effective
porosity ne. Moisture content is an expressionfor the volume of water to
volume of soil or rock, and saturationis the ratio of volume of water to
volume of voidsin the soil or rock. Effectiveporosity considersonly those
pore spaces through which flow can occur (Bear 1979).
Equations (3.1) and (3.2) are evaluatednumericallyby computer programs
at discrete points over the vertical profile.
Moisture retentioncharacteristics,or characteristiccurves, describe
the change in moisture content with change in pressure head in unsaturated
media. The moisture retention characteristics,which are used to determine
moisture contents from pressure heads, represent a statisticalleast squares
fit of measured data with HaverkampSsformula (Haverkampet al. 1977; McKeon
et al. 1983), which is

e(e) = e (es" er) + er

(3.3)

where e = the volumetricmoisture content at a given pressure head V;
es : the moisture content at saturation
er : the residual moisture content
and fl: empirical constants derived from fitting the data.
Haverkamp'srelationshipfor moisture retention characteristicswas selected
because it fits the data weil, and it.allows verificationof the travel-time
equation with a fully analytical solution (Jacobson,Fr._shley,and Dove
1985). Other relationshipswill not permit verificationwith fully analytical solutions.
Unsaturated hydraulicconductivitiesK(V;)are generated from the shape
of the moisture-retentioncharacteristicswith a method developed by Mualem
(1976). Curves to representthe unsaturatedhydraulic conductivityrelationships were obtained from Haverkamp's formula (McKeon et al. 1983):
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A
K(Vz) = Ks
a + I_,IB

(3.4)

,whererK
s is the saturatedhydraulicconductivity,and A and B are empirical
coefficientsused to fit the unsaturatedhydraulicconductivityvalues.
Numerical Implementatior
In Jacobson, Freshley,and Dove (1985),the numericalevaluationof the
analyticalsolutionwas verifiedwith a fully analyticalsolution. The
function in Equation (3.4)was evaluated for a simple form for K(V;)where
B --2. The pressure head solutions for the numericallyevaluatedand the
fully analytic solutionswere nearly identical. At an input flux of
0.20 cm/yr, the differencebetween the total travel times predicted for both
of the solutionswas 0.02%.
The expressionderived from integrationof Equation (3.1) is evaluated
numericallyover a one-dimensionalgrid, beginningat a lower water table
boundary and solving the problem upward (Jacobson,Freshley,and Dove 1985).
The solution is done iteratively,with specific criteria for when a solution
at a grid point is achieved. The grid spacing can be made finer close to
boundariesbetween hydrostratigraphicunits to accommodatedifferences in
hydraulicproper_,ies
between the materials.
The solution is analytic except for iteratingto obtain Ki and K*. In
the code, the spatial variationof hydraulic head is extrapolatedfrom previous node points to obtain an initial guess for iteratingtoward a solution.
Empiricalfunctions are used to describe the moisturE-retention
characteristicse(VJ)and unsaturatedhydraulic conductivityK(Vz). The
,

functionsare statisticallyfit to measured moisture retention and generated
hydraulicconductivitydata to obtain the expressionsused in modeling.
Because the one-dimensionalprofiles through Yucca Mountain are layered
horizontally,a harmonic mean hydraulic conductivityis used (Jacobson,
Freshley,and Dove 1985). The volumetricmoisture contente is saturation
multipliedby the porosity.
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Profile Description
Profiles for estimatingtravel times through the unsaturatedzone at
Yucca Mountain are based on existing boreholes that extend to the water
table. The location of these wells, USW G-I, USW G-3, and USW G-4, are
illustratedin Figure 3.4. Multiple profiles, distributedin the conceptual
repositoryboundary outlined in Figure 3.4, allow some of the variations in
layering and material propertiesat Yucca Mountain to be evaluated. Existing
wells were used to develop the profiles because geologic logs are provided
for each borehole.
The thicknessesof the units for the profiles and the samples used to
representthe hydraulicpropertiesof each unit are listed in Table 3.2_ The
hydraulic propertiesof the samples and their selectionare described in
Section 3.1.4. The spacing betweer node points in the profileswas 0.5 m,
with spacing reduced to 0.05 m at contacts between the hydrogeologicunits.
This finer spacing was required to obtain a solution at points in the profiles where hydraulicpropertieschange abruptly, such as at interfaces
between materials.
3.1.4
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above, the modeling approach is one dimensional.

the geometry of the model region corresponds

to a vertically
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That is,
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segment or profile. Constructionof this profile requires knowledge of the
depths to the upper and lower boundariesof the model region.
lt was assumed that the model region can be divided into a finite number
of relativelyhomogeneoussubregionsor layers, the material in each of which
constitutesa hydrogeologicunit. Under this assumption,the complete specification of hydrologicproperty values for the entire model region requires
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TABLE 3.2. RepresentativeSamples for the HydrogeologicUnits
HydrogeoloqicUnit

Representative
Sample_

Topopah SpringsWelded

4-6B

Basal Vitrophyreof
Topopah Springs

G4-8A

Calico Hills Nonwelded
(vitric)

,

Thickness (m)
USW-GI USW-GE USW-G4
48

7

82

25

68

15

GU3-12B

114

NP

130

Calico Hills Nonwelded
(zeolitic)

G4-11B

NP(a)

45

NP

Prow Pass Nonwelded

GU3-1BA

24(b)

275(b)

NP

(a) NP denotes not present.
(b) Thickness is to water table.
knowledgeof I) the locationsof the various layers, and 2) the values of the
hydrologicpropertiescorrespondingto each hydrogeologicunit. Thus, it is
Q

useful to include in the profile the followinginformation"
• depth to, or elevationof, the upper boundary of the model region
• depths to, or elevationsof, the interfacesbetween the various
hydrogeologicunits present within the model region
• depth to, or elevationof, the lower boundary of the model region.
To account for the horizontalspatialvariation of these elevationsover
the model region,several hydrogeologicprofiles were considered. These
profiles correspondto boreholesUSW G-I, USW G-3, and USW G-4 (see Figure 3.4). The relevantdepth or elevationdata for these profiles can be
found in Fernandezand Freshley (1984) and DOE (1988). Figures 3.5, 3.6,
and 3.7 show the variousprofiles schematically.
The upper boundaryof the model region was chosen to coincide with the
estimated lower boundary of the proposed repository;effects of the disturbed
zone below the repositorywere not included. Informationon the location of
the proposed repositorywas obtained from DOE (1988). This approach was
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Hydrogeologic Profile of Borehole USW G-4

disturbed zone on the ground-water flow field are not well unders,toodand
have not been considered in the simulations.

These effects may include

changes in fluid temperature, rock temperature, vapor pressure, capillary
liquid pressure, porosity, permeability, moisture retention characteristics,
fluid densities, fluid viscosities, and the spatial gradients of these quantities, as well as changes in liquid and gaseous moisture fluxes.
No unique method exists for determining what choice of hydrogeologic
units is most appropriate to represent the materials within the model region.
Thus the determination is made subjectively, based on the interpretation
of available hydrologic, geophysical, and geologic information, and
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considerationof the intendeduse of the representation. For this study the
hydrogeologicunits used by Peters et al. (1984)were used to represent the
model region.
,

The vertical positionsof the interfacesseparatingthe various hydrogeologic units in the profileswere chosen to be consistentwith those
reported by Peters et al. (1984). These elevationdata for the thr,
ee
boreholeslisted previouslyare from DOE (1988) and Fernandez and Freshley
(1984).
The lower boundary of the model region was taken to be the water table.
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form.

relationship

expressed by

and the values of all
The family

in which certain
hydraulic

pressure

relationship

water content

of curves or functions

expressed as an equation
capillary

liquid

of func-

physical

conductivity)

characare

consideredas variables, and others (e.g., porosity,hydraulicconductivity
at saturation)are consideredto be constants (physicalparameters). Other
constants,which are sometimesreferred to as "fittingparameters,"may be_
present in the equation as weil. These other constants,along with the
I

physical parametersdiscussed above, determine the form or shape of the
curve. Unlike the physical parameters,however, the fitting parameters
usually cannot be determined by a single experiment. Nor is it usually possible to predict the values of the fitting parametersdirectly from knowledge
of the physical parametersalone.
For each hydrologicproperty relationship,one physical characteristic
or "property"is the dependent variable,while other physical characteristics
are the independentvariables. For instance, in the equation describingthe
effectiveporosity-moisturecontent relationship,effectiveporosity is consideredthe dependent variable,while volumet'ric
liquid-watercontent is the
independentvariable.
In general, the physicalparameters and fitting parametersthat enter
into the hydrologicproperty constitutiverelationshipscan be considered
functionsof spatial coordinates;that is, the constitutiverelationshipsare
themselvesdependent on location. For example, the pore spaces in the tuffs
may change with time as a result of mineral precipitationor dissolution. As
the volume and geometry of the pore spaces are modified, the material's
moisture retention,hydraulicconductivity,and effectiveporosity relationships all may change. In some cases, as an approximation,the time dependence is ignored because the time span of interest is extremely short compared
with the time scale of the property fluctuations. Similarly,if the spatial
variabilityof parameters is small compared with the length scales of the
model region, it may be possible to'ignore this spatial variability.
For this study, temporal variabilityin hydrologicproperty constitutive
relationshipswas ignored;that is, it was assumed that the constitutive
relationshipsdo not change with time. Little is known about this aspect of
the materials'behavior.
Spatial variabilityof material hydrologicpropertieswas considered,
albeit in a limited way. As discussedearlier, some of the gross horizontal
variationswere explicitlyaccounted for by consideringvarious profiles.
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Experimental moisture retention
data corresponding to samples obtained
from cores in boreholes USWG-4 and USWGU-3 were available
when the moisture
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retention curvc,,_
were fitted. Note that borehole USW GU-3 is at approximately the same location as borehole USW G-3, for which a profile was constructed. The retentiondata are reported in Peters et al, (1984). When
Peters et al. reported their results, they referred to individualsamples as
"subsamples." For estimatingmaterial hydrologicproperties,the experimental data correspondingto each such subsamplewere treated in this study
as though they correspondto a distinct, individualsample.
Graphs of the experimentalmoisture retention curves and the corresponding fitted curves for selected material samples can be found in Appendix A. The parameterestimates for the moisture retentioncurves for all of
the hydrogeologicunits are summarizedin Table 3.3.
Peters et al. (1984) found moisture-retentiondata for Yucca Mountain to
be adequatelyfit by the van Genuchten representation. Therefore,more than
one relationshipfits the empiricalmoisture-retentiondata for Yucca
Mountain.
The unsaturatedhydraulicconductivitycurves for the various hydrogeologic units were assumed to be of the form of the Haverkamp et al. (1977)
equation [Equation(3.4)]. The saturatedhydraulicconductivityis considered to be a physical constant and is routinelydeterminedby field or
laboratoryexperiment. This particularform was used because the numerical
flow code has been verified against a quasi-analyticalsolution using this
form, and becausethere is little, if any, evidence to indicate that any
other form is more suitable.
Unlike the moisture retentioncurves_ few experimentalhydraulicconductivitydata are availableon the hydrogeologicunits underlyingthe Yucca
Mountain site. Peters et al. (1984) report the resultsof laboratoryexperiments performedto determinethe saturatedhydraulicconductivitiesof samples obtained from cores in boreholesUSW G-4 and USW GU-3. The samples
includethose tested for the water retention cl_aracteri'stics
(discussed
above). Only those samples that had been tested for both moisture retention
and saturatedhydraulicconductivitywere consideredfor this analysis.
(Table 3.4).
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TABLE 3,3, EstimatedMoisture RetentionCharacteristics
_ HydroaeoloqicUnit

sample

Topopah Springs Welded

G4-6B

Basal Vitrophyreof
Topopah Springs

G4-BA

e(a)

_

, __Br

es

6.64 x 104 1.78

7.27 x 10-3

0.09

5,55 x 102 1,04

9.53 x 10.3

0,08

Calico Hills Nonwelded
(vitric)

GU3.12B 6.64 x 107 4.23

2.42 x 10-2

0.40

Calico Hills Nonwelded
(zeolitic)

G4-11B

2.54 x 103 1.18

5.40 x 10-2

0.30

Prow Pass Nonwelded

GU3-18A 5.59 x 106 4,47

2,04 x 10-2

0.30

(a)

I

Assumes capillary liquid pressure head measured in meters,

TABLE 3.4. EstimatedUnsaturatedHydraulicConductivityParameters

_ HydroqeoloqicUnit

_

Topopah Springs Welded

G4-6B

Basal Vitrophyreof
Topopah Springs

G4-8A

Calico Hills Nonwelded
(vitric)

A (a)

B(a_--_
)

_

1.88 x 1010

4.63

1.64 x 10-6

1.89 x 102

2.46

3.89 x 10-5

GU3-12B 4.10 x 1016

9.63

2.72 x 10-4

Calico Hills Nonwelded
(zeolitic)

G4-11B

2.86

1.73 x 10-6

Prow Pass Nonwelded

GU3-18A 1.24 x 1010

1.0

11.12 x 10-4

4.50 x 104

Ks(b)

(a) Assumes capillaryliquid pressure head measured in meters.
(b) In meters per day.
As far as the authors are aware, no publisheddata are available on the
unsaturatedhydraulicconductivitiesof any of the units underlyingYucca
Mountain. Therefore,the unsaturatedhydraulicconductivitycurves were
estimated indirectly. The estimationprocedurewas as follows. First a
theoreticalrelationshipbetween the moisture retentioncurve and the
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unsaturatedhydraulicconductivitycurve was used to generate unsaturated
hydraulicconductivityversus capillaryliquid pressure head "data". Then a
theoreticalunsaturatedhydraulicconductivitycurve was fit to these data.
The theoreticalrslationshipbetween unsaturatedhydraulicconductivity
and the moisture retention curve is that developed by Mualem (1976). In this
equation,K(S) denotes hydraulicconductivityas a function of S, the
effectivesaturation_ Ks denotes hydraulicconductivityat full saturation;
_(S) denotes liquid capillary pressure head as a function of the effective
saturationand is analogousto the inverseof the moisture retention relationship. Volumetricliquid-watercontent, residualwater content, and water
content at full saturationare representedas o, or, and es, respectively.
For each hydrogeologicunit considered,_(S) was assumed to be equal to the
inverseof the correspondingfitted moisture retentionequation for that unit
[see Equation (3.3)].
The unsaturatedhydraulic conductivitycurve for each hydrogeologicunit
was assumedto be of the form given in Equation (3.4). For each hydrogeologic unit, this equation was fit to the correspondingunsaturatedhydraulic
conductivitydata that were generated,thus giving an estimate of the fitting
parametersA and B. The fittingprocedure used a least-squaresalgorithm
(McKeonet al. 1983). Graphs of the unsaturatedhydraulicconductivity
values that were generated and the correspondingfitted curves are shown in
Appendix A. The resulting parameterestimates for the hydraulic conductivity
relationshipfor all of the hydrogeologicunits are summarizedin Table 3.4
where ne is the effective porosity,q is the specific discharge,and V is the
average linear velocity (seepagevelocity)of the permeatingfluid. The
effectiveporosity can be thought of as the ratio of the cross-sectional
area of the pore space contributingto the mobility of the fluid to the bulk
cross-sectionalarea of the medium. Both of these cross-sectionalareas are
consideredto be measured in a plane orthogonalto the mean flow direction.
Thus, under fully saturatedconditions,the effective porosity generally is
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]

wheYe

(3,5)

s(e)

= e - er
es- er

The effective (kinematic)porositywith respect to the flow through a
porous medium is defined as (Bear 1979)

ne = q/V

(3.6)

presumed to be less than or equal to, but never greater than, the porosity of
the medium. Similarly, in unsaturatedporous materials,the effective porosity is expected to be bounded above by the volumetricliquid-watercontent
because only that portion of the void space that is occupiedby the fluid
contributesto its mobility,
In the presentanalysis, the effectiveporosity of an unsaturatedmedium
is assumed to be equal to the mediumls volumetricliquid-watercontent

ne (e) = e

(3.7)

where ne(e ) denotes effective
porosity as a functton of volumetric liquidwater content.
This simplistic
approach assumes that all of the saturated
pore space contributes

to. fluid

pore space may consist

of 1) nonconnected,

2) pores that

of the interconnected

are part

connected by fluid,

mobility.

and 3) pores that,

Actually

some of the saturated

isolated

cavities

within

the rock,

pore space but are not Inter-

although

interconnected

by fluid,

behave as dead-endsrelative to the microscopicflow paths, With respect to
advection,these pores contributenothing to the mobility of the permeating
fluid. Pores that exist as isolated cavities in the rock are not normally
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the interconnected
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sequently

for

experiments

designed to measured the relative

nected pores only.
saturated

porosimetry

Neglecting

and choosing

to the "average"
of this

values

sample are assumed

possible

measurement and

interpretationerrors, this method ensures that for each hydrogeologicunit,
the correspondinghydrologicproperty estimates constitutea realistic combination of property values. The comparisonsfocused on I) hydraulicconductivity at full saturation,2) the shape of the fitted moisture retention
curve, and 3) the volumetricliquid-watercontent at full saturation.
Table 3.2 shows the sample whose propertieswere determinedto be most representativeof each hydrologicunit.
BoundaryConditions
Because the modeling approach is one-dimensional,boundary conditions
are only required for the endpoints of each vertical profile. The upper
boundary of the model region, which correspondsto the assumed lower boundary
of the proposed repository,was treated as a prescribedflux (Neumannor
second type) boundarywith the flux specified as the vertical percolation
rate. The lower boundary of the region,which correspondsto the water
table, was treated as a prescribedhead (Dirichletor first type) boundary
with the head specifiedas the elevation.
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3.1.5 Results
Three vertical profileswere simulatedfor conditionsof 0.5 mm/yr
average recharge. The vertical profiles were simulatedat wells USW G-I,
USW G-3, and USW G-4, as summarizedin Section 3.1.4.
The average pressurehead of -31 m in the matrix of the Topopah Spring
welded unit (DOE 1988) compares favorablywith the average pressure head in
the same unit calculatedwith the analyticalsolution using a recharge rate
of 0.5 mm/yr. Assuming the measured comparisondemonstratesthat the model
predictionsare reasonable. However, at these pressure heads in the Topopah
Spring unit, the predictedsaturationsare greater than 95%. The measured
saturationsfor the Topopah Spring unit reported by Montazer and Wilson
(1984) average about 65%. Additionalsite characterizationdata, including
moisture retentioncharacteristicsof cores from other boreholes and parameters used to estimate recharge through Yucca Mountain, are needed to resolve
this and other discrepancies.
The travel times predictedfor the three verticalprofiles are summarized in Table 3.5. These predicted traveltimes are within the range of
travel times predictedby Peters,Gauthier, and Dudley (1986),but are
larger than those predictedby Sinnock, Lin, and Tierney (1986). Travel time
increaseswith length of the profile. As indicated in Table 3.5, the largest
proportionsof the travel times in the profiles occur in the nonweldedvitric
and zeolitic tuffs.
3.2 THE SATURATEDZONE AT YUCCA MOUNTAIN
The study area for the analysis of regional travel times through the
saturated zone of Yucca Mountain is shown in Figure 3.8. This figure shows
the major geologic featuresand rock types in the NTS, which is part of the
basin and range physiographicprovince. Several researcher;:
have investigated the geology and hydrologyof the NTS" Eakin (1966),Eakin et al.
(1951),Eakin and Moore (1964),Eakin and Winograd (1965),Grove et al.
(]969),Hunt an_JRobinson (1960),Loeltz (1960),Maxey (1968),Maxey and
Mifflin (1966),Miller (1977)_Pistrang and Kunkel (1964),Walker and Eakin
(1963),Winograd (1962, 1981),Winograd and Friedman (1972), and Winograd and
_

-:

=
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TABLE 3.5. Thickness and PredictedTravel Times for Different Vertical
Profiles from the Base of the DisturbedZone to the Water
Table at Yucca Mountain
,'..,
USW-GI
USW-G3
uSW'G4
Travel
Travel
Travel
Thickness Time
Thickness Time
Thickness Time
Hydroqeoloqic Unit
(m)
(vr)
(m) .....
(vr),.
(m)
(_vr)
Topopah Spring
Welded

48

8,580

7

1,149

82

14,652

Basal Vitrophyreof
Topopah Spring

25

3,811

68

10,798

15

2,308

Calico Hills Nonwelded (zeolitic)

114

67,420

130

77,476

227

94,436

Calico Hills Nonwelded (vitric)

45

23,384

Prow Pass Nonwelded

_24(B) 13,257

27___55
(a) 70,404

Total

211

395

93,068

105,735

(a) Thickness is to the water table.
Thordarson (1975). These studieswere used to formulatethe hydrological
conceptualizationof the study area.
lt is generally believed that there are two ground-waterflow systems in
the study area, a regional and a local flow system. The regional flow system
encompassesseveral topographicbasins where interbasinflow is common. The
regional flow paths are relativelylong compared to flow paths of "local"
ground-waterflow systemsthat are generally confined to one topographicor
ground-waterbasin.
Freeze and Witherspoon (1966, 1967) "theoreticallystudied" regional
ground-waterflow systemsand found that large dischargescan occur at depth
if a zone of relativelyhigh permeabilityexists (Figure3.9). They determined the followinggeneral characteristicsof regional flow systems:
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Water (modifiedafter Freeze and Witherspoon 1967)
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I) ground-waterdischarge tends to be concentratedin major valleys; 2)
recharge areas are larger than dischargeareas; 3) local ground-waterflow
systems are superimposedon a regionalflow system in a hummockyterrain;
4) buried aquifers direct flow toward the principal dischargeareas, have
little or no effect on the subbasins,and produce artesian conditions;and
5) geologic structurescan distribute,recharge, and dischargeindependentof
the water table configuration.
All five of the precedingconditionsexist in the study area. In the
Basin and Range physiographicprovince,local flow systems sit in a hummocklike fashion in the numerous intermontanevalleys and basins (see Figure 3.9).
These systems constitutethe valley-fillaquifer and are composed of an
alluvialmaterial. Underlyingthese local systems is a massive interbasin
or regional flow system composed of highly fracturedcarbonaterock that is
an avenue of flow beneath the local systems. The regional system is confined
in the deepest portions of the valleys and unconfinedbeneaththe mountain
ridges.
3.2.1 Conceptualizationand Assumptionsof the H.ydroloqic
Model
A conceptualflow model of the saturated flow system was developed both
by PNL (Rice 1984) and the U.S. GeologicalSurvey (USGS) (Waddell1982). The
conceptualmodel of the regional hydrologicsystem used in this study is
shown in Figure 3.10.
Recharge occurs in mountainousareas at higher elevationswhere more
precipitationoccurs and evaporationis less. Water directly recharges the
lower carbonateaquifer where it is exposed in mountainousareas, and
recharge moves downward through the alluvium and volcanic turfs to recharge
the carbonate aquifer.
The highly permeable sequence of carbonate rock, termed the carbonate
aquiferby Winograd and Thordarson (1975), is primarilyresponsiblefor
interbasinor regional ground-waterflow beneath the NFS. Ground water then
moves laterallytoward discharge areas that are located in the valleys;
dischargeoccurs through springs,evapotranspiration,and pumping. The
schematic representation

of the conceptual
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model in Figure 3.10 illustrates
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.Conceptual Model Assumptions
A number of simplifying
area were made to facilitate

assumptions

about the hydrogeology

implementation

of a numerical

of the study

model.

•

Regional ground-water flow is assumed to be strictly
horizontal.
Evidence exists for both upward and downward flow.
Although no data are
available
on vertical
head distributions
in most areas, geometric considerationssuggestthat flow beneath recharge areas is downward, and
flow beneath discharge areas is upward (see Figures3.9 and 3.10). Flow
beneath Pahute Mesa north of Yucca Mountain,where hydraulicgradients
are steep, provides evidence of downward flow [Blankennageland Weir
(1973) and Oberlander(1979)]. Flow at Alkali Flat, a major discharge
area, provides evidence of upward flow. Consequently,with the exception of recharge and discharge areas, the horizontalflow assumptionis
reasonable.

•

Hydrologicparameters(transmissivity,rates of recharge and discharge)
do not change with time, and the current distributionof hydraulichead
is assumed to represent steady-stateconditions. The steady-state
ass'!mptionis known to be violated by several processes. For example,
in areas where pumping has been intense (Ash Meadows, Pahrump Valley and
Sand Spring Valley), short-termcha,ges in water level have occurred.
These changes have been well documentedand appear to be small compared
with the range of heads throughoutthe study area.

°

The aquifers are assumedto be isotropicwith respect to transm_ssivity,
although few porous media are isotropic (Freezeand Cherry 1979). The
effects of applying this assumptionare I) transmissivitycalculatedor
used in the model representstransmissivityin the direction of flow
and 2) calculationsof fluxes and flow directionswill contain errors
because, unless translatedby a transmissivityor hydraulicconductivity
tensor, the flow occurs perpendicularto the hydraulic head contours.
Recent analyses by the USGS (Czarneckiand Waddell 1984) incorporating
an anisotropicratio in the transmissivityof western Jackass Flats
resulted in slightly greater travel times and greater error variances.
However, greater uncertaintyin other parameterswill more significantly
affect travel-timecalculations.
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• Travel-timecalculationsare based on the concept that hydraulic conductivityand porosity are correlated. Empiricalevidence for boreholes
within Yucca Mountain shows this to be true. Brace et al. (1982)discussed the relationshipbetween porosity and permeabilityfor flow
through fracturesand porous media. They conclude that hydraulic conductivityand porosity are correlatedfor a given geologic material.
3.2.2 Ground-WaterFlow Modelinq
Ground-waterflow modeling for estimationof travel times presented in
this study is based primarilyon two previous hydrologicmodel analyses of
the NTS: a local-scaleor near-fieldflow and sensitivity/uncertainty
travel-timeanalysisreported by Jacobson, Freshley,and Dove (1985) and a
regional hydrologicanalysis by Rice (1984).
Both the local and regional systemswere modeled conceptuallyas a onelayer flow system combiningvalley-fill (alluvium),volcanic (tuff), and
carbonate aquifers in a single unit. Total ground-watertravel time from
Yucca Mountain to FurnaceCreek Wash is the sum of the local and regional
estimates of _craveltime.
The analysis of ground-waterflow was conducted in two phases: a nearor local-scalemodel was used to analyze ground-waterflow and travel time
between Yucca Mountain and well J-12 (discussedin Section 3.2.3) and a
far-fieldregionalmodel was used to predict ground-waterflow and travel
time between well J-12 and the Furnace Creek Wash (discussedin Section 3.2.4). Stream tubes used in analysis of ground-watertravel time
between Yucca Mountain and Furnace Creek Wash are schematicallyillustrated
in Figure3.11.

These stream tubes originatebetween USW-HI and USW-H3 at

the referencerepositorylocation of Yucca Mountain, and spatially bound the
one-dimensionalunsaturatedtravel-timeanalyses at borehole USW-H4.
Ground,waterflow modeling reported in Rice (1984) (Figure 3.11) predicted ground water-dischargesat FurnaceCreek Wash. Alkali Flat is considered by the USGS in their modeling activitiesto be the discharge area
for ground water originatingbeneath Yucca Mountain. Section 3.2.5 of this
report addresses and compares flow and travel-timeinterpretationsby the
USGS to the modeling results presented here.
The first phase (or local-scalemodel)is based on a near-fieldmodel
reported by Thompson,Dove, and Krupka (]984) and subsequentlyused by
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I

FIGURE3.11.

Schematic Representation
Travel-Time Analyses
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of the Stream Tubes Used in the

Jacobson, Freshley,and Dove (1985) for travel-timesensitivityanalyses.
The results from the latter study will be used for the near-fieldtravel$

time calculationbased on the flow path between Yucca Mountain and well J-12,
The study area of the near-fieldmodel is shown in Figure 3.12.
I

The second phase of the analysis is based on the regional calibrated
hydrologicmodel of the NTS by Rice (1984). The study area for the regional
model is shown in Figure 3.13. The regional model is used in a far-field
analysis to calculatetravel times from borehole J-12 to FurnaceCreek Wash.
Loca]-ScaleModelinq
The boundariesof tKe local-scaleflow model that lie between 116°40'
and 116°ii' west longitude and 36°40' and 37°00' north latitude, are shown in
Figure 3.12. The finite-differencegrid is representedby 75 columns and
47 rows. Discretiz_tionof the local flow field is relativelydense at
O.B km.

Equipotentialsshown in Figures3.11 and 3.14 are digitized from

hand-contouredmaps and from data that the USGS (Czarneckiand Waddell 1984)
obtained in 1982. These data are listed in Table 3.6, RobiDson (1986) published a more recent water table map (Figure3.15) from water table measure.
ments that were collectedin 1983. The 1983 water table elevationsare
listed in Table 3.7. Differences in 1982 and 1983 measurementsare presented for comparison.
Depth to the water table at Yucca Mountain ranges between 300 and
750 m.

Observationsof the small fluctuationsin head occurring between 1982

and 1983 can be related to measuring precision and on-going drilling activities in the area. Available data indicatethat seasonal variationsin water
levels are a fractionof a meter. The 1982 hydraulic head data are used as
the baseline potentiometricsurface becauseno long-termtrends are
available.
Measured hydraulicheads used to constructthe saturated-zonepotentiometric map (Figures3.11 and 3.14) are mostly composite heads, measuring a
wide portion of the aquifer and reflectingheads in the zones of higher
transmissivity. The hydraulic head gradient is low in western Jackass Flats
(FortymileWash) and the Amargosa Desert and high in the region north of
Yucca Mountain. If vertical movement of water is not considered,it can be
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FIGURE 3,!2.

Locationof the Near-FieldModel

assumed that high transmissivitiesare reflectedby low gradient and low
transmissivitiescharacterizedby steep gradients. With this assumption,a
trial-and-errortechnique based on the 1982 potentiometricsurface was implemented to calculate a transmissivitydistributionfor the hydrologicmodel•
This transmissivitydistributionis shown in Figure 3.16.
No real recharge was assumed over the modeled region. This is a valid
assumption,given that the regional analysis (Rice 1984) shows less than
0.254 cm of recharge at higher elevations in the Pahute Mesa area, north of
Yucca Mountain. Less than 0.254 cm of recharge will not significantlychange
the boundary conditionsof the near-fieldmodel.
Constant hydraulicheads were imposed at all boundariesof the flow
model based on the digitizedversion of the 1982 USGS-interpretedhydraulic
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FIGURE 3.]3.

Location of Study Area for the Regional or Far-Field Analysis
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shown in Figure 3.14.
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match the hydraulic

sur-

head data.
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above.

Dove (1985) conducted several
=

iii

Given these boundary conditions

surface was derived

Local Scale Travel,Time

model described

i

of the flow model was considered

face and should theoretically

hydrologic

i

Heads Obtained from the U.S. Geological

distribution,

because the tY,ansmissivity

The near-field

i

analysis

of travel

Using this

uncertainty

model, Jacobson, Freshley,

analyses

conditioned

Monte Carlo techniques.

travel-time

analyses are shown in Figure 3.14.

time is based on the

for travel

time based on

The stream tubes used in the local
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and

As mentioned previously,

_._6.

HydraulicHead Data(a) Used to InterpretPotentiometric
Surface in Figure 3.14 from USGS (1982)
,,_....

Hydraulic
Head
Value (rn)_

,

Measurement
Error (m)

729.5
729.4
748.7
1030,8
785.2
729.8
770.9
728.4
729.4

±0.2
±0.2
±0.2
±8.0
N/D(b)
±2.0
±0.2
±2,0
N/D

UE-25al
UE-25bl
USW-61
USW-GZ
USW-G3
USW-HI
USW-VHI
Well J-13
USW-H3

P

(a) Written communicationfrom USGS Denver
office to PNL, March 31, 1982.
(b) N/D _ No data available.
streamlines

for

the local

scale model originate

Yucca Mountain and terminate
These streamlines
A zonation
Figure

pattern

3.17,

in the vicinity

traverse

reflecting

Table 3.8 lists

between wells

several

of well

transmissivity

the transmissivity

J-12.
zones material

distribution

the mean and standard

H-I and H-3 of

deviation

types.

is presented

in

of the computed

transmissivitiesfor each zone.
Figure 3.18 presents the correlationof porosity values with hydraulic
conductivitymeasurementsfrom boreholesGU-3 and G-4 at Yucca Mountain.
This correlationof porosity values was used to establishthe porosity values
listed in 'Table3.9.
The various cases considered in the uncertaintyanalyses by Jacobson,
Freshley, and Dove (1985)vary with respect to whether transmissivityand
porosity distributionsemployed are deterministicor random and whether
solution hydraulicheads or digitized potentialcontours are used. The seven
cases consideredby Jacobson, Freshley, and Dove (1985) are summarizedin
Table 3.10. Five of these cases (2, 3, 5, 6, and 7) are based on hydraulic
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I
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above se= level. Aoouracy
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730.4 _'_t

WT#15

730.4b#1 _
UE-25
!USW H-6'
775.6

Drift of
DesignRepository

USW'H-4

USW
730.3
WT-;

729.0

_

UE-25 WT#14

¢_
UE-25 #1
730.3

730.2
36050 .

USW WT-7
775.7
•

•
UE-25 w'r#1 3

;USWWt"-I!
730.4

UE-25 p#1
730.1

UE-25 WT#17
729.6,.
USW WT. 10
775.7

729.2

J-13
•

•

728.3
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729.5
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730.2

UE-25 W1"#12
729,3

FIGURE 3.15. PreliminaryCompositePotentiometric-Surface
Map
of the SaturatedZone, Yucca Mountain (modifiedfrom
Robinson 1984)
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TABLE.3,7. Ground-WaterLevels,Yucca Mountain Area (1982 data modified
from Robinson 1984)

Water Level (Corrected)

l'

Location(b)
Hole(a) or
(feeS)
Well Humber North
FJie5-

Depth(f)
1983 Data
Date(c)
GeoJogic(d) inLerval(e)
of Water Altitude(g)
ldeesur..__.._ UBi5
.
(meters)
(meters) __mo_ers)
TS/Ttr
Composite
471.8
73|.9
S_8,41812/--163
.1|1163
Th/T©5 471 1,199 471.3
736.4
88/|1/63
Tct/TIt
1,108 1,228
472.2
726.5

O¢'?ferenc_

1982 Data
Altitude
(meters)
729,4

(rioters)
1983 Data1892 Data
1.6

LIE 255|1

788,243

LIE25c|1

757,B85 66g,888 11/rv/83

Tpt/Tc_

Composite

49.3

736.3

UE25p|l

755,171

571,485

62/ /83
11/|7/63

T5/Tcp
Pz/Pz

383
SH
1,297 1,885

363.9
364.7

730.1
749.4

LJS|O i

776,568

H1,|88

|3/23/62

Tcp/Td

Composite

571.7

754.2

748.7

5.5

USl G 2

778,624

56|,6|4

69/17/62

Tpt/Tof

Composite

524.0

.1,82946

1,636.8

1.6

USWO 3

752,760

558,463

11/30/63

Tcb/Tof

Composite

756.3

730.2

t,_WO 4

765,6|7

863,102

14/27/63

Tcp/Tct

Composite

630.1

736.4

1

770,254

562,386

|2/26/92
11/01/83
11/61/63
117|1/83
11/81/63

Tcp/Tof
Tcp/Tcp
Tc5/Tcb
Tct/Tc5
Tof/Tof

Composite
572
873
7%6
765
1,097 16123
1,763 1,614

572.1
572.4
572.4
571.7
616.2

730.9
730.7
736.7
731.4
784.9

720,8

-1.1

LiSt II 3

766,642

556,482

11/19/82
11/03/63
11/03/63

Tc5/TIr
Tc5/TIr
TIr/TIr

Composite
751 1,196
1,190 1,219

57|.6
750.8
720.1

732.4
7_2.4
__4.|

729.¢

3.9

USW11 4'

781,643

563,911 12/3|/82
68/16/63
06/18/03

Tcp/Ttr
Tcp/Tit
TIr/TIr

Composite
518 1,161
1,181 1,219

516.7
516.2
518.1

729.6
738.3
736.4

I,,_l II

•

"

USa II 5

766,634

556,900

12/22/83
117|7/63
11/e7/63

Tc5/TI
Tcb/TI
_IITI

Composite
764 1,891
1,601 1,219

764.2
703.8
763.6

7"/'4.7
775.1
775.1

USWII 6

763,299

664,075

12/15/82
16/24/63
18/24/83

Tcp/Ttr
Tcp/Tcb
Tct/TIr

Composite
528 1,187
1,167 1,226

628.6
828.1
824.7

7/5.1
775.6
777.6

USWWT|I

753,941

583,730

11/31763

Th/Tc5

Composite

471.6

736.4

USWI_|2

781,861

561,$24

11711/63

Tcp/Tcp

Composite

871.1

731.3

LIE25 IFI'#3

745,095

5"73,304 11/31/63

Tcb/Tc5

Coepoelte

381.6

729.5

UE 25 |T|4

760,612

608,640

111|I163

ThlTh

Compoeite

438.0

731.4

UE 25 IT|8

768,578

687,624

10/31/63

T5/75

C_poeite

283.6

1,031.3

_W WT|7

755,570

583,601

10/24/83

TptlTcp

Composite

421.2

775.7

USW|T|IB

748,771

553,302

10/24/83

Tpt/Tpt

Composite

347.7

775.7

USWWT|11

739,m76 858,377

10/24/83

Tpt/Th

Composite

383.9

736.2

UE 25 WTIL2 739,726

567,811

10/31/63

Tpt/Th

Composite

345,4

729.4

_

576,643

16/31/63

Tpt/Tpt

Composite

303.3

729.2

25 |T|13

756,984
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TABLE3.7.

(contd)
,

|ater

Location(bl
:'
Hole(al or
(feet)
Oa_(c)
Oeologic(d)
Well Number Nort,h
East
Measured
Unit
LIE25 11T|14 701,061 676,2111 11/IrT/M
Tpt/Th

In_rval(e)
(me|ors)
Composite

Depth(f)
af |atsr
(meters)
340.2

LE 251r1'|16

Tpt,/Tpt

Cumpumife

Th/Th

780,116

UE 26 IF1"|18 774,426

5"79,1108 121111/u
nii,ags 1211111ea

Level ,(Corrected)

,

,

I983 Data
Altitude(g)
(lietera)
731.2

1982 Data
Altitude
(meters)

364.2

729.11

'

Cuposite

472.7

736.2

Di fference
(esters)
1903 Data1902 Data

LIE 25 1rr|17

740,4211 rds6,212 11107163

Tcp/Tcp

Coeposife

394.#

729.8

Well J 11

740,906

611,784

--/Tr&

C=4poaite

317.4

732.6

hl l J 12

733,6119

001,01112/06/63

Tpt/Tpt

Composite

226.2

727.3

727.3

J 13

749,209

679,661

111/31/63

Tpt/TIr

Conposite

263.2

726.1

726.4

-0.3

USlf VII 1

743,356

633,620

112/12/81

Oa/Tct

Composite

184.2

779.3

771.9

0.4

USI VIZ 2

748,326

626,264

114/23/63

Qa/Tcb

Coepoelt,e

164.1

011.4

loll

63/22/7d

11.11

.r

(al
(bl
(C)
(d)

(el

(f)
(g)

Hole or NIl number: Deaignst,ion assigned by U.S. Deperfeent, of Energy.
Location: NevadaStefe Coordinate Syst,N Cent,tel Zone.
Dite leisured:
Date of a star-level
eoaamrwaent,.
Geologic unit,: Shallowest, geologic unit, represented by 5he wafer Iovet/deepeot, t_!_;=
unit represented
by the water level.
Qa -* alluvium; Tpt, = TopopehSpring Memberof Paint,brush Tuff; Th - t,uffeceoum 5eds
of Colice Hi|lm; Tcp • Prow Pass |INter of Crater Flat, Tuff; Tct • Bal Ifrag Mwaberof Crater Fiat, Tuff;
Tct, • Tree Hwaberof Crater Flat, Tuff; TI - lave; Tir - Lithic Ridge Tuff; Tel - older flaws and ruffs;
z - Paleozoic rocks.
Znferval: Depth interval of the hole repreHnt, ed by the wet,or-level auument,.
Composite levels
reprmnt, nixed hydraulic hoed8 of the ant,ira interval bet,wash the water t,able or inor end of the casing
and the 505500 of the hole. |hera a specific interval is indicated, the zone was isolated using a mingle
packer inst,a! led 5o determine hydraul ic head differencN above end below the packer.
Depth 5o water: Depth based on direct, leaHraooflt4 of wafer levels using downhole wireline equipment,
adjusted for depth correct,ion, idlers available.
Accuracyof owasurwaenteepproxieet,ely Iola.
Dept,h in
US+II+VII
2 ut,ieat, od from geophysical logs.
Altitude:
Conput,edmit,etude of water level above Na-level,
band on land surface albit,ude an_ measured
depth 5o nter (corrected).

head solutions

and are described in more detail

at the bottom of Table 3.10.

These cases were consideredfor estimatingtravel time as a part of this risk
assessment.
For each case, 100 realizationsof transmissivityand solution hydraulic
heads were generated. Streamlineswere generated from Yucca Mountain to well
J-12 and travel times were computed for each realization. Porosity values
used were either deterministic(constantover the domain or spatially /arying
for each zone) or were randomlygenerated but correlatedwith hydraulic
conductivity(see Table 3.10).
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Table 3.11 lists both the mean and standard deviations of travel times
from wells H-I and H-3 of Yucca Mountain to well J-12.

For the cases based

on hydraulic head solutions (cases 2, 3, 5, 6, 7), relatively little difference in mean travel time (between 840 and 1090 years) was found,

lt should

be emphasized that the results listed in Table 3.11 are based on a constant
saturated thickness value of 81 m.
A more recent saturated thickness, 749 m, is reported by the USGS (see
Lahoud, Lobmeyer, and Whitfield 1984, p. 42) at well UE-25b i.
3.53

This value of

TABLE 3.8. Estimatesof Mean and Standard Deviationof Log Transmissivity
for Each Zone

Mean
Tra_smissivity
Zone
!
2
3
4
A
B
C

Rock Type

T(m2/dav)

Tuff
Tuff
Alluvium
AlIuvium
Tuff
Tuff
Tuff

5.0
20.0
100.0
1200.0
40.0
50.0
1.0

MeanLog
Transmissivity

Standard
DeviationLog
Transmissivity

loq T
0.70
1.3
2.0
3.08
....
....
....

Oloq T
0.20
0.30
0.15
O.30

saturatedthickness is consistentwith other hydrologicmodeling of the NTS
(Waddell 1982; Czarnecki and Waddell 1984), where saturatedthicknessesofthe turfs and alluviumare reported between 500 and 1000 m (Bensonet al.
1983). When our travel-timecalculationswere updated to reflect the 749 m
measured at well UE-25b I, travel times lengthenedby a factor of 9.246.
Table 3.12 lists these revised travel times. Stream tube characteristics
needed for scenario Calculationsare listed in Table 3.13.
Comparisonof Local-ScaleGround-WaterTr_vel Times with Previous
Calculations
Previous travel-timecalculationshave been performedby the USGS using
the flow model developed by Czarneckiand Waddell (1984). The location of
the USGS subregionhydrologicmodel is shown in Figure 3.19. A flow path of
11.96 km was selectedas one possibleroute by which radionuclidesmight move
downgradientfrom the repositorysite. Saturatedthicknesseswere assumed
to be between 500 and 1000 m; this assumptionis based on pump tests that
indicate the extent of the permeablezone at Yucca Mountain (Bensonet al.
1983). Primary porositieswere assumed to range between 0.001 (fracture
porosity) and 0.01 (matrixporosity). Travel times for the extremes of these
ranges (n = 0.001, b = 500 m, and n = 0.01, b = 1000 m) are 86 and
17,313 years, respectively.
The flow path length used in our analysis varies between 9.5 and
12.6 km (Table 3.13) and the length of the flow path used by the USGS is
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TABLE 3.9. Estimatesof Mean and Standard Deviationof Effective
Porosity for Each Zone
Mean
Effective

Standard
Deviation
Effective

(reZ/day}_

,Porosity

Porosity

5
20
100
1,200

0.10
0.15
0.20
0.32

Mean
Transmissivity
oT=Q_n.¢
I
2
3
4

3.55

0.02
0.03
0.04
0.04

3.56

L

TABLE 3.11. Sample Means, Standard Deviations,Coefficientof Variations and
Medians for Ground-WaterTravel Times Based on HydraulicHead
Solutions (saturatedthickness= 81 m)
Sample
Median
Cas_.__ee Mean...(vr) (vr)
2
3
5
6
7

840
920
1090
1070
1090

_ABL_3,12.

Standard
Deviation (vr)

Coefficient
of Variation

280
460
390
360
340

0.29
0.50
0.36
0.34
0.31

820
890
9go
1030
1060

RevisedTravel Time StatisticsBased on Updated Saturated
Thickness (saturatedthickness= 749 m)

,

=,

Sample
Cas_._.ee
Mean (yr)
2
3
5
6
7

7,767
8,507
10,079
9,894
10,079

Median
(yr)
7,582
8,229
9,154
9,523
9,801

Standard
Deviation (vr)
2,589
4,253
3,606
3,328
3,143

TABLE 3.13. Stream Tube Characteristics
Stream
Tube
Number
I
2
3
4
5
6

Distance
to Well
J-12 (km)
9.47
9.95
10.44
11.13,
11.84
12.57

Distance
to Furnace
_reek (km)
67.83
68.31
68.81
69.33
70.03
70.75

12.0 km. Multiplyingthe USGS travel time, which was estimatedwith 10%
porosity, by a factor of 0.749 (to reflect a saturated thicknessvalue of
749 m rather than 1000 m) reduces the travel time to 12,967 years. This
travel time is consistentwith our estimatesof 7,767 to 10,079 years.
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Des.criDtionof the Reqional-ScaleHydrologicModel
Descriptionof the regional-scaleanalysisfor travel time is based on a
regional scale model by Rice (1984). The study area for the regional
analysis is shown in Figure 3.13. The extent of the study area is larger
than the area covered by the USGS regional hydrologicmodel (_e_ Figure 3.8).
Therefore, regional flow and transport analysesby the USGS are compared with
the regional-scalemodel by Rice (1984).
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q

The study area consideredin the regional hydrologicmodel of Rice
(1984) shown in Figure 3.13 is located between 114°59' and 117°54' west Iongtude and 35°34' and 38°19_ north latitude. The finite differencenode
spacing of the model is 3.81 km. The boundariesof the hydrologicmodel
shown in Figure 3.13 were establishedalong topographichighs: on the north,
the Palmetto Mountains and the Catus, Kawich, Reveille and Grant Ranges; on
the east, the ParanagatRange, Sheep Range, and Spring Mountain; and on the
south, the Kingston Range and Saddle Hills. Death Valley, a topographiclow,
defined the western boundary,while the rechargingboundarieson the north
and east were prescribedat those shown on a water table elevationmap provided by the Denver office of the USGS (Figure 3.20).
The uncertaintyin the USGS-interpretedhydraulichead distributionwas
estimated by comparingthe hand-contoureddistributionshown in Figure 3.20
with water table measurementsat well locations. The average and root-meansquared error differencesbetweenthe USGS-interpreteddistributionand well
=

data are 23.7 and 34.3 m, respectively.
i

The hydraulic head data shown in Figure 3.20 were kriged with a zeroorder drift generalizedcovariancefunction, K[h] - 0.06 - 1.5459 [h]. The
kriged distributionis shown in Figure 3.20. The krigingor estimationerror
is the standard deviation of each estimatedpoint and is contoured in Figure 3.21. The uncertainty in the hydraulichead map is approximately30 to
50 m at the major dischargingareas, Furnace Creek Wash and Ash Meadows.
This amount of error in the hydraulichead distributioncontributesto
hydraulicgradient errors and could affect the directionand velocity of
ground-waterflow.
Reqional Travel-TimeAnalYSiS
The regional travel-timeanalysis is based on resultsfrom the regional
hydrologicmodel. Travel times were calculatedfor ten stream tubes shown in
Figure 3.22. These stream tubes start at well J-12 and terminate at the
Furnace Creek Wash area of Death Valley. The calibratedtransmissivity
distributionfor the hydrologicmodel (Figure3.23) is used to calculate
travel times.
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FIGURE 3.20. U.S. GeologicalSurvey-lnterpretedHydraulicHead
Distributionfor the Regional Model (hydraulicheads
in meters above mean sea level)
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FIGURE 3.;_I. Model-PredictedHydraulicHeads for Steady-StateConfined
Conditions (hydraulicheads in meters above mean sea level)
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A
The transmissivityin the model of Rice (1984) changes as the stream
tubes intersectalluvium and carbonate rock along the flow path. Transmissivities range between 1000 and 5000 m2/day for the alluvium and 100 to
500 m2/day for the lower carbonate unit near Furnace Creek Wash. Similar
transmissivities(Figure 3.24) were estimatedby calibrationof the USGS
i

hydrologicmodel (Czarneckiand Waddell 1984). The latter model uses a
transmissivityv_lue for alluvium of 1336 m2/day, while carbonate rock at
Furnace Creek Wash is assigned a value of 119 to 128 m2/day (Czarneckiand
Waddell 1984). These values are consistentwith the transmissivityvalues
reported by Winograd _indThordarson (1975).
For the regional travel-timecalculations,a saturated thicknessof the
combined transmissiveunits of 1000 m was used. This saturatedthickness is
consistentwith hydrologicmodeling by the USGS (Waddell 1982; Czarnecki and
Waddell 1984) and with values reported by Winograd and Thordarson (1975). A
value for effectiveporosity of 0.2 is used for carbonate rock. This is .
slightly higher than the primary and effectiveporosity of 0.04 to 0.12 and
0-0.1 reported by Winograd and Thordarson (1975). Alluvialporosities are
based on correlatedtransmissivitiesand porosities of 0.20 and 0.32 listed
in Table 3.9. Alluvial porositiesreported by Freeze and Cherry (1979) of
0.25 to 0.50 are consistentwith the latter values.
Preliminaryground-watertravel times between well J-12 and Furnace
Creek Wash, as well as the lengths of stream tubes and average of these
parameters,are listed in Table 3.14. These travel times are consistentwith
predictionsby the USGS (Czarneckiand Waddell 1984).
3.2.3

Discussionof Hydroloqic Modelinq and Travel-Time Results

The hydrologicanalyses by Jacobson,Freshley, and Dove (1985) and Rice
(1984) are based on hydrologicparametersand hydraulicdata collectedbefore
1983. More recent measurementsand parameterestimates were analyzed to
determine their effect on travel-timeestimates. In addition, the modeling
results reported by the USGS (Czarneckiand Waddell 1984) were evaluated to
determinewhether they differ significantlyfrom those of Jacobsen, Freshley,
and Dove (1985) and Rice (1984).
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TABLE 3.14. Travel Times for the Far-FieldAnalysis Based on the Regional
Model (Rice 1984) (porosityof 0.3)
i

Well J-12
Xl = 38.00
YI = 37.00
X2 = 39.00
Y2 = 37.00

Number

X-End
(NODE)

Y-End
(NODE)

I
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11

24.7
24.8
24.9
24.7
25.0
24.9
25.0
24.8
2_.8
24.7
24.7

26.8
26.8
27.0
26.8
27.0
26.8
26.8
26.8
26.8
26.8
26.8

fill
I lH

l

Time (vr)
110,135.70
105,507.95
105,134.88
105,553.88
100,963.58
103,753.59
101,997.48
104,442.55
}04,934.81
102,038.73
101,439.05

Distance (m)
69,723
69,723
69,723
70,866
69,723
70,866
70,866
72,009
72,009
73,i52
73,152

I. l 'l

Average Time (yr) = 104,173.84
Average Distance (m) = 71,074
Earlier we considereddifferenceswhen more recent data were available.
For example, we have presentedthe potentiometricsurface by Robinson (1984)
in Figure 3.15 and listed the 1983 hydraulic head data in Table 3.7. Also,
travel times were reported by Claassen (1985) and Czarnecki and Waddell
(1984).
The major differencebetweenthe regional hydrologicanalysis summarized
here and that reported by the USGS is the areal extent and the boundary conditions set by each of the models. These differencesresult in a change in
the major discharge boundaryfor the respectivemodels. Rice (1984) assumes
ground water from Yucca Mountain discharges at FurnaceCreek Wash. The USGS
establishedthe major outflow boundary at Alkali Flat, which is at the southern boundary of the USGS hydrologicmodel. Therefore,in the USGS regional
model almost all ground water exits at Alkali Flat.
Ground water does flow from Yucca Mountain to Alkali Flat in the PNL
model if streamlinesare started several nodes (approximately8 km) east of
Yucca Mountain. The kriging and root-mean-squarederror in the vicinity of
3.66
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the Amargosa Desert is on the averageof 30 to 50 m (see Figure 3.22). In
the Amargosa Desert area, the potentiometricsurface is relativelyflat.
Thus, even slight changes in elevationmight change the directionof groundwater flow, making ground-waterdischargeat Alkali Flat possible.
The travel times for the regional-scaleanalysis range between 101,997
and 110,135 years (see Table 3.14), with an average travel time of
104,173years. These results are based on porosity values of 0.3 for
alluvium (valley-fill)and 0.2 for carbonate rock. In terms of velocity,
these travel-timesrange from 0,69 to 0.633 m/yr. Several other investigators have estimated travel times and these are reported below.
Claassen (1985) estimatedground-watervelocitiesat between4 and
7 m/yr. This estimation is based on apparent ages of groundwater from 14C
dating and the length of flow paths. Estimatesof averagevelocitiesof
200 m to 20 km/yr below Scepter Range represent upper limits of velocities
for the carbonateaquifer. Claassen (1985) deduc_s a maximum velocity of
7 m/yr for the region between the head of FortymileWash and the central
Amargosa Desert.
The travel-timeestimatesmade by the USGS based on hydrologicmodeling
by Waddell (1982) and Czarnecki and Waddell (1984) is 17,313years for a
flowpath length of 11.96 km, an effectiveporosity of 0.1, and a saturated
thickness value of 1000 m.

If these figures are used, the averageground-

water velocity is 0.6797 m/yr and is consistentwith the regionalaverage
ground-watervelocity of the PNL model by Rice (1984) of 0.6827 m/yr. The
latter value is also consistentwith the near-fieldaverage velocity computed
between Yucca Mountain and well J-12 of 1.082 to 1.4031m/yr.
The USGS hydrologicmodel by Czarnecki and Waddell (1984)has more
hydraulichead data in the vicinityof Amargosa Desert and Alkali Flat than
the PNL model. Figure 3.25 shows the well locations used in the USGS hydrologic model. The solid data points in Figure 3.25 are measurementscommon to
the USGS and PNL hydrologicmodels.
The newer data from the USGS model shown in Figure 3.26 were kriged.
(The hydraulichead data and well coordinatesare listed in Table 3.15.)
These data have a zero-order drift and a generalized covariancemodel of
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TABLE 3.15. Summary of HydraulicHead Data in the U S Geological
Survey Model Used in the Kriging Analysisla) (after
Czarnecki and Waddell 1984)

East (ft)

North (ft}

Hydraulic
Head
Above Sea
Level (m)

566,622.88
535,238.38
538,827.63
571,002.75
570,779.75

566,969.63
618,774.13
615,145.50
553,226.13
568,570.63

623
671
672
618
623

5
2
3
5
5

540,274.50
542,249.50
580,103.88
579,536.25
530,622.25

620,565.38
618,528.00
547,363.38
563,961.13
644,364.63

674
673
608
619
691

2
I
5
5
2

546,176.63
584,683.88
5B4,726.50
584,270.50
534,638.00

629,023.38
540,988.63
548,747.88
557,392.88
650,014.25

684
607
608
615
691

3
5
5
5
1,2

541,681.88
544,405.00
546,140.63
589,113.00
570,179.25

639,138.25
636,211.75
632,973.50
550,998.50
604,653.38

689
688
688
611
644

I
2
I
5
5

538,880.13
540,454.88
543,017.25
545,950.25
556,081.50

651,231.38
647,045.13
643,626.50
640,631.00
630,713.00

690
689
688
688
687

I
2
I
2
I

555,317.13
524,172.13
528,561.88
532,544.75
543,122.25

632,461.75
653,213.13
654,938.75
657,514.25
652,448.63

686
695
697
695
690

I
2
I
2
I

536,924.75
544,802.00
547,331.50
550,176.00
529,375.50

661,484100
648,462.38
645,135.63
642,169.75
659,745.25

707
689
688
688
697

1,2
2
2
I
2
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Source

TABLE3,15.

(contd)
Hydraulic
Head
Above Sea
Level (m)

East,(ft)

North (ft)

533,489.63
538,069.75
549,129.38
556,888.63
558,824.38

662,553.63
667,219.00
649,902.75
640,916.50
637,862.00

702
697
690
685
679

1,2
5
1
1
1

526,225.88
548,256.75
555,799.38
558,388.00
567,715.38

662,307.50
658,518.13
648,308.25
645,480.13
636,470.88

693
692
689
689
677

2
I
2
2
I

567,843.38
514,198.38_
519,444.44
526,931.25
531,006.13

638,803.63
657,734.00
662,327.25
667,215.75
669,361.38

677
693
693
708
696

I
2
2
I
2

555,848.63
543,118.88
559,916.88
566,550.75
570,412.25

656,100.25
672,993.25
650,007.63
641,854.75
633,675.63

691
699
689
690
674

3
3
2
I
2

519,769.25
553,223.88
550,041.50
561,872.25
570,057.88

667,888.25
663,997.13
668,219.63
654,453.25
644,207.13

695
687
699
691
678

1,2
2
1,3
I
2

513,365.00
568,571.75
451,941.13
563,296.13
563,939.13

667,251.75
659,751.75
640,378.38
677,159.88
681,129.75

695
699
285
704
706

3
2
5
2
I

522,042.88
531,225.88
556,951.00
578,801.38
551,294.75
551,143.88

706,805.63
745,923.00
739,607.38
733,203.25
748,439.50
755,050.38

711
773
731
728
776
776

5
4
4
4
4
4

3.71
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TABLE3.15.

,

(contd)

East (ft)

North (ft)

Hydraulic
Head
Above Sea
Level (m)

564,559.25
555,517.25
577,367.63
570,359.75
551,721.25

739,358.13
752,502.88
748,495.25
745,207.88
762,803.00

729
730
728
729
779

4
4
4
4
4

556,068.38
607,118.25
558,975.25
576,973.88
555,924.00

756,972.88
743,447.75
759,098.88
755,539.25
764,069.38

732
733
730
729
775

4
4
4
4
4

561,593.38
558,965.38
567,682.63
563,168.13

761,290.50
770,034.00
756,175.63
763,698.63

731
754
730
730

4
4
4
4

560,888.00
561,183.25
558,361.75
657,512.00
565,963.38

766,123.13
769,312.13
778,278.75
730,411.25
768,213.13

730
730
1,029
732
730

4
4
4
4
4

566,380.13
562,679.25
584,139.25

773,321.38
780,070.00
798,574.00

738
1,029
1,187

4
4
4

Source

(a) Coordinatesbased on Central Nevada CoordinateSystem.
Sources: I) W. J. Oatfield (USGS, written and oral communication)(1983);
2) Walker and Eakin (1963);3) Waddell (1982);4) J. H. Robinson (USGS,
written and oral communication)(1984); 5) J. B. Czarnecki (unpublisheddata)
(I983) and (I984).

K[h] : 0.0_-I020.0297[h]. The kriged estimate of the potentiometricsurface
is shown in Figure 3.27. The kriged error map of hydraulic head is shown in
Figure 3.28. Notice the kriging error is now 20 to 30 m in the Amargosa
Desert; whereas previously,using the more limited data set, the krigingwas
30 to 50 m (see Figure 3.22). The steep hydraulicgradient in the northern
portion of the region and the closed contours are likely artifactsof
kriging.
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Ground-waterdevelopment in the valley-fillaquifer southwestof
Lathrop Wells for the years 1962 to 19B4 has produced a water level decline
,

ranging between 0.427 and 8.35 m. However, the shape of the krigedwater
table for 1984 is similar to the shape of the kriged water table for 1962.
The ground-waterflow paths are based on the kriged model results in
Figure_3.26. In this representationof the regional model, the major discharge locations of ground water from Yucca Mountain, as indicatedby the
streamlinesoriginatingnear well J-12 (see Figure 3.29), are Lathrop Wells
and Alkali Flat. There appears to be a ground-waterdivide just east of
J-12. Streamlinesthat originate a few kilometerseast of well J-12
dischargeto Alkali Flat. Ground water from well J-12 is predictedto discharge at LathropWeil.
Deterministictravel times were estimatedfor the stream tubes originating at well J-12 and dischargingto Alkali Flat based on the kriged USGS
model results (see Figure 3.29). The deterministictravel times are listed
at the bottom of Table 3.16. The length of the streamlinesto discharge area
is also given in Table 3.17. These travel times are based on an alluvial
porosity of 0.3. Note the travel times to this discharge area range between
39,45.3and 47,261years, with average travel time of 44,343 years. Groundwater velocitiesaverage 1.4 m/yr.
Travel times to LathropWells range between 14,012 and 17,420years.
The average ground-watervelocity is 1.57 m/year. These velocitiesare the
same order of magnitudeas the ground-watervelocitiespreviouslycomputed
for the regional analyses of 0.61 to 0.67 m/year.
The dischargequantitiespredictedwith the PNL and USGS models were
also compared. Dischargeestimates at Alkali Flat and the AmargosaDesert
significantlyinfluencethe shape of the potentiometricsurfaceand, consequently, the dischargelocation. The dischargesfor losses by evapotranspiration at Alkali Flat (as wellas spring dischargesin the Amargosa Desert)
for the two hydrologicmodels are listed in Table 3.17. Estimatesof discharge by evapotranspiration
may be in error by as much as 30% (Rice 1984),
but they also establishthe boundary conditionsof the two models. The
regional extent and the southern boundary conditionof the model significantly affect flow behavior of the USGS model because the major flux by
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TABLE 3.16. Travel Times and DistancesTraveled to DischargeLocationsfrom
the Vicinity of J-12 to Discharge LocationsLathropWell and
Alkali Flat (porosity= 0.3)
Destination" Near LathropWell
I

Stream
Line
Number
I
2
3
4
5
6
Average

Travel
Time (yr)

Distance
(m)

16,368.94
17,420,50
14,512.40
14,547.52
14,458.21
14,012.88

18,346
25,588_
24,623
25,106
25,106
25,106

15,219

23,979

Destination: Alkali Flat
Stream
Line
Number
7
8
9
10
11
12
Average

Travel
Time (.vr)

Distance
(m)

39,453.95
45,976.86
47,261.25
45,596.59
40,863.75
46,914.73

60,833
62,282
62,282
62,282
61,799
62,282

44,343

61,960

TABLE 3.17. Comparisonof Dischargesin the Amargosa Desert:
U.S. GeologicalSur_ey Versus PacificNorthwest
LaboratoryModel (m_/day)
Amarqosa Desert
USGS
PNL
Evapotranspiration
Spring Discharge
Underflow
Total

83,940
45,140
60,210
136,860
1,824 (not computed)
145,974
183,000
Alkali Flat
USGS
PNL

Evapotranspiration

35,580
3.77

35,640

J

evapotranspirationin the model is at Alkali Flat. In the USGS model, this
forces regional flow to exit from this discharge location. The PNL model, on
the other hand, extends south to Pahrump Valley and east to Death Valley.
The regional extent of the model allows for alternate ground-waterflow
I

routes around Alkali Flat; underflowto Pahrump Valley is also allowed.
The flux by evapotranspirationin the USGS hydrologicmodel is reported
by Czarnecki and Waddell (1984) as 35,580 m3/day. This is consistentv:th
the PNL hydrologicmodel transpirationflux at this location of
35,640 m3/day.
Czarnecki and Waddell (1984) computed the sensitivityof transmissivity
estimates at variousmodel locationsto the discharge flux at Alkali Flat.
By varying the flux at Alkali Flat, they found a one-to'onecorrespondenceor
linear dependenceof the transmissivityof the Amargosa Desert with the
change in flux at Alkali Flat. The sensitivityof the transmissivityat
Yucca Mountain is shown in Figure 3.30. Increasingthe flux by a factor of
two at Alkali Flat (at Franklin Lake Playa), doubles the transmissivityat
Yucca Mountain. The secondgreatest effect on Yucca Mountain transmissivity
is the flux at Furnace Creek Ranch (see Figure 3.30).
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4.0 ENGINEEREDBARRIERSRELEASE

Estimationof radionuclidereleases from the repositoryis the first
step in mass transportmodeling leading to evaluationof doses to an exposed
population. Releases from the engineeredbarrier system (EBS) of the repository depend on factors such as thermal loading,ground-waterchemistry and
fluxes,waste containermaterial, and waste form. The AnalyticalRepository
Source Term (AREST)code (Liebetrauet al. 1987) is used as the source-term
component in a suite of codes (AREST,DOTR, DITTY) used to evaluate the risk,
in terms of integratedpopulationdoses, of the entire geologic repository
system.
Conceptually,the AREST model consists of three major components: the
EngineeredSystem Release (ESR) model, the Waste Package Containment (WPC)
model, and the Waste PackageRelease (WPR)model. The implementingcode is
essentiallyan executivecode designed to simulatethe containmentand
release performanceof individualwaste packages under a wide range of
environmentalconditions,repositoryand waste packagedesign configurations,

,

and receipt scenarios. Currently,the code implicitlytreats simulatedwaste
packages independently;interactionsamong adjacentwaste packages are not
modeled. The WPC model simulatescorrosionprocessesand degradationmechanisms that ultimatelyresult in waste package containmentfailure. The
containmentphase of the simulationis completedat the time physical containment is lost, and the possibilityexists for release of radionuclides
from the waste package. At the time of waste package containmentfailure,
the WPR model begins simulatingthe controlledrelease of radionuclidesand
their migrationoutward through the waste package barriers. Finally,the ESR
model integrates(sums)the simulatedreleases from individualwaste packages
with respect to their failure-timedistributionto provide an estimate of
total repositoryrelease.
The simulationof waste package containmentand release requires information about the environmentin which these processesoccur. The AREST code
contains modules that use detailed, site-specificinformationabout the
physical and chemical environmentsof the waste package and the repository.
In particular,the code incorporatesmodules that describe the thermal,
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geochemical,

and hydrologic

environments

The thermal

module provides

the near-field

of the simulated waste package,
and container

required

by other components of the ARESTcode,

provides

the values of the variables

sit'ion

in the vicinity

the hydrologic

that

module determines

The geochemical module

describe

of the waste package.

temperatures

the ground-water

In a saturated

when, following

compo-

environment,

emplacement and subsequent

repositoryclosure, resaturationoccurs at the waste package surface. In an
unsaturatedenvironment,the hydrologicmodule determineswhen wetting of the
waste package occurs.
A common feature of the waste package environmentalmodules is their use
of informationprovided by "support" codes external to the AREST code.
!nstead of using simplifiedmodels and approximationsin the AREST code,
these modules use the output from detailed research/scientificcodes whenever
'possible. The support codes perform site-specificcalculationsthat are too
time consumingto do during a simulation;output from the support codes is
tabulated or otherwise preprocessedfor input to the AREST code. The
support-codestrategy is used to maintain the computationalefficiencyof the
AREST code without sacrificingmodeling accuracy.
4.1 _ONTAINMENT MODELING
Current strategiesfor demonstratingcompliancewith NRC performance
criteria rely on metallic containersas the primaryengineeredbarrier (NRC
1983, 1986; DOE 1986a). Because corrosionprocesses are eXpected to be the
main degradationmechanismsfor metallic containers,severalmechanistic
models of uniform and pitting corrosion,as well as empiricalmodels derived
from site-specifictesting, have been included as modules in the AREST code
(DOE 1986a; Sastre, Pescatore,and Sullivan 1986). All of the corrosion
models are limited in applicabilityto certain material/environmentcombinations and, for this reason, the AREST code has been configuredto accept
arbitrary user-suppliedcontainmentfailure-timedistributions.
With the use of an arbitraryuser-suppliedcontainmentfailure-time
distribution,no distinction is made between containmentcontributionsfrom
the container and the cladding. This modeling choice also ignoresthe
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possibilityof significantlydifferentcontainmen_l:_e_'formance
among
potential repositoryand waste package designs.
4.2

RELEASE MODELING
The NRC has establishedquantitativeperformanceobjectivesfor the

allowablerelease of radionuclidesfrom an EBS (NRC 1983; DOE 1986a).
Although the EBS has been defined by the NRC, there is uncertaintyconcerning
the interpretationof this definition. To avoid confusion and to preserve
technicalconservatism,the AREST code was designed to assess release from
the waste package (WP) subsystemof the EBS, Thus, release estimates from
AREST can be used without modificationas a source term for releases into the
repositoryhorizon.
Two approachesto radionucliderelease modeling are incorporatedinto
the AREST code: one for saturatedmedia and one for unsaturatedmedia.
Release calculationsfor saturatedmedia are based on diffusivemass transfer
models. Both solubility-limitedand inventory-limiteddiffusivemass transfer models are available (see Section 4.2.2). For unsaturatedmedia (assumed
to be open to the atmosphere),radionuclidesolubilitiesare generally
greater than in saturatedmedia, and transportpathways are likely to be
convectiverather than diffusive. A simple, but comprehensive,steady-state
release model developedspecificallyfor unsaturatedmedia was recently
incorporatedinto the AREST code. This model has not been previously
described, so its derivationand a hypotheticalapplicationare presented in
Section 4.2.1. Releasemodeling for saturatedmedia is described in less
detail in Section 4.2.2 because the applicationof mass transfer theory to
calculatereleases for saturatedmedia are exteDsivelydiscussedelsewhere.
(Chambreet al. 1985; Zavoshy, Chambr_, and Pigford 1985; Kim, Chambr6, and
Pigford 1986; Apted, Liebetrau,and Engel 1987a).
4.2.1 Release Modelinq for Ur1_at_ed

Media

In modeling the releaseof radionuclidesfrom waste packages in unsatur;

ated media, it is assumed that each radionuclideis released from the waste
form matrix congruentlyat a rate given by the rate of forward matrix dissolutionmultipliedby the fractionalinventoryof the radionuclidein the
matrix. If the release rate for a given radionuclideexceeds the rate of
4.3

transport away from the waste package, then the radionuclidewill reach its
solubilitylimit at the waste form surface, and the overall release rate will
be governed by the transportrate. The model distinguishesbetween diffusive
and convectivetransport,with the release rate being set equal to the larger
of these two rates for a g!ven waste package. Inventory-limitedrelease
(e.g., spent fuel gap inventory)is assumed to be solubility/transport
limited until the inventory is depleted,
The following three sections describe I) the theoreticaldevelopment
and final form of a waste form matrix release model for unsaturatedmedia,
2) the developmentand final form of an inventory-limitedrelease model for
unsaturatedmedia, and 3) a simple demonstrationof the waste form matrix
releasemodel applied to a spent fuel waste package in an unsaturated
repository.
Releaseof Radiollqclides
from the Waste Form Matrix
A generalizedmass balance for a radionuclidebeing released from the
matrix of a waste form in contact with flowing ground water (assuming
negligiblediffusive pathways) is

VdCi/dt =

zi(t)RdA - Rpi - kciCi + Q(t)(Cio - Ci)

(4.1)

where V = control volume, m3
t = time, yr
Ci = concentrationof radionuclidei, g/m3
Ci°

= concentrationof radionuclidei in water approachingwaste form,
g/m

zi(t) = mass fraction of radionuclidei in waste form matrix
Rd = forward rate of matrix dissolution,g/m2-yr
A = surface area of waste form in contactwith water, m2
Rpi = _e

of precipitationof radionuclidei into alterationphases,
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kci = first-orderrate constant for the formationo_ colloids or other
suspendedmatter containingradionuclidei, mU/yr
Q(t) --volumetricflow ra_e of water through control volume in contact
with waste form, mU/yr.
In Equation (4_I), it is assumedthat the release rate of each radionucJide
from the matrix equals the forward rate of matrix dissolutionmultipliedby
i

the mass fraction of the radionuclidein the matrix (i.e., congruent
release). This assumptionis implicit in the developmentof the release
model.
The forward rate of matrix dissolution,Rd, could assume many possible
functionalforms, dependingon the waste form and the mechanism of dissolution in the environmentof interest. To date, spent fuel dissolutionexperiments have not yielded results that supportmechanisticmodel development,so
a general expressionfor the rate of spent fuel matrix dissolutionhas been
implementedin AREST"

Rd

:

k+ ([x]a[y]b...)(I- Cm/Cm*)

(4.2)

where k+ = forward reaction rate constant,g/m2-yr (m3/g)
a+b+...
[x],[y]= activitiesof constituentsx and y in rate law, g/m3
a,b = reaction order with respect to x and y
Cm = concentrationof matrix constituentm that controlsmatrix
dissolutionrate (assumedto be UO2 for spent fuel), g/mu
Cm

= arbitraryconcentrationof constituen_m at which the forward
rate of dissolutionbecomes zero, g/m .

The functionalform of Equation (4.2) implies that the dissolutionreaction
is reversibleand that the backward reaction rate is first order with respect
to constituentm.
If the waste form is capable of equilibratingwith the solution,then
Cm

in Equation (4.2) is set equal to Csm, the saturationconcentrationof

constituentm.

In this case, the forward reaction will stop when Cm = Csm,

and the rate of precipitationof alterationphases for constituentm [Rpm in
Equation (4.1)] will be zero because no alterationphases will form.

0
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If the waste form is not capable of equilibratingwith the solution,
then the dissolutionreaction will not be completelyreversible. In this
case, Cm in Equation (4.2) will be greater than Csm, and the rate of matrix
dissolutionwill remain non-zero even when the solution becomes saturated
with respect to m (i.e., Cm --Csm). This situation is expected for both
spent fuel and glass at the candidate Nevada repositorysite because the
primary matrix constituents,UO2 and amorphoussilica, respectively,are not
thermodynamicallystable in the unsaturated,oxidizingenvironment. If the
concentrationof m has no effect on the forward dissolutionrate, then Cm
can be arbitrarilyset to a very high value, forcing Cm/Cm to approach zero.
In a closed system at steady-statewith no colloid formation,the rate of
precipitationof m, Rpm, must be equal to the rate_of dissolution,Zm(t)RdA,
to satisfythe mass balance. Prior to saturation,however, Rpm is assumedto
be zero.
At steady state (dCi/dt= 0), assuming that Cio is equal to zero,
Equation (4.1) becomes

0

:

zi(t)RdA-

Rpi - kciC i - Q(t)C i

(4.3)

A steady-statemass balance on colloidal species yields

0

:

kciC i - Q(t)Cci

(4.4)

where Cci = concentrationof radionuclidei in colloidal form, g/m3. Using
Equation (4.4), we can rewrite
Equation (4.3) as follows"

0

=

zi(t)RdA

- Rpi - Q(t)(C i + Cci )

(4.5)

The release rate of radionuclidei is equal to the last term of Equation (4.5), Q(t)(Ci + Cci). However, when Ci < Csi (the saturationconcentration of i), it is apparent from Equation (4.5) that the release rate will
be equal to zi(t)RdA (Rpi = 0). Alternatively,when
Ci = Csi' the release
,
,
rate will be equal to Q(t)(Csi+ Cci ), where Cci is the concentrationof
radionuclidei in colloidalform when Ci = Csi (a hypotheticallymeasurable
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quantity). This analysis suggestsa simple test to determinewhether the
release rate for a given radionuclideis controlledby the forward matrix
dissolutionrate or the convectivetransport rate:
'Ifzi(t)RdA <

Q(t)(Csi + Cci ), then the matrix dissolutionrate

controls release, and the releaserate : zi(t)RdA.
If zi(t)RdA >

Q(t)(Csi + Cci ), then the convectivetransport rate

controls release, and the releaserate = Q(t)(Csi + Cci ).
If the flow rate of ground water, Q(t), is exceedinglylow but the waste
form is still in contact with a continuousdiffusivepathway of water, diffusion could control the rate of radionuclidereleasefrom the waste package.
To assess this possibility,an expressionfor steady-statediffusional
release from a sphericalwaste form is used where it is assumedthat the
concentrationof the diffusingconstituentis zero at an infinitedistance
from the waste form (Chambr_et al. 1985)"

Release Rate = 4_DieroCio

where

(4.6)

Di = diffusion coefficientof radionuclidei, m2/yr
= porosity
ro = effective radius of waste form, m
Cio = concentrationof radionuclidei at waste form surface, g/m3.

A sphericalgeometry is assumed because it results in higher,and therefore
more conservative,release rates than planar or cylindricalgeometries.
When colloidal species are present, Equation (4.6)must be modified to
re'Flectthe diffusion of colloidalspecies as well as dissolved species.
Also, in unsaturatedmedia, only a fraction of the waste form surface may
actually be in contactwith a diffusivewater pathway. Equation (4.6) is
therefore modified as follows"

Release Rate --4_Ero(Ad/At)(DiCio+ DciCcio)
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(4.7)

where Ad : area of waste form surface in contact with diffusivepathway, m2

0

At : total surface area of waste form surface,m2
,

Dci : effective
diffusign
coefficient
radionuclide
i, m:/yr

Cci°

= concentratio_
of radionuclide
surface, g/m.

for

colloidal

i in colloidal

species containing
form at waste form

The right side of Equation (4.7) can be substitutedfor the term
Q(t)(ci + Cci) in Equation (4.5) to evaluatewhether radionucliderelease
under conditionsof low flow rate is controlledby the matrix dissolution
rate or the diffusive transportrate. A test analogous to the test for
convectivetransport is devised'
If z.(t)RdA
< 4_ro(Ad/At)(DiCsi + DciCci ), then the matrix dissolui
tion rate controls release, and the release rate = zi(t)RdA.
If zi(t)RdA > 4_(ro(Ad/At)(DiCsi+ DciCci ), then the diffusivemass
transport rate controls release, and the release rate :
4_(ro(Ad/At)(DiCsi+ DciCci ).
If either of the above tests indicatesthat the matrix dissolutionrate
controls release, then this is the rate-controllingprocess. If both tests
indicate that the matrix dissolutionrate does not control the release rate,
then the release rate will be controlledby either convectionor diffusion.
For cases in which there is a significantconvectiveflow rate in a locally
saturated section of the repository,it may be necessary to consider convective and diffusiverelease simultaneouslyas Chambr_ et al. (1988) have done.
However, this situationis consideredhighly unlikely at the candidateNevada
repositorysite because water rechargerates are expected to be low and the
geologic/hydrologicfeatures at the site (e.g., fractures,environment open
to the atmosphere)do not support saturatedflow. Therefore, it is assumed
that there is competitiononly betweenpurely convectiveand purely diffusive
mass transport. The followingtest is applied to determinewhich process
controls release.
If Q(t)(Csi + Cci )

>

4_Cro(Ad/At)(DiCsi+ DciCci ), then convective

mass transportcontrols release, and the release rate = Q(t)(Csi + Cci ).

0
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If Q(t)(Csi + Cci )<

4_(ro(Ad/At)(DiCsi+ DciCci ), then diffusive

mass transport controls release, and the release rate : 4_Ero(Ad/At)
(DiCsi+ DciCci ).
,

The above sequence of tests is applied in the AREST code for each

radionuclide,at each time step, to determinewhich steady-staterelease rate
expressionshould be used for a conservativeestimate of radionucliderelease
rates. The possibl_ situationsand the expressionused in the AREST code in
each situation are summarizedin Table 4.1. Except for diffusion-limited
release at very early times and at locationsclose to the waste form surface,
the steady-staterelease rates are conservativerelative to transient release
rates.
Inventor,y-Limited
Release of Radionuclides
In spent fuel, a small percentageof certain radionuclidesare not
contained in the fuel matrix. These radionuclidesaccumulatein the gap or
grain boundariesof the fuel during fuel irradiation(e.g., Cs and I) or as

TABLE 4.1. Summary of AREST Code Logic for Release Rate Expressions
Relative Rates(a)
M

_

D

Mechanism
for Control

Expression

I

2

3

Matrix Dissolution

zi(t)RdA

I

3

2

Matrix Dissolution

zi(t)RdA

2

I

3

Matrix Dissolution

zi(t)RdA

2

3

I

Matrix Dissolution

zi(t)RdA

3

I

2

Diffusion

4_ro(Ad/At)(DiCsi + DciCci )
#(

3

(a) M
C
D
3
I

2

:
:
:
=
=

I

Convection

Q(t)(Csi + Cci )

matrix dissolution
convection
diffusion
fastest
slowest
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crud on the outer surface of fuel cladding (e.g., 14C). In the AREST code,
the volatile radionuclides(e.g., 14c ) are assumed to be released instantly
upon breachingof the containment.
The nonvolatileradionuclldesthat are not contained in the matrix
generally have high solubilities,and they do not form colloids in oxidizing
ground waters• In the AREST code, the nonmatrix releaserate of these radionuclides is set equal to either Q(t)Csi or 4_(ro(Ad/At)DiCsi
, whichever is
greater. The release rate remains at one of these two values until all of
the nonmatrix inventory is depleted (hence the term "inventory-limited"),
at
which time the nonmatrix release rate is set equal to zero. Any further
release must then come from the matrix.
Applicationof Matrix Release Model
To demonstratethe applicabilityof the steady-statematrix release
model, a simple analysis was carried out to determinethe fractionalrelease
rates of 135Cs, 238U, and 241Am as a function of flow rate from a 1060-year
old PWR spent fuel waste package (1000years after repositoryclosure) in the
candidateNevada repository• 135Cs, 238U, and 241Am were chosen because
they represent radionuclideswith high, intermediate_and low solubilities,
respectively. Release of 135Cs from the gap and grain boundarieswas
ignored. The parameters used in the analysis are listed in Table 4.2.
The forwardmatrix dissolutionrate, Rd, was assumed to be constant,
which is tantamountto setting parametersa, b ... in Equation (4.2) to zero,
and parameterCm

to infinity,
lt was also assumed that there was no colloid
,
formation;i.e., kci, Cci = O.
The calculatedrelease rates of 135Cs, 238U, 241Am as functions of water
recharge rate at the candidateNevada repositorysite are shown in FigF

ure 4.1. Recharge rates were converted to flow rates by assuming that all
water passing through the repositorywas distributedevenly among the waste
packages and came in contact with the waste forms. An area per waste package
of 411 m2/packagewas assumed (DOE 1986a),which gives a flow rate per waste
package of 0.411 m3/yr for every mm/yr of recharge. The vertical line in
Figure 4.1 correspondsto a rechargerate of 0.5 mm/yr, which is the expected
value for the candidate Nevada repository(DOE 1986a).
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TABLE 4,2. ParametersUsed in the Release Rate Analysis
Parameter
Rd

Value

.

10 g/m2-yr

A

'

Reference(s)
Average of values from (a), (b), (c)

9.93 m2

(d)

810,000 g/m3

(d)

Cs(U-238)

50 g/m3

(d)

Cs(Am-241)

0.00145 g/m3

(d)

0.03156 m2/yr

---

Cs(CS-135)

Di (all

species)
c

0.1

---

ro

0.889 m

(d)

0.I

--,

Zcs-135

0.000319

(d)

Zu-238

1.0

---

Ad/At

ZAm-241

0.000113

(d)

i

(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)

Grandstaff(1976).
Katayama and Bradley (1980).
Thomas and Till (1984).
DOE (1986a).

The upper plateau in Figure 4.1 is the maximum release rate that can
occur as a result of matrix dissolution(assumingcongruent release).
Experimentalvalues for the matrix dissolutionrate, Rd, vary widely
(Grandstaff1976; Katayama and Bradley 1980; Thomas and Till 1984). If
defensiblevalues for Rd of less than about 3 g/m2-yr used here (a conservative average),the computed fractionalrelease rate would be less than the
I x 10"5/yrNRC limit. The sloping portion of each curve is the region where
release is controlledby convection (hence the flow rate dependence). The
lower plateausfor 238U and 241Am are the release rates that occur as a
result of steady-statediffusion, lt should be noted that the release rate
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FIGURE4.!. FractionalReleaseRatesfrom SpentFuelas
a Functionof FlowRate at 1000 Years
of 135Cscan neverbe diffusi.on
limitedbecausethe diffusionlimitedrelease
rate of this radionuclide
is severalordersof magnitudegreaterthanthe
rateof matrixdissolution.The slopingportionof the curvefor 135Cswill
appearonly when thereis negligiblecontactbetweenthe wasteform and diffusivewaterpathways. A lowerplateaufor 135Cswill appearonly whenAd :
A < Q(t)Csi/Zi(t)R
d.
The resultsof the analysisindicatethat the rechargerate in the
candidateNevadarepositorywouldhave to be approximately
one orderof
magnitudehigherthan expectedbeforeradionuclides
with low to intermediate
solubilities
wouldbe releasedat fractionalratesgreaterthan I x 10"5/yr
(assumingno colloidformation).Radionuclides
with high solubilities,
however,will be limitedby the matrixdissolution
rate over a wid_ rangeof
flowratus. For theseradionuclides
to have fractionalreleaseratesless
than I x 105/yr, it will be necessaryto demonstrate
that the forwardrate
of matrixdissolutionis less than I part in 105 per year. Alternatively,
it
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will be necessaryto I) show that flow rates or contacttimes are exceedingly
low, 2) show that only a small percentageof waste packageswill come in
contactwith significantquantitiesof water, or 3) take credit for distributed containerfailures.
!

4.2.2 ReleaseModelinq for saturatedMedi_
The National Academy of Sciences (NAS) has presentedeviderlceto support
the assumptionthat diffusive transport is the expectedmechanism for radionuclide migrationwithin waste packages at candidaterepositorysites in
saturatedmedia (NAS 1983). This assumptionis further supportedby information in the environmentalassessmentreports produced for the two former
candidatesaturated repositorysites. (DOE 1986b,c). On this basis, it is
assumed in the AREST model that the transport of both stable and radioactive
species from the waste package is diffusion-controlledat a saturatedsite.
_Sol
qbility-LimitedRelease
The AREST code implementsequationsthat have beer,derived with the aid
of mass transfer theory to describe the time-dependentdiffusivemass
transportof radionuclidesaway from a waste package (Chambr_et al. 1985).
Specifically,a mass transfer rate is calculatedas a function of time and
location within the waste package. The mass transfer equationsare based on
a model of waste package geometry that consists of three nested regions: an
inner region that is assumed to be an impermeablesphericalwaste form with
an area that is equal to the (inner) surface area of the actual cylindrical
waste form container,a porous region surroundingthe waste form that is
either a tailored packingmaterial or an equivalentbarrier, and a porous
host rock extending infinitelyin all directions. Calculationsfor a prolate
spheroidgeometry, chosen to closely approximatethe actual cylindrical
geometry of a waste package, show that releases are nearly equal when waste
form surface areas for the two geometriesare set equal (Chambreet al.
1985). Note that this model ignoresthe potential void space that can
result from incompletefilling of the waste package containerwith a
particularwaste form.
The mass transfer rate calculatedfor this "solubility-limited"
model is
a function of the followingvariables:
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•

radionuclideconcentrationsat the waste form surface

•

radioactivedecay constants

•

aqueous-phasediffusion coefficients

•

radial dimensionsof the waste form and thicknessof packing

•

nuclide retardationcoefficientsof packing and host rock

•

porosity of packing and host rock.

In addition,the release rates can be scaled to account for the effect of the
degree of hydrologicsaturationand the limited exposure of the spent fuel
surface area (Pigfordand Chambr_ 1986).
An initial boundary condition is imposed that fixes the concentrationof
each radionuclideat the waste form surface. These values can be solubilitylimited concentrationsimposed by a discrete radionuclide-bearingsolid
(Chambr_et al. 1985). This assumptionhas been found to be realistic for
glass and spent fuel under expectedwaste package conditions(Zavoshy,
Chambr_, and Pigford 1985; Apted, Liebetrau,and Engel 1987a). In general,
it is assumed that release is incongruent;i.e., it cannot be assumed that
the surface concentrationsfor different radionuclidesare all equal or
otherwiserelated to each other, so the mass transfer rates will differ from
one radionuclideto another.
lt is possible,however, to model the congruent dissolutionof the waste
form. This forces the assumptionthat the instantaneousfractionalrelease
rates at the waste form surface are equal for all components. In this case,
the surfaceconcentrationsfor each radionuclideare related to the solubility of the primary constituentof the waste form matrix, the mass fraction of
the radionuclidein the matrix, and a function related to the mass transfer
rates of the specific radionuclideand the matrix componentswithin the waste
package.
Inventory-LimitedRelease
The AREST code implementsmass transfer equations that have been derived
to describe the release of highly soluble inventory-limitedradionuclides
from a waste package, such as those in the gap and grain boundariesof spent
fuel (Kim, Chambr_, and Pigford 1986). These equationsare based on a planar
4.14

geometry that includesa waste form, a water-filledvoid volume adjacent to
the waste form, a porous layer of packing (or equivalentmaterial),and the
host rock. Dimensionsof the barriers in this model are transformedfrom rho
actual cylindricalgeometry of the waste package, l'hevolume of the void is
set equal to the differencein volumes of the cylindricalwaste form container and the total volume of the enclosedwaste form. The surface area is
set equal to that of the cylindricalwaste form container,and is identical
to that used in the solubility-limitedcase.
lt is assumed that the void volume fills with water instantaneously
relative to the time scale of interest. A certainmass of the radionuclide
is assumed to dissolve from the waste form at the same instant, so that an
initial (non-zero)concentrationof the radionuclideis present. The initial
concentrationof a soluble inventory-limitedradionuclideis computed by
dividing its mass by the volume of the water-filledvoid. Subsequenttransport is assumedto be diffusion-controlled,,
The inventory-limitedmass transfer calculationsdepend on the following
variables:
•

initial concentrationsof radionuclidesin water-filledvoid space

•

radioactivedecay constants

•

volume and outer surfacearea of the void space

• packing thickness
• diffusion coefficient
•

radionuclideretardationcoefficientsfor the packing and host rock

•

porosity of the packing and host rock.

The inventory-limitedrelease model takes account of decreasingmass flux
from both radioactivedecay of the source and depletion because of diffusion
out of the region of fixed initial inventory.
4.3 WASTE PACKAGEENVIRONMENT
The AREST code modules that provide site-specificinformationabout the
physical and chemicalenvironmentsof the waste package and the repository
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are described here. In particular,modules that describe the thermal, geechemical, and hydrologicenvironmentsof the simulatedwaste package have
been incorporatedinto the AREST code.
__b_emalModel
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FIGURE 4,2. Waste Package Container and Repository Average
Temperaturesfor the ReferenceNevada Nuclear Waste
Storage InvestigationsDesign
currently provided by the support code WASTES II znd is based on the receipt
scenariodescribed in the DOE Mission Plan for the OGR Program (DOE 1984a;
Shay and Buxbaum 1986). The PNL spent fuel data base (Heeb,Libby, and
Holter 1985) provides reactor-specificdischarge informationbased on the
1984 EI_ middle case nuclear growth projectionto the WASTES II code, which
keeps track of the age and exposure of each dischargedbatch of assemblies
and calculatesthe heat generationrate of the spent fuel received at the
repository. The reference-casespent fuel waste package is assumed to
contain 10-year-oldpressurizedwater reactor (PWR) spent fuel with an
exposure of 33,000 MWd/MTU. Although the current emplacementschedule
extends over a period of 25 years, simultaneousemplacementof waste package
containersis assumed for modeling purposes.
4.3.2 GeochemicalModel
The geochemicalmodel provides input to the AREST code concerningthe
compositionof ground water within the repository. The compositionof ground
water is determinedby mass transfer reactions between the ground water and
I

solids in the host rock, packing material,container,and waste form. These
reactionsare controlledby factors that include temperature,ground water
4.17

position,the solubilityof solid phases in contact with the ground water,
and the distributionof the aqueous mass among the various chemical species
in solution. In addition,radiolysismay alter the ground-watercomposition
in the waste package near-field. However, at present, the effects of
radiolysisare not explicitlymodeled.

°

A simplifiedconceptualmodel was used in the code EQ3NR (Wolery 1983)
to derive the geochemicalinput to the AREST code. The compositionof the
ground water from well J-13 (Ogard and Kerrisk 1984) was taken as the
referencecomposition (Table 4.3). Well J-13 is located about 6 km from the
proposed repositorylocation.
Several assumptionswere made in the conceptualmodel that affect the
calculations. The assumptionsare outlined briefly below, and an expanded
discussionfollows.
• The starting ground-watercompositionassumedwas that reported for well
J-13.
• For a given set of chemical reactions in tuff, thermodynamicequilibrium
was assumed, and kinetic constraintswere not taken into account.
• All ground-watercompositionswere assumed not to change by reaction
with the waste container and the spent fuel cladding.
• Sorption of radionuclideswas not considered.
The first assumptionessentiallystates that the ground-watercomposition is fixed by the rock at the horizon temperaturebecause it has been in
contact with the host rock for many years. Data from hydrothermalexperiments with tuff (Oversby 1984) suggest that the compositionof the ground
water in contact with the rock does not change dramaticallywith increasing
temperature.
'Therefore,
the well J-13 ground-watercompositionrepresentsa reasonable starting compositionfor input into the equilibrium speciation/
solubilitycode EQ3NR (Wolery1983), which was used to generate ground-water
compositionsfor a wide range of temperaturesthat are tabulated For use by
the AREST code. The startingground-watercompositionwas speciated as a
function of temperatureand the total concentrationsof the dissolved constituents were kept constant. For example, the total concentrationfor sulfur
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TABLE 4.3. Assumed ReferenceComposition
of RepositoryGround Water
Constituent

Value

Na+

48.4

K+

5.4

Al3+

0.11

Ca2+

14.7

Mg2+

2.I

H4SiO4
Cl

31.2
7.1

SO_F-

18.4
2.6

CO_-

151.1

NO_

8.5

PO_"

2.7

pH

7.2

J

in the ground water remained constant,while the individualconcentrationsof
S2" H2SO4 etc varied with temperature
,

_

o_

The second assumptionconcerns chemical reactions. Because the ground
water will be moving very slowly, sl,fficient
time should be availableat any
given spot in the waste package for the solution to reach equilibriumwith
its surroundingsand for the dissolvedconstituentsto be distributed
accordingto the va_'iousthermodynamicequilibria. Therefore,any kinetic
considerationswould be transientand would not contributeto the steadystate conditions.
The third assumptionarises from the use of steel as the reference
material for the waste containers. The containerswill react with the
incoming solution to form magnetite and/or hematite products and hydrogen
gas. This set of reactionsleads to a negligiblechange in the solution
chemistry,most notably small changes in the pH. This assumptionmight be
unreasonableif differentwaste containermaterials were used or other
corrosionproductswere produced that remove significantquantitiesof
dissolved constituentsfrom the solution.
4.!9

A
The fourth assumptionstates that sorptionwas not consideredbecause
I) the current version of EQ3NR does not contain a sorption model,
2) existing sorptionmodels do not appear to be adequate,and 3) sorption
equilibrationis generally establishedwithin minutes at 25°C (unlessit is
J

diffusion controlled). Sorptionwould lead to initiallylower values of
dissolved uranium and other radionuclidesthan those calculatedfrom the
dissolutionof spent fuel, so ignoring sorption is viewed as conservative.
Several other potentialreactionsand processeswere not considered.
For exampie, water vaporizationand subsequentmineral precipitationfor
early times after repositoryloading were not modeled, and reaction path
calculationswere not attempted. This is potentiallya very important
assumption. Under boiling/rewettingconditionsit may be possible to
concentrate constituentsby several orders of magnitude,which can have very
important impacts on corrosionrates, solubilities,and dissolutionrates.
Although dissolved oxygen measurementshave been made on samples of
J-13 well water (Bish,Ogard, and Vaniman 1984; Tien et al. 1985), the
Eh values are scattered (+0.7 V to +0.2 V). These Eh values are consistent
with the projectionthat the atmospherein the repositorywill be about the
same as that at the surface (1.indsay1979). For expected redox conditions,
the concentrationsof elements in J-13 water, includinguranium, are not very
sensitive to changes in Eh. The dissolvedoxygen levels appear to be limited
to about 5.7 mg/L (Ogard and Kerrisk 1984). Because of the relativelyhigh
Eh of the water, the use of the uranium silicate soddyite [(UO2)2SiO4.2H20]
has been suggestedas the uranium-bearingphase controllingthe concentration
of dissolved uranium, and was used in the AREST code as an upper limit for
uranium concentrationin the ground water (Liebetrauet al. 1987).
4.3.3 HydroloqicModel
Radionucliderelease calculationsfor saturatedmedia rely on the
existence of interconnectedpathways of water-filledpores in barrier
materials. Thus, the degree of saturation,i.e., a field measure of the
percent volume of voids (pores) that are filled with ground water, is an
approximatecorrectionfactor for mass transfer calculations. The degree of
saturation is supplied by the hydrologicmodel for various barrier material
and host rock combinations.
4._0
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Closely related to the degree of saturationis the time of resaturation,
i.e., the time to achieve resaturationat the waste package following its
emplacementand subsequentrepositoryclosure. Resaturationis a complex
phenomenonthat may involve thermal conduction,ground-waterboiling,
fracture sealing, and other processes. Currently,the AREST code relies on
simplifiedbounding calculationsto determinethe time of resaturation.
Resaturationis assumed to occur when the temperatureof the waste package
drops below the boiling point of water.
For unsaturatedmedia such as tuff, the quantity of interest is not the
Lime to resaturation(which is physicallyimpossible),but rather the time it
takes for the waste package to cool to temperatureswhere liquid water can
come in contact with the containersurface. Therefore,hydrologicmodeling
is inherentlylinked to thermal modeling for unsaturatedmedia (see Section 4.3.1).
4.4

INPUTS FOR SOURCE-TERMCALCULATIONS
The required inputs for obtainingradionucliderelease rates with the

AREST code are described above and in greater detail in Sections 2.4 and 3.3
of Liebetrauet al. (1987). The four basic input categoriesare
•

containment-failuretime distributions

•

radionuclidedata

•

spent fuel data

•

repositorydata.

For each category,the input values of variablesused in this study are
summarizedin the followingsections.
4.4.1 ContainmentFailureTime Distributions
Because I) the final selectionof waste containermaterials has not yet
been made and the environmentinto which the containerswill be placed has
not yet been fully characterized,and 2) integrateddose calculationsperformed over times ranging from 50,000 to I million years are very insensitive
to a shift in container failure times of less than 10,000years, the failure
time distributionselected for this report was not derived from simulations
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involvingthe WPC model of the AREST code. Instead, one of the five theoretical distributionsused in a previous analysis of spent fuel was chosen
(Apted, Liebetrau,and Engel Ig87b): a normal (Gaussian)distributionwith
mean p : 1000 years and standarddeviation a = 200, with the lower tail
truncatedat 300 years.
4.4.2 RadionuclideData
Immediatelyon discharge from a nuclear reactor, spent fuel contains
more than 100 radionuclides. A screeninganalysis that consideredradionuclide half-lifeand inventoryled to selectionof 21 key radionuclidesfor
the risk analysis. The radionuclidesto be considered in a source term for
computingdoses are identifiedin Table 4.4. Pressurizedwater reactor fuel
has been selectedfor the assessmentsin this report. This selection is
consistentwith the DOE requirementsin the generic requirementsdocument
(DOE 1984b),which specifiesa characteristic10-year-old,PWR fuel with
33,000 MWd/MTU burnup for the purposesof preliminarywaste package designanalyses. The waste loading of this PWR fuel is 0.461MTU/assembly (DOE
1986c). The total 1000-yearinventoryfor this fuel is equal to 1.08 x 106
Oi/lO00 MTU.
4.4.3 Spent Fuel Data
The assessmentof spent fuel as a waste form requires that certain
relevant spent fuel characteristicsbe identifiedat the time of disposal.
These include
•

identificationof componentmaterials

•

compositionsof componentmaterials

• dimensionsof components
•

radionuclideinventoriesof components

• temperaturesand heat generationrates
•

cladding integrity (optional).
Studiesof spent fuel (Barrier
1985) and the interactionof spent fuel

with ground-watersolutions (Johnson,Garisto, and Stroes-Gascoyne1985;
Wilson and Oversby 1985; Wilson 1985) indicate that release of radionuclides
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TABLE 4.4. RadionuclideInventoryin Reference
PressurizedWater Reactor Spent Fuel

'

Radionuclide
245Cm

1000-Year
Inventory
(Ci/1000MTU)
1.7E+02

Half-Life
(vr)
9,30E+03

Specific
Activity
(Ci/a) .
1.57E-01

243Am

1.3E+04

7.95E+03

1.85E-01

242Am

1.1E+02

1.52E+02

9.72E-00

241Am

3.5E+05

4.58E+02

3.24E-00

242pu

1.6E+03

3.79E+05

3.90E-03

240pu

4.1E+05

6.58E+03

2.26E-01

239pu

2.8E+05

2.44E+04

6.13E-02

238U

3.2E+02

4.51E+09

3.33E-07

236U

2.3E+02

2.39E+07

6.34E-05

235U

1.6E+01

7.10E+08

2.14E-06

234U

7.8E+02

2.47E+05

6.18E-03

233U

2.1E+00

1.62E+05

9.47E-03

237Np
226Ra

5.8E+02
1.5E+00

2.14E+06
1.60E+03

7.05E-04
9.88E-01

135Cs

2.7E+02

3.00E+06

8.82E-04

1291

3.3E+01

1.59E+07

I.'74E-04

126Sn

4.8E+02

1.00E+05

2.84E-02

99Tc

1.3E+04

2.15E+05

1.70E-02

79Se

4.0E+02

6.50E+04

6.97E-02

14C

6.9E+02

5.73E+03

4.45E+00

59Ni

3.0E+01

8.00E+04

7.57E'02

from spent fuel can be divided into four distinctcomponentsor radionuclide
sources: the matrix of UO2 grains, the cladding,the gap between the fuel
and cladding, and the boundariesbetween the UO2 grains. These sources can
be distinguishedon the basis of physical form, radionuclideinventory,and
processes controllingrelease, as reviewed in Appendix D of Liebetrauet al.
(1987).
Because radionuclideinventoriesand heat generationrates vary with
time, their values must be specified or calculatedfor the post-emplacement
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period of a repository. Inventoriesfor reference PWR fuel at 1000 years
after permanent closure are identifiedin Table 4.4 for the key radionuclides
(DOE 1986a). Table 4.5 presents the percentagesof these radionuclidesin
the different sourceswithin spent fuel based on the best availabledata
J

(which is very limited). These inventoriescorrespondto spent fuel
1060 years after reactor discharge,assuming a 60-year preclosuretime period
for repositoryconstructionand waste emplacement.
Radionuclideinventoriesin spent fuel rods vary because of radioactive
decay, as well as differencesin age and burnup. Inventoryvariations
because of spent fuel type, age, and burnup have not been modeled, lt is
expected that fuels with lower burnup than the 33,000 MWd/MTU used as a
reference in this report should perform better than the calculatedvalues of
this report. Higher burnup fuel is not significantlydifferent in composition, with inventorieshigher by a factor of 3 or less (see Roddy et al.
1986).
The heat generation
code to calculate
of Liebetrau
variables

which varies

with

time,

the waste package temperature,

et al.

be of primary

rate,

(1987).

importance

(solubility,

is used in the AREST

as described

in Appendix B

The time dependence of temperature

because other processes (corrosion,

ground-water

composition)

is judged to

diffusion)

and

may be temperature

dependent.
Appendix B of Liebetrau
generation

rate

et al.

distribution

for disposed spent fuel

developed.

The heat generation

and boiling

water reactor

in the repository.

This section
majority
repository

distribution

radionuclide

heat generation

constitute

inventories

report

is

both PWR

65% of the fuel

with the same

and can, therefore,

(Roddy et al.

be

1986).

Data
contains

the site-specific

data used in the ARESTcode. The

of these data come from the EA report
site

used in this

PWRand BWRfuel
rates

how the heat

is developed for

but PWRwill

As noted previously,

expected to have similar
Repository

rate

(BWR) fuel,

burnup and age have similar

4.4.4

(1987) also describes

(DOE 1986a).

Unless otherwise

for

the candidate

stated,

Nevada

the assumptions

and

informationused in this report are consistentwith those of the EA or other
project documents.

_TABLE4,5. Distributionof Key RadionuclidesUsed for Reference
PressurizedWater ReactorSpent Fuel (Percentage)
UO2
Radionuclide Matrix
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BoundarLv)_a_.
......

CladdiI!g
.

236U

100

......

235U

100

......

234U

100

......

233U

100

......

243Am

100

......

242Am

100

......

241Am

100

......

14c(b)

35

245Cm

100

135Cs

98

2

....

1291

98

2

....

237Np
239pu

100
100

......
......

240pu

100

......

242pu
226
Ra

100

......

100

......

1

63

_

.

I

......

79Se

98

2

....

99Tc

98

2

....

126Sn

100

......

59Ni

100

......

(a) The 2% of total volatile fissionproducts in the combined gap
and grain boundary source is based on fissiongas measurements
of moderate burnup PWR fuel (Baker et al. 1987; Barner 1985)
and experimentaldata on release in closed system tests
(Oversby1987).
(b) Based on data obtained by Van Konynenburget al. (1985).
Table 4.6 contains the informationon the waste package design and
dimensionspresentedin the candidateNevada repositorysite EA (Apted,
Liebetrau,and Engel 1987a). For the purposes of this report, it is
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TABLE 4.6.

Design Parameters for Nevada Nuclear Waste Storage
Investigations
Release Calculations
(after DOE1986a)

Diffusion

coefficient

in steam (Ds) = 5.0E-01 cm2/s

Diffusion

coefficient

in water,(Df)

Outer edge of packing
Packing thickness
Spherical

radius

(rl)

= 1.0E-05 cm2/s
= 8.8895E+01 cm

(b) = 3.0E+O0 cm

waste form radius

(r1-b)

= 8.5895E+01 cm

Radius of waste (Ro) = 8.8895E+01 cm
Packing porosity

(4 I) = 0.5

Rock porosity (E2) = 0.1
Gap width (a):,I.03E+01 cm
Gap surface area (Sv) : 9.2715E+04cm2
Gap volume (Vv) : 9.5701E+05cm3
PWR Assemblies/WastePackage = 7
Waste Loading = 3.2298E+00MTU/Waste Package
Bulk density of packing (oi) = 1.29E+00 g/cm3
Bulk density of host rock (o2) = 2.33E+00 g/cm3
Saturation
conservatively

(_) = 60%

assumed, based on other

1990; Apted 1990), that
host rock is filled
table

the void region

with

a matrix

also shows the dimensions

coefficients

of the spherical

tuff

NNWSltemperature
fuel

are provided

history

and the repository

Figure 4.2 for

spent fuel

for

with

and tuff

a 50% porosity.

This

waste package geometry used

from the dimensions

(DOE 1986a) of expected radionuclide
for

Yucca Mountain (Sadeghi

between the waste container

of crushed tuff

in the ARESTcode that were obtained
ence values

analyses for

presented.

solubilities

in Table 4.7 for

Refer-

and sorption

key radionuclides.

The

a design basis waste package containing

spent

average ambient temperature
expected at a first
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history

repository.

are shown in

_ABLE 4.7. RadionuclideParametersfor Nevada Nuclear Waste Storage
InvestigationsReleaseCalculations (afterDOE 1986c)
Radio- Inventory Solubility(a) Kd(P)(b)
nuclide (mQ/pack)
(q/m3]___
(mL/q)

Kd(R)(b)
• (mL/q)

238U
236U

3.10E+09
1.17E+07

_OOE+01
5.00E+01

1.80E+00
1.80E+00

1.80E+00
1.80E+00

5.64E+00 4.29E+01
5.64E+00 4.29E+01

235U

2.41E+07

5.00E+01

1.80E+00

1.80E+00

5.64E+00 4.29E+01

234U

4.08E+05

5.00E+01

1.80E+00

1.80E+00

5.64E+00 4.29E+01

233U

7.16E+02

5.00E+01

1.80E+00

1.80E+00

5.64E+00 4.29E+01

243Am

2.27E+05

9.72E-04

1.20E+03

1.20E+03

3.10E+03 2.80E+04

242Am

3.66E+01

9.72E-04

1.20E+03

1.20E+03

3.10E+03 2.80E+04

241Am

3.49E+05

1.45E-03

1.20E+03

1.20E+03

3.10E+03 2.80E+04

14C

5.01E+02

1.40E+00

O.OOE+O0

O.OOE+O0

1.00E+O0 1.00E+O0

245Cm

3.50E+03

2o45E-03

1.20E+03

1.20E+03

3.10E+03 2.80E+04

135Cs

9.89E+05

8.10E+05

2.90E+02

7.49E+02 6.76E+03

1291

6.13E+05

7.74E+05

O.OOE+O0

O.OOE+O0

1.00E+O0 1.00E+O0

237Np
239pu
240
Pu

2.69E+06

7.11E+02

7.00E+O0

7.00E+O0

1.91E+01 1.64E+02

1.48E+07

3.10E-01

6.40E+01

6.40E+01

1.66E+02 1.49E+03

5.86E+06

1.20E-01

6.40E+01

6.40E+01

1.66E+02 1.49E+03

242pu

1.33E+06

1.20E-01

6.40E+01

6.40E+01

1.66E+02 1.49E+03

226Ra

4.90E+00

2.26E-02

1.50E+03

1.50E+03

3.87E+03 3.50E+04

79Se

1.86E+04

5.50E+05

7.00E+O0

7.00E+O0

1.91E+01 1.64E+02

99Tc

2.47E+06

9.90E+05

3.00E-01

3.00E-01

1.77E+00 7.99E+00

126Sn

5.46E+04

1.26E-04

1.00E+02

1.00E+02

2.59E+02 2.33E+03

59Ni

1.28E+03

4.60E+01

2.00E-01

2.00E-01

1.52E+00 5.66E+00

Zr

3.71E+09

4.60E-05

O.OOE+O0

O.OOE+O0

1.00E+O0 1.00E+O0

2.90E+02

KI(C)

K2(C)

(a) For elements with more than one long-lived isotope,an "isotopic
solubility"is equal to the elemental solubilitytimes the mass
fraction of that particularisotope at 1000 years after emplacement.
(b) P = Packing (or equivalent);R = Host Rock; Kd = Sorption Coefficient.
(c) KI = PackingRetardationCoefficient;K2 = Host Rock Retardation
Coefficient.
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B.O FAR-FIELD GRQ.UND-WATER-BASED
TRANSPORT
B.I CONCEPTUALAND MATHEMATICALMODEL
'

Predictionof the dischargerate of radionuclidesinto the biosphere
when waste containershave failed is a crucial step in evaluatingrepository
system performance, The simplesttransportmodels for far-fieldtransport
assume that the h_}drologic
system can be decomposed into nonintersecting
stream tubes, such as streamlines,along which the hydrologiccharacteristics
are constant. Transport along a stream tube is frequentlyassumed to be onedimensionalto simplify the transportequations, These one-dimensional
models are extremely simplistic,but it is possible to solve the transport
equations in closed form. This allows transportcalculationsto be done very
quickly and without the numericalinstabilitiesoften encountered in the
numerical solutionof the equationsin more sophisticatedmodels. The
factors usually incorporatedinto the one-dimensionalmodels are radioactive
chain decay, radionuclideretardation,convectivetransport,and dispersion.
The equations used to describe transport in a stream tube are often
written as
i

-_ +
Ri 8t

aNi
a2Ni
V--+ Ri_,iNi = D
+ Ri I_'i INi I'
ax
ax2
- -

i = 1 2 . k
' ' " '

(5 I)
'

for ;_0= 0 (Burkholderand Rosinger 1980), where Ni, Ri, Ai, and D are the
concentration,retardationcoefficient,decay constant, and axial dispersion
coefficient,respectively,of radionuclidei, while V is the ground-water
velocity. Note that Ni is the dissolved radionuclideconcentration,while
RiNi is the total radionuclideconcentration(molecules/km)and RiNi - Ni is
the concentrationof radionuclideadsorbed to the geologic medium. This
model formulationimplies that the net effect of retardationis to cause the
total radionuclideconcentrationRiNi to travel at the retarded velocity
Vi = V/Ri rather than with the ground water, even though the dissolved
radionuclide,Ni, travels with the ground water.
Equation (5.1) assumes that Ri and V are constant throughoutthe stream
tube and that the various radionuclidesare in sorption equilibriumwith the
5.1

geologic medium at all times. The first term in Equation (5.1) is the time
rate of change of the total concentrationof radionuc'iide
i, the second term
representsconvectivetransport of the dissolved radionuclide,the third term
is decay of the total amount of radionuclidei, the fourth term is axial
dispersionof dis.=olved
radionuclidei, and the last term representsdecay of
the total amount of radionuclidei-I into radionuclidei. In Equation (5.1)
dispersionis modeled as a diffusiveprocess, which impliesthat Equation (5.1)will predict upstreammigration as a result of dispersionin some
cases. Dispersion,however, is a result of the variation of the real water
velocitiesfrom the averageconvectivevelocity,which will not cause
upstream transport becausethe real velocitiesin a porous medium are
probably always oriented downstream (de Marsily 1986). The diffusive model
of dispersionhas other problems as well (Matheronand de Marsily 1980;
Pickens and Grisak 1981; Simmons 1981). An alternativeway of modeling
convectivetransport with dispersionis tc solve

aN.
Ri _
+
at

aNi
V_
+ Ri_iN i : Ri_1_i_iNi.
ax

using a probability
1982a,b).
tion

Note that

distribution
Equation

I,

of water travel
(5.2)

is obtained

A0 : O,

times

i = 1,2,...k,

(x/V)

by setting

(5.2)

(Simmons 1981,

D -- 0 in Equa-

(5.1).
lt

has been shown that

solving

the standard

convection-dispersion

equation
aN
at

-

aN
+

V-

ax

a2N
: D_
ax2 '

(5 3a)

N(x,O) : O,

(5.3b)

N(O,t)

(5.3c)

= f(t),

5.2

&

is equivalentto solvingthe simple convectionequation
an
-- +
at

an
v -- .= 0
Bx

(5.4a)

n(x,O)

= O,

(5.4b)

n(O,t)

= f(t),

(5.4c)

with the travel times taken from a Fickiandistribution(Simmons 1982a).
The travel-timedistributionthat makes Equations (5.3) and (5.4)
equivalentdepends on the form of the boundary conditions[Equations (5.3c)
and (5.4c)]. In particular,the problemwhere the fluxes are specified
VN - DaN/ax = h(t) for N and Vn = h(t) for n doe. not satisfy the same
boundary conditionsas Equations (5.3) and (5.4). However, the fluxes
F = VN - DaN/a'x,and f- Vn satisfy Equations (5.3) and (5.4)with the
boundary conditionsin Equations (5.3c) and (5.4c). Thus, solving the
convection-dispersion
equation is equivalentto solving the convection
equation with the travel times taken from a Fickian distributionif either
the concentrationsare of interest or the fluxes are of interest. For
example, the expected value of n(x,t) in Equation (5.4) when the travel times
are chosen from a Fickiandistributionis also the solution to Equation (5.3).
Equations (5.3) and (5.4) do not account for either retardationor
radioactivedecay. On physical grounds it is reasonableto expect that the
above discussionalso applies to these cases. In fact, Equations (5.1) and
(5.2) can be reduced to Equations (5.3a) and (5.4a) by a change of variable
when i = i.

(See Simmons,Kincaid, and Reisenauer1986 for treatment of a

single-memberdecay chain.)
When using Zhe stochasticapproach to mode3 dispersion, it is undesirable to use a Fickiandistributionfor the water travel times because it is
equivalenttn solving Equation (5.3),which incorporatesthe diffusivemodel
of dispersion. The lognormaldistributionis commonly used instead (Simmons
1982a; Simmons and Cole 1985). The lognormaldistributionis reasonable
5.3
--

=

because particle and pore sizes tend to have lognormaldistributions. The
lognormaldistributionis given by

p(T;x) -

I
a(2_)

e-(In T - b)2/2a2
T

J

where E[T] = eb + a2/2 and Var[TJ = ( ea2 - I ) E[T]2
The parameters a and b were chosen by equating the analyticalexpression
for the expectation and variance of the lognormaldistributionto the mean
and variance of the travel times given in Table 5.1. The travel times in
Table 5.1 are from Tables 3.5 and 3.16. The standarddeviationsof the water
travel times for layers I to 4 were taken from Sinnock et al. (1986,
Table 3). The value given for the Topopah Spring Welded unit was used for
both layers I and 2.

The data from Sinnock et al. (1986)was used because it

is the most current publisheddata for the site. The standarddeviation of
the water travel time in layer 5 was computed from the data in Table 3.16.
Equation (5.2) has been solved (Harada et al. 1980) for an arbitrary
length chain when all the retardationvalues are distinct. Thesolution of
Equation (5.2) for unrestrictedretardationvalues is derived in Appendix B.
_ecause a stochastictravel time approach has been chosen to model diffusion,
further model discussion is restrictedto the transportof radionuclidesin a
single stream tube with a fixed water velocity and fixed retardationvalues.
In particular,convective transportwith radioactivedecay and radionuclide
retardation,but without dispersion,is treated.
Assume that transport down a stream tube is one dimensional;i.e.,
radionuclideconcentrationdepends only on the distance from the beginning
of the stream tube, x, and the time, t. Thus, radionuclideconcentrationis
constant in any cross sectionof the stream tube. Furthermore,it is assumed
that each radionuclidehas two components;one dissolved in the water and one
adsorbed to the geologic medium, lt is assumed that the adsorbed radionuclide is fixed in space and the dissolved radionuclidemoves with the
water. In a porous medium the concentrationof dissolvedradionuclidei is
Ni while RiNi is the total concentrationand Ri is a retardationfactor

5.4

TABLE 5.!. Predicted Travel Times for DifferentVertical
Profiles Using 0.5 mm/yr Recharge
Mean Water Travel Time (yr)
Layer

Name

USW-GI

USW-G3

StandardDeviation
of Travel Times
USW-G4
(yr)

I

Topopah Spring
Welded

8,580

1,149

14,652

1,920

2

Basal Vitrophyre
of Topopah Spring

3,811

10,798

2,308

1,920

3

Calico Hills Nonwelded (vitric)

3

Calico Hills Nonwelded (zeolitic)

67,420

4

Prow Pass Nonwelded

13,257

70,404

5

SaturatedZone

44,000

44,000

44,000

137,068

149,735

138,436

23,384

7,760
77,476

8,145

8,025
3,330

(Freeze and Cherry 1979). Ri is assumed to be a constant,however, this is
an approximation,because Ri generallydepends on concentration,ground-water
chemistry and 5 other variables, lt is also assumed that the water velocity
is sufficientlylow that the radionuclidesare all in sorptiveequilibriumat
all times. Let Ni(x,t) be the dissolvedconcentration,in molecules/km,of
radionuclidei at the point (x,t) in the stream tube. Furthermore,assume
that no radionuclidesare present in the stream tube for t _ O, and the only
source of radionuclidesis release of radionuclideI into the stream tube at
x = O. Let hi denote the decay constant for radionuclidei. The governing
transport equationsfor radionuclideconcentrationare Equations(5.1) when
dispersion is included (Burkholderand Rosinger 1980) and (5.2)when there is
no dispersion. The quantity of interest is the radionuclideflux, rather
than the concentration. Let fi(x,t) be the total flux of radionuclidei, in
molecules/yr,at distance x along the stream tube at time t. Under the above
assumptions [i.e., Equation (5.2) holds and RiNi is the total radionuclide
concentration],the following relation holds"

fi(x,t)
Substituting
satisfies

Equation (5.5)
Equation

afi

into

(5.2).

Equation

)

(5.5)

(5.2),

Thus, the functions

afi

it
fi

follows

that

must satisfy

fi

also

,

Ri - I

aT + Vi a--_- +

J

= V Ni(x,t

_ifi

_ Ri

Ai.lfi.1,

fi(x,O)

-- O,

x > O,

f1(O,t)

: @(t),

t > O,

fi(O't) : O,

t > O,

AO = O, i = 1,2,...k,
i = l,...,k

(5.6a)
(5.6b)
(5.6c)

i : 2,...,k,

(5.6)

where

Vi : V / Ri,
when the flux of radionuclideI is @(t) at x = O.

(5.7)
Equation (5.6) is solved

in Appendix B for an arbitrary @(t).
The solution of Equation (5.6) gives the total flux of radionuclidei,
molecules/yr,at the distance x along the stream tube when the flux of radionuclide I, in molecules/yr,is specified at x = O. The fluxes are converted
from molecules/yrto Ci/yr for use in subsequentdose calculations. Let
Fi(x,t) be the total flux of radionuclidei in a stream tube, Ci/yr, when
Fo(t) Ci/yr of radionuclideI is released into the stream tube at x = O.
Then

A,

Fi (x,t)

:

_!I
_I

fi (x,t),

5.6

(5.8)

i I

where fi(x,t) is the solutionof Equation (5.6)with _(t) : Fo(t).
Equations for FI, F2, and F3 are derived in Appendix C by using
Equation (5.8) and the band release function

_(t)

: Fo(t ) =

O,
SO,

(5.9)

otherwise,
t O < t < t I,

in the general solution for fi(x,t) obtained in Appendix B. Decay chains of
up to length 3 were used in this study. Equation (C.I) is used for Ft;
Equations(C.2) and (C.6) for F2; and Equations (C.7), (C.14),and (C.19) for
F3. The distance, x, down the stream tube is replaced by the length, L, of
the stream tube in each of the equations from Appendix C, and L/Vi is
replaced by L/(V/Ri) : RiT where T is the water travel time. The reason for
more than one equation for chains of length two or three is that a more
compact solution form can be obtained when more than one radionuclidehas the
same retardationcoefficient.

5.2

MODELIMPLEMENTATION
Yucca Mountain is modeled as having four

depending on which borehole,
The last

layer

represent
it

travel

times in a layer

retardation
lt

such that

Furthermore,

layers,

The layers

a layer,

zone, while the other layers

are distinguished

by I)

2) the standard deviation

(a measure of dispersion),

the time

of the water

and 3) the radionuclide

in a layer.

is assumed that

stream tubes,
tube.

values

the saturated

zone.

takes water to traverse

hydrologic

USW-GI, USW-G3, or USW-G4, is being considered.

always represents

the unsaturated

or five

it

any given layer
all

hydrologic

is assumed that

governed by the one-dimensional

can be divided
properties
transport

convective

into

nonintersecting

are constant

in any stream

in any given stream tube is

transport

equation

with

radio-

active decay and chemical retardation.
Dispersion in a layer is assumed to
be a result of variations
of the water travel times in the various stream
tubes and is modeled stochastically
travel

times

by using a lognormal

distribution

of

in each layer.
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P
i

lt

is further

obtained

by using the transport

the individual
into

layers

between adjacent

the next layer.

complicated

model to calculate,

behavior

layers

the previous

The transport

DOTRrequires
two-,

that

PASStransport

a radioactive

half-lives

approximations
tion

5.3.

describing

be a step function
significant

release

restriction

approximated

decay chains.

a step function

into

values,

and a distribution

(Ci/yr)

of radionuclides

the layer,

mentation
length

of Equation

greater

equations

decay chains

and

in Sec-

release

into

a layer

This is not a
function

or curve can be

Given a set of decay chains,
times,

retardation

DOTRgives the discharge

from the layer.
for

an arbitrary

length

decay chain could have

can be completed much faster

long chains because the solution
(5.2)

than three.

Other major transport

by using one-,

of a radionuclide

a set of radionuclide

been implemented in DOTR, the computations
chains than for

in

The DOTRcode

are described

of the radionuclide.

of water travel

Although the solution
short

and any other

at Yucca Mountain and the

calculations

using step functions.

release

The actual

the situation

because an arbitrary

accurately

of the water

Radionuclides).

that the release

(Ci/yr)

assumes

modules LASSYI, LASSY2, and LASSY3.

used in the transport

DOTRalso requires

it

at the

model is implemented

decay chain be approximated

and three-member radioactive

radionuclide

all

of water between layers

the computer code DOTR(Decay Of Transported
replaces

behavior

In particular,

of water leaves the upper layer

is not allowed.

from each of

as the input

ground-water

is very simple.

Thus, pooling

system can be

the discharge

from one layer

This approach assumes that

as soon as a parcel

enters

from a multilayer

and using the discharge

the next layer.

interface
that

assumed that the discharge

becomes increasingly

also consider

and computer imple-

more complex for

chains

Thus, DOTRonly uses chains up to length

codes using closed-form
chains up to length

solutions
three;

e.g.,

for
of

three.

of the transport
Burkholder

and

Rosinger (1980).
The input

variables

to DOTRare

I.

definition

of the decay chains to be run

2.

leach data describing
the step function release of radionuclides
into
the stream tube system (Ci/yr),
as obtained from an engineered barriers
release model
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3. the number of stream tubes to use
4.

a travel time and weight for each stream tube

5. a set of retardationvalues and weights for each radionuclide.

e

The abilityto specify a set of stream tubes with differenttravel times
in DOTR allows dispersionto be taken into account by taking the travel times
from a probabilitydistribution. Note that neither water velocity, V, nor
stream tube length, L, are used by DOTR, only the travel time T : L/V. The
discharge of radionuclidei from the end of a stream tube, Ni(L,t), depends
only on the ratio L/V : T, not on L or V independently.
5.3

INPUT DATAANDREPRESENTATIVE
TRANSPORT
RESULTS
This

section

contains

used to compute travel
of contaminants

a description

times for

at Alkali

Flat

of the hydrologic

the mass transport
is highly

sensitive

factors used, and therefore the retardation
radioactive
element that was modeled.
5.3.1

_!c

for

section.

the vertical
The travel

time from well

be a conservative
USW-G4to Alkali
Flat

USGS(Czarnecki

and horizontal
times for

time for

J-12 to Alkali

1985) indicates

that

in the region

incorporate

each

rates

are north

of the repository

regional

time

of modern times.
ground-water

in this
zone were

is expected to

of well

J-12 and Alkali
study by the

would rise,
if

and travel

the annual precipiBecause the modeling

travel

or recharge

times did not
rates,

zone was assumed to be the same for all

used (see Table 5.1 and Section

5.9

7.2).

the

USW-GI, USW-G3, and

A preliminary

the water table

time distri-

zone represents

time from wells

a range of precipitation

time in the saturated

are given

This travel

J-12 (see Section 3.0).

rate were to double over that

recharge

chosen are given for

the saturated

Flat.

of the travel

performed by PNL to calculate
travel

factors

I to 4 and the saturated

Flat because these wells

times would decrease,

explicitly

time

to the retardation

mass transport

layers

The travel

estimate

is south of well

tation

The arrival

modeling results _used to compute the travel

taken from Table 5.1.
travel

model.

Data

The hydrologic
bution

modeling results

the
of the

However, the hydrologic

I

modeling

by PNL (see Section

gradients
less.

indicates

would change very little

The standard

deviations

were taken from Sinnock,
for

3.0)

Lin,

for

in Sinnock,

most current
deviation
obtained

published

Lin,

and Tierney
and Tierney

of the water travel

time

from the PNL hydrologic

ground-water

that

times for

(1986, Table 3).

was used for

data available

regional

recharge rates

of the water travel

the Topopah Spring Welded unit

information

that

both layers

increase

layers

in layer

the site.

I to 4

The value given
I and 2.

(1986) was used because it

for

by 50% or

Finally,

The
is the

the standard

5 given in Table 5.1 was

model.

5.3.2 RetardationDat_
The retardationcoefficientsare given in Table 5.2 for each radioactive
element modeled in the transport calculations. The arrival time of contaminants at Alkali Flat is highly sensitiveto the retardationfactors used
since the arrival time of a radionuclideis found by multiplyingthe ground
water travel time by the retardationcoefficient.
The retardationvalues for all radionuclidesin the saturatedzone, layer
5, were taken to be I, the most conservativechoice possible,since there are
no available data for the saturatedzone. The retardationvalues in layer
3' = Calico Hills Nonwelded (zeolitic)were taken to be twice the values in
layer 3 = Calico Hills Nonwelded (vitric). Essentiallythe same thing was
done by Sinnock and Lin (1987),who based their argument on porosity estimates of the different layers.
J

The retardationvalues, Rd, for layers I, 2, 3, and 4 were calculated
from the equation
Rd = I + Kd * 2.5 * (1-porosity)/porosity
where Kd is the sorption ratio for an element in a layer, 2.5 g/cm**3 is the
rock column density, and porosity denotes the porosity of the layer. This
equation is taken from DOE (1986),Table 6-25, which also gives the porosity
for each of the layers. The correspondencebetween the layers in DOE (1986,
Table 6-25) and the layers in this report is
Layer I = Welded tuff Topopah Spring Member

5.10
i

_.
_

Retardation

Element ......

L_yer !

Americium (Am)
Barium Ba)
Carbon C)
Cesium Cs)
Curium Cm)
Iodine
I)
Neptunium (Np)
Nickel (Ni)
Protactinium
(Pa)
Plutonium (Pu)
Radium (Ra)
Selenium (Se)
Technetium (Tc)
Thorium (Th)
Tin (Sn)
Uranium (U)

24,000
18,000
I
5,800
24,000
I
140
I
1,300
1,300
18,000
I
7
10,100
2,000
37

Factors

Layer 3

830
176,000
I
74,000
830
i
30
I
558
558
176,000
I
12.6
2,300
465
12.6

21,000
42,000
436,000
872,000
I
I
36,000
72,000
21,000
42,000
I
I
52
104
I
I
651
1,302
651
1,302
436,000
872,000
I
I
1.9
3.8
2,300
4,600
465
930
25.6
51.2

welded tuff

Table 6-25.

Tc, and U in layers
were estimated

Np in layers

Kd = 0.2 was used for
Tc in layers

I,

I,

I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I

I, 2, 3 and 4 were taken
in DOE (1986) for

The missing sorption

2.

3.

A sorption

A sorption

This compares to 0.3,
For uranium,

This compares to 1.8,

2.5,

a sorption

2.5,

Np,

ratios

This compares to values

I, 3, and 4, respectively.

2, and 4, respectively.
4.

28,000
1,100 ,
I
1,100
28,000
I
40
I
472
472
1,100
I
2.2
3,060
613
12

in Table 6-25 of DOE (1986).

Np in layer

Tc in layer

= 1.8 was used in layer

___55

Prow Pass Member.

2, 3, and 4, respectively.

from the ones listed

11, and 6.4 for

Layer 4

Hills

There are no Kds reported

of Kd : 6.4 was used for

layers

beds of Calico

Am, Cs, Np, Pu, Tc, U, and Ba in layers

from DOE (1986),

ratio

Layer 31

Model

Topopah Spring Member

Layer 3 = Bedded tuff-tuffaceous

The Kds for

the Transport

Layer 2

Layer 2 = Bedded tuff

Layer 4 : Partially

for

of 7,

ratio

of

and 0.2 for
ratio

and 5.3 for

of Kd

uranium in

2, and 3, respectively.

The sorption
Table 6-48).

Sn, Th, C, and I were taken from DOE (1986,

The retardation

used for layers
were used for

data for

values for

the welded tuff

i and 4, while the retardation
layers

to be zero in all

2 and 3.

layers

The sorption

values for
ratios
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for

the nonwelded tuff

for Ni and Se were taken

because no data are available

approach was used by DOE (1986, Table 6-48)

in DOE (1986) were

for them; the same

C and I.

In DOE (1986),Table 6-48 lists Cm and Pa as having the same sorption
ratios as Am and Pu, respectively, Therefore,the sorption ratios used for
Cm and Pa were the sorption ratios for Am and Pu, respectively,listed in DOE
(1986),Table 6-25.

Finally, in DOE (1986),Table 6-48 lists Ba as a chemi

ical analog of Ra and uses the same sorption ratios for Ba and Ra. Therefore, the sorption ratio for Ra was taken to be the same as the sorption
ratio for Ba given in DOE (1986,Table 6-25).
5.3.3

Decay Chai_

The discharge
repository

rates

were obtained

EBS were divided
the transport

into

five

calculations

in chains i through
greater

of radionuclides

sets of decay chains.
and the actual

than I year are included

below.

obtained

from the

The decay chains used in

decay chains for the radionuclides
Only radionuclides

in the actual

decay chains.

with

half-lives

The actual

values are taken from Kocher (1981).

three-member decay chain A _ B _ C is included
that

from the Yucca Mountain

from the EBS. The radionuclides

5 are listed

decay chains and half-life

released

Whenever a

in a chain used, it

is implied

the two-member decay chains A _ B and B _ C are also used.

Chain I:
Radionuclidesfrom EBS' 243Am 239pu 235U
Actual decay chain:
243Am _

239pu

_

235U _

231pa _

227Ac

243Am was neglected because its discharge rate from the repository is
negligiblecompared to 239pu and 235U for all sets of EBS data. In addition,
all of the 239pu was assumed to have been converted into 235U in the EBS.
All radionuclidesbelow 231pa in the chain were ignoredbecause their halflives are under 50 years. The dischargerates for the short.-lived
decay
products of 231pa can be obtaineddirectly from the dischargerate of 231pa
because the decay products will be in equilibriumwith 231pa long before they
have been transportedto Alkali Flat. The equilibriumassumptionrests in
part on the assumptionthat all radionuclideshave a retardationvalue of one
in the saturatedzone, which is the last layer, and in part on long transport
times (the mean travel time in the saturatedzone is 44,000 years).
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i

The precedingshows that only the decay chain 235U _ 231pa needs to be
approximated. The decay chains run were:
.Layers..in
which chain.wasrun (by borehole).
Only 235U

,USW-G!I,
2

235U _ 231pa

,USW-G3.1,
2, 3
USW-_______I,
2

3 -5

4, 5

3, 4

The two-memberdecay chain was neglected in layers I, 2, and 3 of USW-G3
because any 231pa entering layer 4 takes more than 10 million yearsto reach
the end of thelayer; thus only 231pa actually produced in layer 4 will contribute to the dischargeof 231pa from that layer within the time frame of
this risk assessment. Likewise, the discharge of 231pa from layer 3 of
USW-G4 will be the result of 231pa being produced as 235U moves through layer
3. The two-memberdecay chain can also be ignored in layers I and 2 of
USW-GI. Transport calculationsshow that the 231pa produced in layer 3 of
USW-GI has.a negligiblecontributionto the discharge of 231pa from layer 4.
Chain 2:
Radionuclides from EBS: 240pu, 236U
i

Actual decay,chain'
240pu _

236U _

232Th _

228Ra _

228Th

All 240pu was converted into 236U in the EBS. All decay products of
232Th were ignored because they all have half-livesof less than 10 years.
Thus, the decay chain "implemented
is 236U _ 232Th. The decay chains run
were'
.Layersin which chain was run (b.yborehole).
Only 236U
236U _ 230Th

USW-GI
I, 2, 3

USW-G3
I, 2, 3

4, 5

4, 5

USW-G4.
I, 2
3, 4

Thorium takes more than 10 million years to traverse layer 4 of USW-G3
and layer 3 of USW-G4, hence the two-memberdecay chain was neglected in
layers 1, 2, and 3 of USW-G3 and layers I and 2 of USW-G4. Finally,thorium
tak{_smore than 8 million years to traverse layer 4 of USW-GI using a
recharge rate of 0.5 mm/yr. Thus, the two-memberdecay chain was neglected
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in layers

I, 2, and 3 of USW-GI because only the recharge

was used in the computations

involving

borehole

rate

of 0.5 mm/yr

USW-GI.

Chain 3:
Radionuclides
.....
Actu_l

from EBS.
14C_ 135Cs_ 1291 , 79Se, 126Sn, 99Tc , 59Ni
..

decay chain:

None of these radionuclides
half-lives

Ali

radionuclides,

decay chains
at all
nuclides

will

products

with

than a year.

except 135Cs and 126Sn, were run as single-member

in every layer

because their

greater

have daughter

of each borehole.

high retardation

take well

135Cs and 126Sn were not run

values

over 10 million

imply that

these radio-

years to reach Alkali

Flat.

Chain 4.:
Radionuclides
Actual

from EB____S:
245Cm, 241Am, 237Np, 233U

decay chain:
245cm .+ 241pu -+ 241Am -,
245Cmwas neglected

negligible

because its

discharge

compared to 241Am and 237Np for

was converted
incongruent

into

237Np in the EBS. Ali

release

case, take into

of 237Np can be neglected
all

237Np -+ 233U _+ 229Th

years.

As in chain I, all

ignored

because their

to be approximated

all

sets of EBS data.

radionuclides

Ali

except for

account decay of 237Np into
the incongruent

from the repository

half-lives

from the repository

of the EBS data,

in the EBS data for

of the 237Np is released

rate

is
24iAm
the

233U.

Decay

case because

in only a few thousand

below 229Th in the chain were

are under 10 years.

is 237Np -+ 233U -+ 229Th.

Thus, the decay chain

The chains

run were:

Layers in which chain was run (by borehole)
Only 237Np-+ 233U
237Np -+ 233U -+ 229Th
229Th was neglected
neglected

,

USW-GI
I, 2, 3

USW-G3
I, 2, 3

4, 5

4, 5

in some layers

in the same layers

for

in chain 2.
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,USW,G4
I, 2
3, 4

the same reason that

230Th was

Chai 5'
n__

e

Radionuclidesfrom E_S.: 245cm, 241Am, 237Np, 233U
Actual decay chEin:
242'pu _

238u

17.3%
242Am _

234U __ 230Th _

226Ra _

210pb

82..7%
238pu
242Am was neglected because its discharge rate from the repository is
negligiblecompared to 242pu and 234U for all sets of EBS data. Decay of
238U into 234U was taken into account in all of the EBS data. As in chain
one, all radionuclidesbelow 226Ra in the chain were ignoredbecause their
half-livesare under 50 years. Thus, the decay chain to be approximatedis
,.

242pu _

238U _

234U

_

230Th _

226Ra

242pu was neglected in computationsusing the congruentand incongruent
EBS data because the 242pu dischargerate was negligiblecompared to 238U,
Therefore,for the congruentand incongruentEBS data, the decay chain to be
approximatedis 238U _ 234U _ 230Th _ 226Ra, while the decay chains used
were:
.La.vers
in....which
chain was run (b.yborehole)
Only 238U _ 234U

USW-GI.....
i, 2, 3

USW-G3
I, 2, 3

USW-G4
I, 2

238U _ 234U _ 230Th

4, 5

4, 5

3, 4

234U _ 230Th _ 226R_

4, 5

4, 5

3, 4

230Th and 226Ra were neglected in some layers for the same reason that
229Th was neglected in the same layers in chain 2 (radiumhas a larger
retardationvalue than thorium in every layer, hence it takes at least as
long as thorium to traverse each layer). Note that in any given layer the
decay chains run do not account for decay of 238U into 226Ra, This does not,
however, produce a significanterror because the average travel time in the
saturatedzone is large comparedto the half-lifeof 226Ra, but small
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I
I

compared to the half-livesof 238U, 234U, and 230Th. In fact, most of the
226Ra produced in layer 4 of USW-G3 will decay away in layer 5 of USW-G3, and
in layer 5 the amount of 226Ra produced by 238U will be small compared to
the amount produced by decay of 234U and 230Th. Similarly,the results
obtained for 226Ra in boreholes USW-GI and USW-G4 are accurate.
242pu was includedwhen running the mixed advective/diffusivemodel of
Section 4.2.1 because 242pu is released faster than 238U at early times, even
though the total release of 242pu is small relative to the total release of
238U. Therefore,for the mixed model data, the decay chains used were'
,

Layers in which chain was run (by borehole)
Only 242pu-+ 238U _ 234U

USW-GI
I, 2, 3

USW-G3
I, 2, 3

242pu -+ 238U -+ 234U

4, 5

4, 5

3, 4

238U -+ 234U -+ 230Th

4, 5

4, 5

3, 4

234U -+ 230Th -+ 226Ra

4, 5

4, 5

3, 4

230Th and 226Ra were neglected
were neglected

in the same layers

in some 'layers for
for

Because 230Th and 226Ra are neglected

the congruent
in the first

mate decay chain is the same as the actual
ation

value for

reaching

plutonium

the last

each well

two layers

congruent

to this

The preceding

:

analysis

represent

the approxi-

The large

retard-

with

Hence, in the last

very 'little

error,

two layers

of

and the decay chain
As explained

cases, the decay chains used provide

for

the

a good

indicates

that

the one-, two-,

calculations

and three-member

should produce good approxi-

decay chains.
Source Term

The radionuclide
EBS release

cases.

decay chain.

mations to the actual
Radionuclide

few layers,

decay chain.

of any weil.

decay chains used in the transport

5.3.4

and incongruent

becomes 238U _ 234U -+ 230Th -+ 226Ra.

and incongruent

approximation

the same reason they

cause most oi; the 242pu to decay away before

242pu can be neglected

to be approximated
|

will

USW-G4.
I, 2

calculatior,

a repository

source term for

the first

s reported

in Section

containing

1000 metric
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layer
4.0.

was obtained

The EBSrelease

from the
data

tons uranium (MTU), while

the

transport calculationswere done for a repositorycontaining70,000 MTU.
The release rates into the first layer, therefore,were obtained by multiplying the releasedata by 70.

':,

Transport calculationswere done using the boreholes USW-GI, Usw-G3, and
USW-G4. The radionuclidedischarge at Alkali Flat was computed for the
cases listed in Table 5.3. The label mixed denotes the advective/diffusive
model of Section 4.2.1. Both congruent and incongruentdata use a diffusion
only transportmodel within the EBS.

TABLE 5.3. Data and Well Configurationsfor
Mass TransportCalculations
EBS Data Used

5.4

Borehole

Recharge Rate

Congruent

USW-GI

0.5 mm/yr

Congruent

USW,G4

O.5 mm/yr

Congruent
Congruent
Congruent
Congruent

USW-G3
USW-G3
USW-G3
USW-G3

0.5
O.55
O.63
O.75

Incongruent
Mixed

USW-G3
USW-G3

0.5 mm/yr
0.5 mm/yr

mm/yr
mm/yr
mm/yr
mm/yr
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DITTY

to water or the atmos-

a 10,O00-year period,

The input

dose.

transport

multiple

and the doses are
a file

released

containing
at source

programs.

The 10,O00-yearcalculation period in DITTY is broken into 143 periods
of 70 years each. The average release in each period is calculatedfrom
source-term data, and the total populationdose (committedeffectivedose
equivalent) is determinedfor the populationpresent in each period. The
J

radioactivitypresentduring any period is the sum of material released
during that period (assumedto be uniformlyreleased over 70 years) and
residual material in the environmentfrom releases in previous periods.
A cursory descriptionof the dose models is given subsequently.
Pathways associatedwith waterbornereleases include external exposure
to contaminatedwater and sediment; ingestionexposure from drinking water,
farm products (via irrigation),and aquatic foods; and inhalationof resuspended material after irrigation. The releaseof activity to water is
described by a release rate (Ci/yr)defined at specified times. The activity
released is assumed to result in exposure to a regional population. Only the
total populationis required, the spatialdistributionof populationis not
used during calculationof effects from waterbornereleases.
6.1

ENVIRONMENTALCONCENTRATIONMODELS
Models have been developed to determineradionuclideconcentrationsin

air, water, soil, sediment, and food products. All concentrations(except
soil and sediment)are expressed as time integralsover a 70-year period to
facilitatedose calculationsthat use the concentrationdata. Each of the
concentrationand dose equations are radionuclidedependent. The computer
code implementationaccounts for all radionuclidesof interest,as well as
considering chain decay products.
Input to the pathways analysis is the total curies released in each
70-year time period. The total release is combined with populationand dispersion parametersto estimate an environmentalparameter for use in the
exposure analysis. For airborne releasesthe value is calculatedas
+

Ac(t) = PM(t) 3.16E- 08 A" I "
_t°
to

6.2

Ii

7O
a(s)

ds

(6.1)

where

Ac(t ) = population-weighted
airborne release over 70 YRar;_ as a
function of chronological
time t, person-Ci-yr_/m _
PM(t) = population
,

x : radiologi¢!_der,:!ay

a(s)

: air

The integral
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exposure factor

release

at time t,

constant,,

seconds to years.

hence a(s)

at time s, Ci/yr.
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was zero for
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yr "I
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person-s/m 3

all s,
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Ac(t ) is zero for
further.

here because it

appears later

borne releases,

the water concentration

all

t,

The equation

in the general

releases,

and the calcu'iation

for Ac(t ) is included

model formulation.

For water-

parameter is calculated

as

+ 7O
Wc(t ) = P(t)
where

N M 1 . 119E-09 (F r x) " I rlto
to

Wc(t ) : population-wRighted
person-Ci -yr_/L
P(t)

: population

M : mixing

factor,
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x : radiological
Fr = flow

rate

C(s) = release

water concentration

exposed to water for

N : reconcentration

at time period

time period

t,
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of receiving

water,

to receiving

yr -I
ft3/s

water at time s, Ci/yr.

factor,

ft3-yr/L-s,

and the symbol L

denotes liter.
Soil

t,

dimensionless

The number 1.119E-09 is a conversion

6.1.1

(6.2)

dimensionless

decay constant,

rate

C(s) ds

/
Concentration

The soil

concentration

from Air Deposition
parameter is calculated

tration

parameter assuming deposition

70-year

period:
Sca(t ) =

Ac(t ) Vd

from the air

to occur at a uniform

[1-exp(-tAb)]

6.3

/ (Ab 7.069E+09)

rate

concunover the

(6.3)

where Sca(t) : soil concentrationparameter for the current 70-year period
(chronologicaltlme t), person-Ci-yr2/kg
Vd : depositionvelocityfor the radionuclide,m/s
,

Xb : environmental

decay constant,

and 7.069E+09 is a constant,
equation defining
constant,

Lca(P,t )] times 3.156E+07 s/yr.

Leaf Concentration fromAir

from air and soil
tration

xw.

decay constant,
description

_,

of

(1988).

concentration

on leaves is calculated

parameters assuming a constant

equal to the value at the end of the 70-year period.

Lca(P,t) :

decay

Deposition

of radionuclide

concentration

the

The environmental
A detailed

of xw is given by Napier et al.

The time integral

following

as the sum of the radiological

removal constant for weathering,

the calculation
6.1.2

equal to 224 kg/m2 [explained

_b, is calculated

and a soil

yr "I

soil

concen-

The equation

0.25 Vd [Ac(t) + 1.49E-08 Sca(t)]

is

(6.4)

[1-exp(-XeTp/365)]
3.156E+07 / (xe Yp)
where Lca(P,t) = time integralof leaf concentrationfor pathway p from air
depositiona_d resuspensionover the current period t,
person-Ci-yr_/kg
Yp = crop yield
xe -- effective
18.0838
life)

for food pathway p, kg/m2
retention rate constant, yr "I, computed as x +
(18.0838 is the decay constant for a 14-day half-

Tp = growing period for food pathway p, days

The factor
effect

0.25 = interception

fraction,

1.49E-08 represents

the combination

(I.0E-09

characteristic

m-l)

represents

dimensionless.

a resuspension factor

of aged deposited material

resuspended activity

of three effects.

is assumedto deposit

not considered.

A factor

assumed constant,

(Anspaugh et al.
on the plants

which it was suspended, thus downwind transport
of 224 kg/m2 represents

1975).

The

near the soil

of resuspended activity
the soil

of 15 cm, the plow depth through which the contamination

6.4

The first

density

from
is

to a depth

is assumed to be

distributed.
centimeter

This value is divided
of material

resuspension.
integral
6.1.3

(I/15

The leaf

from direct

where

Pca(p,t)

is considered

as calculated

only the top
available

for

above represents

Plant Parts from Air

concentration
deposition

Pca(P,t)

that

the time

period.

in Edible

The radionuclide
material

of the total)

concentration

over a 70-year
Concentration

by 15, indicating

in edible

parts

plus material

Deposition
of the plants

from root

includes

uptake.

: Lca(P,t ) Tvp + Sca(t ) Bvp

(6.5)

= time integral
of plant concentration
for pathway p from air
deposited contaminants on plan_s and root uptake over the
current period t, person-Ci-yr_/kg

Tvp : translocation
factor of externally
deposited
to edible parts of the plant, dimensionless

radionuclides

Bvp : concentration
ratio for plant uptake of a radionuclide,
Ci/kg (wet plant weight) per Ci/kg (dry soil weight).
The concentration
population

used for

is the plant

calculating

radionuclide

concentration

ways, the uptake is calculated

for

plant

pathways.

For animal path-

as

Aca(P,t ) = Pca(P,t)
where

uptake by the human

Sp Qp

(6.6)

Aca(P,t ) = time integral
of animal product concentration
product p and time period t, person-Ci-yr_/kg,
Ci-yr_/L for milk
Sp = transfer
coefficient
the animal to edible
per Ci/day for milk,

for animal
or person-

of radionuclide
from daily intake by
portion of the animal product; Ci/L
or Ci/kg per Ci/day for animal product

Qp = consumption rate of contaminated feed or forage by the
animal for animal product p, kg/day.
6.1.4
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in the Soil

from Irriqation

concentration

assuming uniform

in the soil

deposition

Deposition
at the end of the period

over the period
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as

is

b

Scw(t)
where

Scw(t)

: Wc(t)I

Ti [1-exp(-XbT )] / (224 Ab)

(6.7)

= soil concentration
for the radionuclide
for th_ current
period for irrigation
deposition,
person-Ci-yrL/kg
J

I = irrigation

rate,

Ti = irrigation
The exponential
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period,

term represents

Leaf Concentration
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is calculated

plus resuspension

for

contributions

from soil

from direct

as

,

Lcw(P,t ) = 0.25112 Wc(t ) I + Scw(t ) 0.47 Vd]
[1-exp(-XeTp/365)]
where

Lcw(P,t)

/ ypXe

(6.8)

= leaf concentration
of the radionuclide
for plant type p
and time per#od t from irrigation
and resuspension;
person-Ci -yr_/kg

0.47 = conversion factor
3.156E+07 s/yr.
The concentration
uptake plus direct

in edible

deposition

Pcw(P,t)

of 1.49 E-8 in Lca multiplied

parts

of the plant

is calculated

by
for

root

as follows"

= Lcw(P,t)

Tvp + Scw(t) Bv

(6.9)

where

Pcw(P,t) = plant concentration
for the radionuclide
and pathway p
from irrigation
deposition
ont R the plant and root uptake
through the soil, person-Ci-yr_/kg.

6.1.6

Total

Uptake for

The total
plant
culated

uptake of plants

concentration
for

Plants

and Animals
during

parameter Pcw.

the 70-year period

For animal products,

animal consumption of plants

Acw(p,t)

= Sp [Pcw(P_t)

is given by the
the uptake is cal-

plus animal consumption of water as

Qp + Wc(t ) Qpw ]

6.6

(6.10)

where this

represents

the time integral

duct p and concentration
person-Ci-yr2/kg
6.1.7

Total

in time t from waterborne

(person-Ci-yr2/L

animal pro-

pathways with

units

in aquatic

foods is calculated

as follows:

Afw(P,t ) = Wc(t ) Bp
where

of

Foods

water concentration

from the water concentration

for

for milk).

Uptake for Aquatic

The time-integrated

of the radionuclide

Afw(P,t ) = time-_ntegrated
Ci_yr_/kg

cor.centration

(6.11)

in aquatic

food p, person-

Bp = bioaccumulation
factor for the radionuclide
for aquatic
food p, Ci/kg per Ci/L.
The time-integrated
water concentration
for the drinking water pathway is
calculated

as

Adw(t ) = Wc(t ) C
where

Adw(t ) : time-integrated
cRncentration
period t, person-Ci-yr_/L
C : dimensionless

6.1.8

Concentration

(6.12)

in drinking

water purification

plant

water for

time

cleanup factor.

'in Sediment

The concentration

in the sediment is calculated

similarly

as

Sdw(t ) = Wc(t ) 25300
where

Sdw(t ) - sediment deposition
concentration
for the radionuclide
the current period t for the shoreline of contaminated
body, person-Ci-yr/m 2
25300

6.1.9

(6.13)

Special

= constant that represents deposition
Soldat, Robinson, and Baker 1974).
Concentration

The radionuclide
of 14C in environmental

Model for

L/m2/yr

(see

14C

14C is handled in a special
media (soil,

to sediment,

for
water

plants,
6.7

manner.

The concentration

and animal products)

is assumed

to have the same specific activity (picocuriesof radionuclideper kilogram
of stable element) as the contaminatingmedium (air or water). The fractional content of carbon in a plant or animal product is then used to compute
the concentrationof tritium or 14c in the food product under,consideration.
lt is assumed that plants obtain all of their'carb'onfrom airborne carbon
dioxide and that animals obtain all their carbon through ingestion of plants.
When 14C is present only in the water used for irrigation,it is difficult to model its transfer to vegetationbecause plants acquire most of
their carbon through the air. At this time, the transfer rate of carbon
from the water to the air or soil has not yet been determined, Currently
availablemodels for 14C uptake by plants from water use specific activity
models relating the activity in the plants directly to the activity in irrigation water. This is extremelyconservativein that it assumes that plants
receive all of their carbon from the water. An interim model has been
implementedin DITTY with the basis being the ratio of grams of 14C to grams
of total carbon in soil and a correctionfor the amount of carbon plants
obtain from the soil. Specific carbon ratios and correctionfactors are
given in Napier et al. (1988).
6.2

PATHWAY,
' _JOSEMODELS
The total

dose received

sum of contributions
population

by the regional

from all

dose received

pathways.

during

that

period

previous

Precalculated

culated
trial

from five
ingestion

6.2.]

aquatic

air

ingestion

material

factors

concentrations.

sources of exposure:
pathways,

from material

plus any residual

dose conversion

dose from uptake and environmental

is estimated

The doses are calculated

in each 70-year time period

to the environment
periods.

population

as the

as the
released
released

in

are used to estimate

Doses to organs are cal-

submersion,
pathways,

inhalation,
and external

terresexposures.

Dose from Air Submersion
Contributions

for

external

submersion in the initial
from an initial
an initial
period

airborne

irrigation

exposure from air

airborne
release,

plume, submersion in resuspended activity
and submersion

water deposition.

ending at a specified

submersion are modeled for
in suspended activity

The dose for

time t is calculated
6.8

as

the entire

from

70-year

Doe : De _, 3,156E+07 [Ac(t ) + 1.49E-08 (Sca(t)+Scw(t))]
where

(6,14)

Doe = populationdose from air submersionto organ o, person-rem
De : external e_posure dose conversionfactor for air submersion,rem
per Ci-s/m_.

The contributionfrom depositedmaterial is based on the concentrationat the
end of the period. This concentrationis conservativelyassumedto have been
present throughoutthe period.
Inhalationexposure includes contributionsfrom the released airborne
activity plus the resuspendedactivity from airborne and irrigationwater
i

deposition. The dose for the entire,70-yearperiod ending dt a specified
time t is calculatedas

Doh = Dho 3.156E+07 A [Ac(t ) + 1,49E-08 (Sca(t)+Scw(t))]

where

(6.15)

Doh = dose for this radionuclidefrom inhalationexposure from organ
o, person-rem
Dho = inhalationdose conversionfactor for this radionuclideand
organ o, rem per Ci-s/m_.

6.2.2 Dose from Terrestrialpathways
Terrestrialpathways include ingestionof crops and animal products.
Seven terrestrial ingestionpathways were used in the base case dose
estimates: leafy vegetables,other vegetables,eggs, milk, beef, pork, and
poultry. The dose for each pathway is calculatedfrom the time-integrated
food product concentrationover the entire 70-year period ending at a
specified time t. For plants the dose is calculatedas

Dot : Dgo A Up [ Pca(P,t)+ Pcw(P,t)]

_

(6.16)

and for animal products the dose is calculatedas

Dot - Dgo _,Up [ Aca(P,t) + Acw(P,t)]

0
6.9

m

(6.16a)

where Dot = dose from terrestrial ingestionpathways for organ o,
person-rem
Dgo = ingestiondose conversionfactor for organ o for this
radionuclide,rem/Cl
I

Up : usage rate by humans of food product p, kg/yr (L/yr for
milk).
The subscriptt on Dot implies a terrestrialpathway and should not be cGnfused with the time variable t. The total dose from terrestrialingestion
pathways is calculatedby summing contributionsfrom all plant and animal
product food types for all radionuclides.
6.2.3 .DosefromAquatic
Pathways
Ingestion pathways resultingfromrelease of a radionuclideto surface
water or ground water include ingestionof drinking water and aquatic foods.
Pathways availablefor modeling in the DITTY code include fish, crustacea,
mollusks, water plants, and drinking water. The dose for each pathway is
calculatedfrom the time-integratedaquaticmedia concentrationas follows
for aquatic foods:

Doa = Dgo ;_Ua Afw(P,t)

(6.17)

and for drinking water:

Doa = Dgo ;_Ua Adw(t)

(6.17a)

where Doai = dose from ingestionof aquatic food or water for organ o,
person-rem
Ua = usage rate by humans of aquatic'Foodpathway a, kg/yr (L/yr for
drinkingwater).
6.2.4 .,External
Doses from ContaminatedMaterials
External exposuresresult from proximityto contaminatedsoil, shoreline, and water. Swimming and shorelinedoses are calculatedfrom the timeintegratedsediment concentrationand water concentrationas
Doew = X [ Sdw(t) Dos Ush W + Wc(t) Dow Usw ]
+ Wc(t) 0.5 Dow Ubo
6.10

(6.18)

where Doew : dose from external exposure to shoreline and water for organ o,
person-rem
Dos = external dose factor for organ R for exposure to contaminated
soil or shoreline,rem/h per Ci/m_
Dow = external dose factor for organ o for submersionin contaminated
water, rem/h per Ci/L
Ubo = time spent boating on contaminatedwater, h/yr
Ush : time of exposure to contaminatedshorelilie,
h/yr
>

Usw : time of exposure to contaminated
W = shore width factor
The shore width factor

activity

shoreline

is an approximate

geometry of the external
given in Napier et al.

for

Aquatic

The dose from external

recreation

6.3

are

a likely

The base-case model thus

soil

is calculated

+ Scw(t)]

exposure to soil

Et = time of exposure to contaminated
Note that the external
concentration.

factors

is not considered

exposure to contaminated

Does = dose from external

plane

Thus, Doew is zero.

Does = A Et Dow 224 [Sca(t)

where

to the infinite

Suggested shore width

near the proposed Yucca Mountain site.

sets Ush, Usw, and Ubo to zero.

h/yr

exposure, dimensionless.

correction

exposure 'Factors.
(1988).

water,

for

ground,

as

(6.19)

organ o, person-rem
h/yr.

exposure is based on the integrated

soil

COMPUTATION
OF LIFETIME EFFECTIVEDOSEEQUIVALENT
The EDE is calculated

organs.

Specific

weighting

as a weighted sum of dose estimates
factors

are given in Table 6.1.

6.11

to individual
This choice

of

TABLE 6.1. Organ Weighting Factors for the EffectiveDose
Equivalent
,

'

Weighting
Factor
0.25
0.15
0.12
0.12
0.03
0.03
0.30

Orqan
Gonads
Breast
Red Marrow
Lung
Thyroid
Bone Surface
Remainder

organs and weighting factors is recommendedby the InternationalCommission
on RadiologicalProtection(ICRP 1977, p. 21).
Dose to the gonads is calculatedas the maximum of dose to the testes or
ovaries, and dose to the breast is calculatedwith the same dose conversion
factors as dose to muscle. The ICRP recommendsthat a weight of 0.06 be used
with each of the five organs or tissues of the remainderof the body receiving the highest dose equivalents,and that the exposure of all other remaining tissues be neglected. The remainderorgans are lymph, liver, spleen,
stomach, small intestine,upper large intestine,lower large intestine,bone
surface, cortical bone, cancellousbone, muscle, bladder, kidneys, liver,
pancreas, spleen, adrenals,brain, and stomachwall. When the gastrointestinaltract is irradiated,as is the case in this study, the stomach,
small intestine,upper large intestine,and lower large intestineare treated
as four separate organs.
6.4 SOURCE TERMS AND DATA
6.4.1

IrriqationWater Source Term

Regional ground-waterstudies (USGS 1984) indicatethat ground-water
discharge for flow under Yucca Mountain, and hence radionucliderelease,
occurs at Alkali Flat (FranklinLake Playa) north of Eagle Mountain in the
vicinity of Death Valley Junction. The total ground-waterdischarge at
Alkali Flat is estimatedto be about 0.41 m3/s, of which 0.39 m3/s is

6.12

dischargedby evapotranspiration.However, for the dose calculations
presented here, it was assumedthat all water reaching Alkali Flat was used
for drinking oi irrigation.
6.4.2

PopulationData

The base-casedose calculationsused ground water as the only source of
contaminationfor a future population. Because airbornecontamination was
not consideredto be present, a spatialdistributionof populationwas not
required and each person in the populationis assumed to receive an equal
dose. A populationof one was used in the computer runs. The total population dose is determinedby multiplyingthe results for the single individual by the number of people the water supply can support. The total
discharge at Alkali Flat is 1.293E+I0L/yr. Assuming an irrigationrate of
255 L/m2/monthfor 6 months out of the year (based on 0.0062 m3/acre/yr
given in DOE 1986), the water supply will support420 farms of 5 acres each.
Assuming that each farm provides food for an average of four people, a population of roughly 1680 receives a collectivedose from the water.
6.4.3 Food Pathways Data
The terrestrialpathway data for a referenceindividualnear the Yucca
Mountain site are given in Table 6.2. In addition to the values in this
table, the external exposure time was assumed to be 8 h/day (2920 h/yr).
Because of the desert terrain around the proposed site, no aquatic food
pathways were used in the dose model. Terrestrialfood pathways were used to
estimate doses from the use of contaminatedirrigationwater and the drinking
of contaminatedground water. The terrestrialpathways data were obtained
from Rupp (1980) and Shor, Baes, and Sharp (1982).
6.4.4 Dose Model Factors
The internaldose conversionfactors by organ for each radionuclideare
given in Appendix Do Food transfercoefficientsand external dose factors
used are also given in Appendix D. The values in Appendix D were gathered
from a large number of primary sourcesthat are not referencedseparately
here. A useful starting referencefor determiningprimary sources is Napier,
Kennedy, and Russell (1980). A reviewerhas indicatedthat an environmental
pathways analysis was performed for Yucca Mountain (Daer 1989) concurrently
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TABLE 6.2. Terrestrialand Aquatic Pathway Data
for an Average Individual
Growing
Period Yield Consumption
'

Pathway

(days) _

(kq/vr)

Leafy Vegetables

go

0.50

18.0

Other Vegetables

gO

0.76

73.0

Eggs
Milk

go
30

0.84
1.30

19.0
207.0

Beef

90

0.84

31.0

Pork

90

0.84

28.0

Poultry

90

0.84

9.5

DrinkingWater

-

,J

-

438.0

with this task. The work scope does not permit redoing the analysis,
although the estimateddoses could change with new pathway assumptions.
6.4.5 RadionuclideSource Term
The base-caseradionuclidesource term was obtained from the mass
transport model using the stratigraphyof borehole USW-G3, a recharge rate ot
0.5 mm/yr, expectedretardationcoefficients,a congruent dissolutionrate
using conservativeuranium solubilityassumptions,and the diffusiondominated model of mass transport in the EBS. Appreciablelevels of the
radionuclides14C, 1291, 7gse, and 59Ni reach Alkali Flat starting just after
100,000years, while 99Tc starts arriving at about 250,000 years. The
released radionuclideswere then transportedthrough the unsaturatedzone to
the water table and then through the water table to Alkali Flat. Some of the
heavier radionuclides(isotopesof actinium,lead, polonium, protoactinium,
radium, thorium, and uranium) start arriving at Alkali Flat at about
990,000 years. The arrival rates for the heavier radionuclidesremain so low
for times before I million years that source-termplots are not presented.
The source term for some of the other scenariosdescribed in Section 7.0 contained up to 25 primaryradionuclides. The dose model incorporatedchain
decay so that doses were calculatedfor a total of 35 separate radionuclides.
(The complete set of decay chains containsmore than 35 radionuclides,but
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dose effects'fordaughter nuclides are incorporatedinto the dose conversion
factor for the parent if the daughtershave extremely short half-lives. For
example, the dose conversionfactors for 219Rn 215po 211pb 211Bi and
207TI are all embedded in the dose conversionfactor for 223Ra.)
6.5 DOSE ESTIMATES
Resultsof the base-casedose calculationsfor the first million years
after repositoryclosure are shown in Figure 6.1, which gives lifetime
cumulativeEDE for one individual. The large dose rate starting shortly
after 100,000years is due to the near simultaneousarrivalof the radionuclides 14C, 1291, 79Se, and 59Ni. Of these three radionuclides,the
release of 59Ni is at such a low level that it has a negligiblecontribution
to dose. The peak dose near 350,000years is due mostly to the arrival of
99Tc, although 14C, 1291, 79Se, and 59Ni are still contributingto doses.
The heavier radionuclides(isotopesof actinium,lead, neptunium,polonium,
protoactinium,radium, thorium, and uranium) do not start to show any
appreciableactivity levels at Alkali Flat until about year 990,000, thus
contributinga negligibleamount to the base-casedose
estimates.
i
Based on a populationcount of 1680, the base-caseresultsyield a
populationdose estimate of 1.80E+05person-remover the first million years
of repositoryoperation. This populationdose leads to an estimate of about
36 excess adverse health effects when a factor of 200 health effects per
106 person-remof populationdose is used. The backgroundradiationlevel in
the Yucca Mountain region is above 100 mrem/yr (Link et al. 1982). Assuming
a total time of I millionyears, a 70-year lifetime,and a steady population
level of 1680 individuals,the backgroundradiationwould lead to an estimate
of about 33,600 excess adverse health effects. The (basecase) impact of
locating the repositoryin this region leads to an estimate of about a 0.1%
to 1.0% growth in health effects over those expected from background
radiation.

0
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7.0 DISRUPTI_VEOR INTRUSIVEEVENTS
7.1 EXTRU_SIVE
MAGMATIC EVENT
A postclosurescenario consideredfor the accident analysis involves
basalticvolcanism that is assumed to interceptthe repository. The basaltic flow is assumed to melt and carry to the surfacea small fraction of the
stored waste, An extensiveparametricanalysis of this scenario and resulting consequenceshas been performedby Link et al. (1982). Because their
exposure pathway analysis is very similarto the methods used in the postclosure radiologicalanalysis,their results are presented here without modification. The atmosphericdispersionanalysis performed by Link et al.
(1982)was based on the AIRDOS-EPAcomputer program,which has been shown
(Aabergand Napier 1985) to provide results similarto those estimated using
the PABLM computer program. The pathway and health effects estimateswere
performed using the AMRAW computer program (Logan and Berbano 1978). This
programwas developed for the EPA to estimate risks associatedwith geologic
repositories.
The exposure of the populationis assumed to result from two components
of the eruption" fine airborne particlesand non-airbornematerial. The
airborne particlesrepresentfine particulatematerial that becomes airborne
and is transporteddownwind to a considerabledistance (100 km). The nonairborne material includesthe lava flow and material in the cone and scoria
sheet, includingheavier particlesthat are initiallyairborne but deposit
near the cinder cone (withina few kilometers). The Link et al. (1982)
analysisevaluatesthe health effectsresulting from each of these sources.
The analysis is performedfor occurrenceof the volcanic event at 100 years
.and 10,000 years after repositoryclosure.
The work of Link et al. (1982) did not consider changes to the hydrologic system caused by a magmatic event, lt is possible that such changes in
the hydrologicsystem (i.e., ground-watertable change, surface water pathway) would change the risk of the repository.
The volcanism analysisestimatesthat 8 x 10-5 of the total waste
activity is entrained in the magma and that 1.3% of this amount becomes
airborne as fine particles. The remainderof the material (98.7%) is evenly
7.1

dispersed in the magma and cinder material. The resultingradioactivecloud
would result in doses obtained in several ways. Persons present in the area
initiallywould receive inhalationand air submersiondoses, both from the
initial cloud and resuspendedparticles. After depositionof the particles,
doses would result from exposure i_othe surface of deposition,from resuspended particles,and from entrance of radionuclidesinto the food chain.
These pathways are also used for the non-airbornesource component because
the deposited material becomes part of the local soils and is availablefor
resuspension(for inhalationdoseand depositiononto plant surfaces). In
addition to these pathways,a special pathway is consideredwhere cone
material is used for building purposes.
Site-specificdata en population,agriculture,andmeteorology used to
calculatedoses arising from the airborne particles are given in detail by
Link et al. (1982) and do not differ appreciablyfrom the assumptionsused
in the DITTY code. The populationdensity consideredby Link et al. (1982)
was 0.1 person/km2 in addition to currently identifiedsettlements.
,

The total activity (in curies) assumed released from the repositoryis
given in Table 7.1. The times are years after repositoryclosure. Maximum
values of initial local dose rates (in mrem/yr) are given in Table 7.2.
TABLE 7.1. Total Activity Released in Curies from Volcanism Scenario
I00 ¥r

I0_000 vr

Air

8.15E+02

2.21E+01

Non-air
Cone
Lava
Thick Scoria
Thin Scoria
Total Non-air

8.25E+03
3.51E+03
4.17E+04
7.95E+03
6.15E+04

2.27E+02
9.63E+01
I.14E+03
2.17E+02
1.68E+03
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TABLE 7.2. Initial Dose Rates from VolcanismScenario (in mrem/yr)

j

Air
Non-air

100 vr+

10,000 vr

14
3700

1.1
2.8

Backgroundrate is 100
Results of the analysis are presentedas health effects (predominately
fatal cancers) expected over many years (104 and 106) followingthe event.
The estimationof health effects is based on cumulativedose to specific body
organs for a low- and a high-risklevel. The dose to health effect conversion factorsused in the AMRAW program are given in Table 7.3. Results of
+

the consequenceanalysis for the volcanism scenario are presented in
Tables 7.4, 7.5, and 7.6 for airborne,non-airborne,and all releases,
respectively(as taken from the Link report). The health effects for the
non-airbornepathways are consistentlyabout two orders of magnitude higher
the health effects from the airborne pathways. The populationdoses from
which these health effectswere calculatedwere not reported in enough detail
by Link et al. (1982) to allow computationof the effectivedose equivalent
used in Section 6.0. This precluded an unambiguouscomparisonof populatiop
doses between the base-casemodeling and this disruptivescenario. However,
the number of health effects estimatedfrom this scenario range from 868 to
2825 for the first million years of repositoryoperationdependingon the
health effects conversionfactors used and the time of occurrenceof 'the
magmatic event. This compareswith a base-case estimate of about 36 excess
health effects from repositoryoperation.
7.2 CLIMATECHANGE
One of the scenariosconsideredcredible for Yucca Mountain (see Section 2.0) is a change of the recharge rate for ground water resulting from
increasedprecipitation. The effect of this scenario is consideredby
examiningthe effect of increasedrecharge on the unsaturatedzone in Yucca
:

Mountain. No changes were made to the saturated zone hydrologicmodel for
this scenario because the saturatedzone transport accountedfor only a small
fraction of the total transporttime for each radionuclide.
7.3
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TABLE 7.3, Health Effect IncidenceRates by Organ from Volcanism Scenario

Orqan

_

He_Ith Effect

HypotheticalDeaths/t06
Person-Rem
L.ower_Ranqe
UpperRankLe

Total body(a)

'

18

293

GI tract

GI tract cancer
(includingstomach)

7

93

Lung

Lung cancer

5

50

Bone marrow

Leukemia

(b)

(b)

Bone

Bone cancer

17

45

3

15

50

300

Thyroid
i

Gonads

'

Genetic effects

(a) Includes all other cancers except those specificallylisted by
organ.
(b)
Bone marrow effects
included under bone.

TABLE 7 •4 . Health'Effects from VolcanismScenario' Airborne Releases
Time of
Accumulation Health Effects Estimates
Erupti..on
&.vrL _ Time (.vr) ._ Low
Hiqh
100

104

5.6

19

100

106

7.5

25

10,000

106

3.8

12

TABLE 7.5. Health Effects from Volcanism Scenario• Non-AirborneReleases
Time of
Eruption (yr).

Accumulation HealthEffects Estimates
Time
(yr)
L__LOW__ -High

100

104

300

990

100

106

860

2800

10,000

106

670

2200
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TABLE 7.6. Health Effects from VolcanismScenario: All Releases
Time of
Accumulation Health Effects Estimates
E.ruption(vr).... Time (_y__
Low
_
High_
100

104

, 305

1008

100

106

868

2825

10,000

106

674

2212

The hydrologicmodel described in Section3.0 was used to predict
unsaturatedzone ground-watertraveltimes for a range of recharge rates.
The recharge rates evaluated (0.55, 0.63_ and 0.75 mm/yr) correspondto 10%,
25%, and 50% increasesin the recharge rate from the base case value of
0.5 mm/yr. Tables 7.7, 7.8, and 7.9 give travel times in the different
stratigraphiclayers due to using the modified recharge rates. Travel times
for a recharge rate of 0.5 mm/yr were given in Table 5.1. In general, as
expected,the higher the recharge rat'e,the shorterthe travel times through
the partially saturated layers

Raising the recharge rate to 0.75 mm/yr

leads to travel times about 75% as long as the travel times computed using
the base case of 0.5 mm/yr. A doubling of the recharge rate to 1.0 mm/yr
could possibly lead to fracture flow in the Topopah Springs layer and the
Calico Hills nonwelded (zeolitic)layer (Sinnockand Lin 1987). If fracture
flow were to occur, ground-watertravel times in the partiallysaturated
layers could decrease to a small fraction of the values given in Table 7.9
and, equally important,the retardationfactors for most radionuclideswould
be much smaller than the large values reported in Table 5.2. Fracture flow
could lead to dose estimates severalorders of magnitude larger than the
base-casevalues. The current study did not include any investigationof
fracture flow. The computer model used for the unsaturatedzone was a continuum model that did not incorporatethe effect of fractures. Given the
available hydrologicdata, when the ground-waterinfiltracionrate approached
1.0 mm/yr, this model predictedthat the entire mountain would became saturated. A fracture flow code was not available, and new code developmentwas
outside the scope of work for the project, thus only the lower recharge rates
were investigated. Additionalwork on the concept of Fracture flow is needed
to properly model climatechange scenarios.
mm
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TABLE 7.7. PredictedTravel Times'for DifferentVertical
Profiles Using 0.55 mm/yrRecharge
Mean Water Travel Time (yr)
Layer

Name

USW-GI

USW-G3

USW-G4

Standard Deviation
of Travel Times
.(yr)

I

Topopah Spring
Welded

7,811

967

13,356

1,920

2

Basal Vitrophyre
of Topopah Spring

3,483

9,967

2,121

1,920

3

Calico Hills Nonwelded (vitric)

3'

Calico Hills Nonwelded (zeolitic)

4

Prow Pass Nonwelded 12,028

66,076

5

SaturatedZone

44,000

44,000

44,000

128,729

142,364

130,085

21,354
61,407

7,760
70,608

8,145

8,025
3,330

TABLE 7.8. Thickness and Predicted Travel Times for Different
Vertical Profiles Using 0.63 mm/yr Recharge

Layer

Name

Mean Water Travel Time (vr) Standard Deviation
of Travel Times
USW-GI
USW-G3
USW-G4 .
(yr)

I

Topopah Spring
Welded

6,835

919

11,708

1,920

2

Basal Vitrophyre
of Topopah Spring

3,071

8,885

1,86]

1,920

3

Calico Hills Nonwelded (vitric)

18,689

3' Calico Hills Nonwelded (zeolitic)

53,781

4

Prow Pass Nonwelded

10,460

58,209

5

SaturatedZone

44,000

44,000

7,760

61,882

8,145
8,025

44,000

3,330
I

118,147

130,702

7.6

119,451

,i

TABLE 7.9. Thickness and PredictedTravel Times for DifferentVertical
Profiles Using 0.75 mm/yr Recharge
Mean Water Travel Time (.yr)
Layer

Name

USW-G3

I

TopopahSpring
Welded

5,758

842

9,845

1,920

2

Basal Vitrophyre
of Topopah Spring

2,594

7,707

1,564

1,920

3

Calico Hills Nonwelded (vitric)

3' Calico Hills Nonwelded (zeolitic)
I

USW-GI

Standard Deviation
of Travel Times
.USW-G4
(.vr)_

4

Prow Pass Nonwelded

5

SaturatedZone

14,973
45,384

7,760
51,975

8,705

50,408

44,000

44,000

44,000

106,441

117,930

107,384

8,145
8,025
3,330

Cumulativepopulationdoses (person-rem)for a populationof size I are
plotted in Figure 7.1 for the four differentrecharge rates studied. The
cumulativedoses at I million years for a populationof 1680 are 1.80 x 105
for the base case and 1.89 x 105, 2.24 x 105, and 4 29 x 105, with respect to
increasingrecharge rates. The major reason for the increaseddose estimates
is that the heavier radionuclides(isotopesof actinium, lead, neptunium,
polonium,protoactinium,radium, thorium, and uranium) have started to arrive
at Alkali Flat in significantquantitiesjust prior to I millionyears.
Examinationof the source concentrationlevels and the dose conversionfactors (see Table D.3) reveals that thorium is the largest contributorto dose
(bone effects) among the heavier radionuclides.
In conclusion,climate changes leadingto increased recharge rates cause
an increasein dose estimates. If the recharge rates are below the
0.75 mm/yr level, the dose estimates increase by less than a factor of 3 from
the base-caseestimates. As can be seen in Figure 7.1, the relationship
betweendose and infiltrationrate is not linear. The dose estimateswould
increasesignificantly
if the ground-watertravel time oi
_ radionuclide
7.7

i

i

sorption values were to decrease. Both of these events could occur simultai

neously if the!iground-water
infiltrationrate were to increase.
li

A reviewetihas pointed Out that a drilling scenariofor drinking water
i

and farming puriposescould have been consideredas an alternativeto calculating alILdoses based on a natural ground-waterdischargepoint. The
effect of this scenario would be twofold: I) the time to release would be
smaller thar;those reported here (smaller by about I04 years on a 105-year or
longer arrival time), and 2) some doses would be higher due to less radioactive decay (most notably 14C). Only a few people would be exposed to a
slightly higher dose rate in this scenario,thus the populationdoses would
not be significantlyaltered.
J

7.3 GAS-PHASE14CRELEASE MODELING
Preliminarywork on determiningthe travel time of gas-phase 14C to the
surface of Yucca Mountain has been completed by Amter, Behl, and Ross (1988)
and is included in this report as Appendix E. The travel-timecalculations
depend on a conceptualmodel that has two principal features:
• Gas-phase14C02 moves upward through,air-f!lledpores of the
unsaturatedtuffs by advectionin a znermally driven air convection
cell.
• An isotropicequilibrium exists between CO2 in the gas phase, which is
mobile, and dissolved bicarbonate,which is immobile.
The travel-timeanalysis by Amter, Behl, and Ross was received too late
by PNL to make detailed dose calculationsfor gas-phase 14C for this report.
However, time-integratedpopulationdose estimateswill probably be negligible for this transport mechanism. This judgment is based on the following
premises" I) the inventoryof gas-phase 14C is limited,2) the inventory
reaching the surface will mostly be disperseddirectly into the atmosphere,
and 3) the population base for potentialexposure is virtuallynonexistent.
The inventoryof gaseous 14C in the repository is limitedto about
480 Ci out of a total 14C inventoryof 48,300 Ci becauseonly the oxidation
of 14C trapped on the cladding surface,crud, is expectedto be in a gas
phase (see Tables 4.4 and 4.5). Although travel times to the surface from
the repositoryare short--onthe order of ]000
7.9

years

or less for the first

50,000 years after repositoryclosure--thehalf-life of 14C is short enough
(5730 years) that significantdecay of tlleinitial inventorymay have
occurred before many of the waste containershave failed.
When gas-phase 14C reaches the surface, it will either be taken up by

'

vegetationor dispersed directly into the atmosphere. Within minutes, the
activity released into the atmospherewill be diluted into insignificant
concentrationlevels.
No agriculturalor recreationalactivitiescurrentlytake place on
Yucca Mountain. The current work assumesthat present conditionshold for
the entire study period. Thus, 14C that is taken up by vegetationis assumed
to not enter the human food chain. With these assumptions,virtuallyno
populationdose is expected from the releaseof 14C.
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8.0 SENSITIV.ITY
ANALYSIS
This section contains observationsand conclusionsconcerningthe sensitivity of the dose modeling results to several importantparameters.
Because the conceptualmoa_,Isare still preliminary,and computing resources
are finite, a complete sensitivityanalysis of every input parameterwas not
attempted. Instead, some of the more importantvariableswere identifiedand
r

their effects were investigated. The importantvariables include the groundwater recharge rate, the forward dissolutionrate of the spent fuel matrix,
solubilityof _ndividualradionuclides,populationsize, and dose conversion
factors. Importantconceptualmodel cor,
siderationsincludewhether the spent
fuel matrix dissolves congruentlyor there is preferentialleaching of one or
more radionuclides,whether the releases from the engineeredbarrier system
are dominated by a diffusionmechanism or an advectionmechanism,and the
populationsize.
The study on differentground-waterrecharge rates summarizedin Section 7.2 yields informationof the sensitivityof dose estimates to groundwater travel times. Cumulativepopulation,doses for the first million years

_

were 1.80 x 105, 1.89 x 105, 2.24 x 105, and 4.29 x 105 (person-rem)for the
four recharge rates of 0.5, 0.55, 0.63, and 0.75 mm/yr. If the recharge rate
stays under 0.75 mm/yr, then dose estimatesover the first millionyears are
not very sensitiveto the recharge rate. However, higher recharge rates on
the order of 1.0 mm/yr could lead to fracture flow, and thus to ground-water
travel times to the water table that are a small fraction of the cu'('rent
estimate of around 100,000years. Doses would increase by severalorders of
magnitude if this were to occur. Reasons for this increase include' I) the
activity level reaching the accessibleenvironmentwould increase significantly because of less radioactive'decay, especiallyfor 14C; and 2) additional radionuclideswould reach the environment. For example, the
retardationvalues for 126Sn, 239pu, 240pu, and 242pu were so large that they
did not reach Alkali Flat within I million years for any data configuration
evaluated for this report, and very little of the inventoryof 237Np arrived.
The dose conversionfactors for the plutoniumisotopes are very high with
regard to bone effects, hence they would become significantcontributorsto
health effects estimates.
8.1

The current study did not include any investigationof fracture flow.
The computermodel used for the unsaturatedzone was a continuummodel that
did not incorporatethe effect of fractures. Given the available hydrologic
data, when the ground-waterinfiltrationrate approached1.0 mm/yr, this
model predicted that the entire mountain would became saturated. A fracture
flow code was not available,and new code developmentwas outside the scope
of work for the project, thus only the lower recharge rates were investigated. Additionalwork on the concept of fracture flow is needed to properly
model climate change scenarios.
The values of factors for convertingradionuclideconcentrationsto
radiationdose play a significantpart in the populationdose estimates. For
example, the total release (curies) of 230Th over the first million years is
about three orders of magnitude lower than that of 1291 When the recharge
rate of 0.75 mm/yr was used. However, its dose conversionfactor is about
three orders of magnitude higher than that of 1291 (bone effects for 230Th
versus thyroid effects for 1291); thus both radionuclidescontributeabout
the same amount to the integratedpopulationdose. The dose conversion
factors are still a subject of much study among the scientificcommunity;
some of the recommendedvalues changed by more than an order of magnitude
during the course of PNL's risk study. Because only a few radionuclides
contributethe major portion of the doses for the base-caseestimates, a
change in a single dose conversionfactor can have a major effect on populationdose estimates.
Another major factor in computing populationdoses is the size of the
exposed population. In this study, the populationdose was computed by
multiplyingthe dose for a single individualby the number of people who were
exposed, lt is unreasonableto think that reliable predictions on population
characteristicscan be made for time periods that may reach I million years,
in light of world history over the last few hundredyears.
The irrigationrate in the base-casedose model was varied to determine
its effect on the populationdose. The base-caseirrigationrate was
255 L2/mo, and additionalruns were performed at 205 and 305 L2/mo. The
cumulativedoses over I million years for a populationof one were 87.8,
107.0, and 126.2 person-remrespectivelyfor increasingirrigationrates.
8.2

The irrigationrate has almost a linear effect on dose estimates for this
range of values. A similar set of dose estimates was done by varying the
food consumptionparametersidentifiedin Table 6.2. Two additionaldose
estimateswere made, one using values which were 75%of the base case, and
e

one with values that were 150% of the base case. The cumulativedoses over
I million years for a populationof one were 73.3, 107.0, and 157.5 for the
increasingconsumptionrates. The consumptionrate also has almost a linear
effect on doses over this range of input values.
Differentmathematicalmodels are used when it is assumed that the
release of individualradionuclidesfrom the spent fuel waste form is limited
by the dissolutionrate of the spent fuel matrix (congruentdissolution),or
when it is assumed there is preferentialleaching of individualradionuclides
(incongruentdissolution). The base-casemodeling used a congruentdissolution assumptionwith a saturationvalue at the surface of the waste form on
the order of 10.7 mol/L. The saturationvalue was calculatedas a function
of temperatureand water chemistry (see Section 4.3.2). Another run was made
with an incongruentdissolutionrate assumptionwith the releases of each
radionuclidegoverned by the solubilitiesgiven in Table 4.6. For the first
million years, the doses computedwith the incongruentassumptionwere about
an order of magnitude higher than for the congruentdissolutioncase, 1125
versus 107 person-remfor a populationof one. This is mainly due to the
increasedinventoryof each radionuclidereaching the accessibleenvironment.
The inventoryreleased at Alkali Flat is given in Table 8.1 for the five
radionuclidesshowing nonnegligibleactivity levels over the first million
years for congruent and incongruentrelease assumptions. The doses from
these radionuclideshave reached their maximum (for the given ground-water
travel times) in the incongruentdissolutioncase because essentiallythe
entire inventoryof the radionuclidehas been transportedto Alkali Flat.
Examples of dose estimatesto specific organs for a single 70-year
lifetime near the 170,O00-yeartime are given in Table 8.2 for the congruent
dissolutioncase. Similar results showing the effect of increasedreleases
are given in Table 8.3 for the incongruentdissolutionrate case. The doses

O
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TABLE 8.1. Inventoryof RadionuclidesReaching Alkali Flat in I Million
Years for Different ReleaseAssumptions (Ci)
Radionuc.]ide ConqrueDt, Incongruent
14C

6.84E-5

1.59E-3

'1291

2 16E+2

2 31E-3

59Ni

1.18E-I

5.27E+2

99Tc

2.74E+4

2.62E+5

79Se

4.86E+2

6.02E+3

TABLE 8.2. CumulativeEffectiveDose Equivalentas a Function of Individual
Organs for a Single LifetimeUsing the CongruentWaste Form
Release Assumption (person-rem)
Weighted
Cumulative
Cumulative
Dose
Weighting
Dose
Equivalent Factors Equivalent
Gonads

7.47E-03

2.50E-01

1.87E-03

Breast

7.66E-03

1.50E-01

I.15E-03

R Marrow

8.02E-03

1.20E-01

9.62E-04

Lung

7.49E-03

1.20E-01

8.99E-04

Thyroid

2.44E+00

3.00E-02

7.33E-02

Bone Sur

5.17E-03

3.00E-02

1.55E-04

Kidneys

1.02E-01

6.00E-02

6.14E-03

Liver

5.19E-02

6.00E-02

3.12E-03

Spleen

3.51E-02

6.00E-02

2.11E-03

LL Int.

8.93E-03

6.00E-02

5.36E-04

UL Int.

5.20E-03

6.00E-02

3.12E-04

Lifetime CumulativeEDE
Lifetime External Dose

9.1E-02
8.5E-04

Total Lifetime CumulativeEDE

9.1E-02

O
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_..

CumulativeEffective Dose Equivalentas a Function of
IndividualOrgans for a Single Lifetime Using the
IncongruentWaste Form Release Assumption (person-rem)

Orqan

J

Gonads

7.83E-02

2.50E-01

I.96E-02

Breast

8.00E-02

1.50E-01

1.20E-02

R Marrow

8.35E-02

1.20E-01

1.00E-02

Lung

7.85E-02

1.20E-01

9.41E-03

Thyroid

2.34E+01

3.00E-02

7.03E-01

Bone Sur

5.30E-02

3.00E-02

1.59E-03

Kidneys

1.07E+00

6.00E-02

6.43E-02

Liver

5.44E-01

6.00E-02

3.26E-02

Spleen

3.68E-01

6.00E-02

2.21E-02

LL Int.

9.44E-02

6.00E-02

5.66E-03

UL Int.

5.48E-02

6.00E-02

3.29E-03

Lifetime
Lifetime
,

Weighted
Cumulative
Cumulative ,
Dose
Weighting
Dose
Eqq.
i_va]
ent ....
Factors,.Ea_val_ent.

Cumulative EDE
External Dose

Total Lifetime CumulativeEDE

8.8E-01
1.8E-02
9.0E-01

presented are mostly from 1291, 79Se, and 59Ni. 99Tc has not yet arrived
because of its larger retardationvalue, and 14C has decayed to very low
levels.
A simple investigationof the effect of using an advection-dominated
model versus a diffusion-dominatedmodel for the release from the EBS was
also done. The logic outlined in Table 4.1 was used to determine if a
radionuclidewas solubilitylimited or inventorylimited as it was released

8.5

from the dissolving spent fuel waste form. The flow rate of ground water was
then used to determine if the dominant component of radionuclidemovement was
advectionor diffusion.
p

A forward matrix dissolutionrate of 10 g/m2-yr was used for the spent
fuel waste form, thus it was completelydissolved in about 50,000 years.
This forward dissolutionrate is an average of values reported in the literature (see Table 4.2), and thus is representativeof the value expected.
Note that the NRC fractionalrelease rate criteria of I part in 100,000 per
year will not be met using this forward dissolutionrate. The population
doses for a populationof one from this case (1070 person rem) over the first
millionyears of repositoryoperationwere almost the s_me as the doses from
the incongruentmodel (1125 person-rem). This is to be expected because even
though the highly soluble radionuclidesare released much slower in the mixed
advection/diffusionmodel with a congruent dissolutionassumptionthan in a
model with an incongruentrelease rate assumption,when the forward matrix
dissolutionrate is high enough essentiallythe whole inventory is transported to Alkali Flat.
The two models just discussed also help evaluate the validity of using a
diffusion-onlymodel in the engineeredbarriers system versus using a model
that incorporatesadvection as weil. When the model output is the computation of doses to the populationover long time periods (106 years) the
modeling assumptionof diffusion only through the engineeredbarriers system
does not yield appreciablydifferent doses from a model that also accounts
for advectivemovement of radionuclides.
J

The analyses also show that the spent fuel waste form dissolution rate
is an importantvariable in the computationof doses. In Table 4.2 a forward
matrix dissolution rate of 10 g/m2-yr is identifiedas an average of pub-

'

lished values. This rate leads to complete dissolutionof the waste form at
about 50,000 years when the ground-waterflux is 0.5 mm/yr. For the basecase dose modeling the dissolutionof the waste form is controlled by the
solubilityof uranium, which is calculated as a function of temperatureand
ground-waterchemistry. The claim is that (in the absence of colloid formation) the calculateduranium solubility is conservative,yet it leads to a
dissolutiontime of over 10 million years. The two rates lead to cumulative
,

8.6

0

populationdoses that are differentby about one order of magnitude. More
complete informationon the mechanismof waste form dissolutionis required
before this substantialdifferencecan be resolved.
Table 5.1 gives travel-timeestimatesfor the differentlayers in the
partially saturatedzone and for the saturatedzone for three d'ifferent
wells.

All of the populationdose estimatespreviouslydiscussedwere

calculatedassuming transport throughthe unsaturatedzone for a stratigraphy
similar to that of well USW-G3. Even though well USW-G3 had the longest mean
ground-watertraveltime, radionuclidetransport involves retardationfactors
as well as ground-watermovement. Based on this, doses from well USW-G3 were
expected to be larger than doses computed using a stratigraphydefined by the
other two wells. Dose estimateswere computed for transportthrough wells
USW-GI and USW-G4 using a rechargerate and the congruentdissolutionmodel;
i.e., they are similar to the base-caseestimates discussedin Section 6.5.
The dose estimates (person-rem)for the first millionyears for a population
of one are 97.6 for well USW-G4, 102.0 for USW-GI, and 107.0 for well USW-G3.
Even though regions of the repositorywill lie above differentstratigraphic
units, the dose estimates change by 10% or less dependingon the well chosen.
The stratigraphydoes not have a major impact on dose estimates,and when the
repositoryis built, radionuclidetransportwill occur through all strati'

graphies simultaneouslY.

8.7
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I

9.0 RISK ESTIMATES.

The results presentedthus far in this report are representativeof what
can be called consequencemodeling: the consequencesof postclosurerepository performanceare estimatedfrom a suite of models and a particulardata
configuration. What
remains is to combine the consequencemodeling results
i
into a comprehensiverisk for a postclosurerepositoryperformance. Several
things must occur for useful risk estimatesto be generated: the suite of
conceptualmodels must more closely mimic reality and must be conservative;
data must be availableto define the importantmodel parameters;timeevolving scenariosmust be evaluated or bounding results estimated;and the
set of scenariosevaluatedmust somehow span the set of all possible scenarios in a probabilisticfashion.
The l-_st requirement,
assigned probabilities
requirement

tl_at the set of scenarios

of occurrence,

is probably the most difficult

of the whole modeling process,

no way known to collect
more detailed

discussion

will

of current

lt

is difficult

validate

opinion

scenario

on this

tained

in Section

expert

judgment can be used to assign most scenario

the judgment will
'

2.1.

data that

The consensus of opinion

always be open to question

Even given these caveats,

the scenarios
,,Mountain.
e_lents,

considered

In addition

applicable

and gas-phase release

flow in the partially
there is no fracture

only
and hence

and refutation.
in some detail
located

of 14C were addressed.

Ground-water
matrix flow;

°

Waste form dissolution
is such that all
congruently with the spent fuel matrix.

9.1

of

changes, magmatic
Some of the major

of number of health

saturated
flow.

all

at Yucca

effects

zone is described by Darcy's
from head measurements.

•

A

step is con-

probabilities,

to a repository

Ground-water flow in the saturated
regional
gradients were established

probabilities.

appears 'to be that

work investigates

an estimate

because there is

difficult

to the base-case model, climate

a_sumptions
necessary to obtain
\
tile base case were"
.

this

be comprehensive and be

zone is restricted

radionuclides

for

law, and
to

are released

'

• The waste form dissolutionrate is governed by the solubilityof
uranium, which was calculatedas a function of temperatureand groundwater chemistry (based on the compositionof well water).
• Radionuclidemass transport is described using a one-dimensionalflow
tube model that uses stochastictravel times to estimate the effect of
dispersion.
• The radionuclidesource term for the base-casedose estimates is
obtained from contaminatedground water at Alkali Flat.
• The conversionof radionuclideconcentrationto effectivedose equivalent is based on the ICRP model described in Section 6.0 that combines
dose estimates from separate body organs into an effectivedose
equivalent.
•

Excess adverse health effect_ were computed based on a conversionfactor
of 200 health effects per 10v person-remof exposure.

•

Gas-phase releases of 14C are mostly driven by the thermal gradient
induced by radioactivedecay in the waste form.

•

Exposure pathways included both external exposure and internal
exposures. Contaminatedground water was used for drinking and
producing agriculturaland livestockproducts.

•

Populationlevels are constant at 1680 individuals,based on estimated
ground-watersupplies.
Results obtained using several alternativeassumptionsa,_edescribed in

Section 8.0.
The base-case estimateswere generated using what are believed to be
.....

conservativemodels and data values throughoutthe modeling process. As
always, the estimatescan be misleadingif some of the conceptualmodels do
not adequatelyapproximatereality. From the assumptionsand data values for
the base case, the risk estimate is approximately36 excess health effects
over I million years after repositoryclosure. This value can be compared to
48 health effects expected from natural backgroundradiation, The risk is
computed as the consequence (numberof excess health effects) times the
probability of occurrence.
The occurrenceprobability (see Section 2.2.1)for a magmatic event is
estimated to range from 4.7 ;<10-8/yr to 3.3 X 1010/yr, and health effects
ranges for a magmatic event are given in Table 7.6. Inclusionof a magmatic
event would increase the risk to between 0.3 and 131 health effects over the
9.2

I million years after repositoryclosure. The upper end of the range of
increasedhealth effects may be greatly exaggeratedbecause it is based on
the bounding case of a magmatic event occurring 100 years after repository
closure. A magmatic event occurringat a later time would intercept a
small6r inventory in the repository.
Estimatesof occurrenceprobabilitieshave not been postulatedfor
individualclimate change scenarios,so inclusionof climate changes in a
risk estimate is difficult. However, if a bounding case of a ground-water
recharge rate 50% larger than currently expected is chosen, the 'riskestimate
is increasedby 14 health effects. The dose estimates are very sensitive to
increasesin the ground-waterrecharge rate above this boundingcase.
A detailed dose calculationfor populationhealth effects from the gasphase release of 14C has not yet been done. However,preliminaryconsiderations suggest that the number of health effectswill be negligible.
Thus, inclusionof gas-phase releases as a scenariodoes not appreciably
change the risk estimate.
An upper bound on health effects can be obtained by adding the maximum
increase on health effects calculatedfrom each scenario. This approach
yields a risk estimate of between 36 and 181 excess adverse health effects
during the first million years after repositoryclosure.
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APPENDIXA
MOISTURERETENTIONCHARACTERISTICS
AND GENERALHYDRAULICCONDUCTIVITY
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APPENDIX B

SOLUTION QF EQUATION 5.6 FOR AN ARBITRARY e(t)
I

In this

appendix

afi
afi
a--{- + Vi _
is solved subject

the system

+ Aifi

=

Ri'1
Ri

to the initial

e

of equations

_i-I f

;_0 = 0

i-I'

'

i = 1 2
k,
' ' ....

(B la)

conditions

fi(x,O)

: O,

i = 1,...,k,

(B.ib)

and the boundary conditions

f1(O,t)
fi(O,t)

: ¢(t),

= O, t > O,

t > O,
i = 2,...,k,

(B.Ic)
..

(B.Id)

where

Vi : V / Ri.

(B,2)

The system (B,I) has been solved when all of the retardationvalues are
distinct (Haradaet al, 1980). There are times, however, when it is of
interest to solve (B.I)when two or more retardationvalues are the same.
Because retardationis a chemical phenomenonall isotopes of the same element
will always have the same retardationvalue. Hence, the retardationvalues
will not all be distinct whenever a decay chain contains two or more isotopes
of the same element, An example is the decay chain 238U : 234U : 230Th. The
method used in Harada et al. (1980) to solve (B.I) will be used with minor
modificationsto solve (B,I) even when the retardation values are not all
distinct,

B.I

The system (B,I)
ties

is solved using Laplace transformations;

of Laplace transformations

following

work.

are well

known and will

The proper-

be used freely

in the

Define
e

oo

ni(x,s ) = z e"st
0

fi(x,t)

dt,

(B.3a)

dx;

(B.3b)

IX)

ni(P,S ) = Z
0

e'P x ni(x,s)

and

_(s)

= z
0

e"st e(t)

Taking the Laplace transform
yields,

after

rearrangement

dt,

(B.3c)

of (B.I)

with

and use of (B.2)

respect

to t and then x

and (B.3),

( p + VI ) n1(P,S ) - ¢(s)=

O,

(B.4a)

i = 2,...,k,

(B.4b)

and

( P + Vi) ni(P'S)

: vi-1

ni-1(P'S)'

where

_ s + Xi
Vi =
Vi
'
By solving

(B,4a,b)

n1(p,s)

- _i-I
ui. I = Vi_1 ,

for n1,...,n

=

k successively,

P + VI ,

A0 = O.

(B.5)

one obtains

(B.6a)
B.2

_[ hl...:
P +/_2

n2(P'S) :

Pl ¢(s)
(P + /_I
)(p + /_2
) '

(B.6b)

and in general

t

ni(P'S)

Ai @(s)
i
,
n
m = I (p + _m)

=

i = 2,...,k,

(B,6c)

where
i - I
Ai _

n
j:l

vj.

(B.7)

The fi(x,t) are now obtained by taking the inverseLaplace transformsof
Equations (B.6a) and (B.6c). Taking the inve_.seLaplacetransformof (B.6a)
with respect to p and s successivelyyields

ni(x,s ) : @(s) e"_Ix : @(s)

e"(x/vl)s

e"XI(x/VI),

and

f1(x,t) : ¢(t - x / Vl) e"x1(x/vl).
lt will

be assumed that

the inverse

Laplace transform

Using the partial

fraction

i > I for

the rest

of (B.6c)

of this

is Considerably

expansion of
]
i

'

II (p + _m)
m= ]

B.3

'

appendix.

(B.8)
Taking

more complicated.

Equation (B.6c) can be written

ni(P,S ) =

Ai ¢(s)

x
m: I

Cm
(p + #m)'

(B,9)

provided the km are all unequal, where

Cm m

z

i
II
j:1

(_j - _m)

-I
{ ,

(B.I0)

j#m
Because the decay constants for various radionuclidesare almost always
different the _ will almost always be distinct,even if some of the
retardation
values, hence velocities,
are the same. The only case requiring
special

consideration

is Va = Vb and _a = _b'

Taking the inverse

Laplace transform

for

some a,b,

of (B.9) with

a # b,

respect to p gives

i
ni(x,s

Up to this
the results

) : Ai ¢(s) x
m:1

point

the analysis

in Harada et al.

Ri : RO,

i = 1,...,k,

II)

Ri # Rj,

i,j

III)

neither

considered.

= 1,...,k,

nor II)

a simplification

Now, however, the cases will

i # j,

of

be

and

hold,

The only case treated

CASEI.
Let Ri : RO,
from (B.5) that

(B.II)

has been essentially

(1980).

I)

I)

Cm e"plnx

in Harada et al.

i = 1,...,k

#j

and define

- Vm : (,xj - ;_m)/Vo
B.4

(1980) is case II.

V0 = V / RO.

lt

follows

,

hence

_

Cm =

V_.1

Ii,

1

j= TI I(Aj
j#m

. Am)

-I

(B,i2)

I

Substituting

,
ni(x

(B.5),

:
s)¢(s)e

Finally,

(B.7)

"
(x/Vo)s

using the shift

fi(x,s)

and (B.12)

'
: @(t-/Vo)

Ii"

rule

Ii

TI
j=1

into

Aj
I

S
m=1
i

]

to invert

(B.II)

e

i
"Am(x/Vo)
n (Aj - Am)
j=1
j#m

(B.13) with

where V0 : V / RO.

CASE II.

i # j,

Let Ri I Rj for

and using

(B.5)

_

Vm - Vi.
Vm Vj '

then Vi i Vj for

Aj,m = xjVm - xmV'ij
Vm - V3

i # J.

(B.13)

to s yields

(B.14)

Defining

f m,

(B.15)

j # m.

(B.16)

one obtains

/tj - Vm : tj, m (s + Aj,m),
Substituting

respect

..

11 Aj
_, e
,
j : I
m: I
i
- I
]
i
-Am(x/Vo)
11 (Aj - Am)
j=1
j#m

when Ri : RO, i = 1,,..,k,

rj,m

one finds

(B.5),

(B.IO),

and (B.16)

into

B.5

(B.11)

gives

i
-[(s + ;_m)
(x/Vm)]
ni(x,s) = Ai ¢(s) z_
e
m=1
i
'
Bm j =II I (s+_j
j=m

J

(B.17)

,m)

where
l
,,

i
Bm E

II I'j .
j= I
,m
j:m

(B.18)

.Next,using the partial fraction expansionof
I
i
II (s + z_j,m)
j=1
j#m
in (B.17)

gives
i

e"Am(x/Vm)

ni(x,s ) : Ai @(s) m z;
: I

Bm

:
Do'm_

II
q = i
q#j#m

i

e"(x/Vm)s

j _.
: I Dj ,m s + Aj, m ,
j :m

(B.19)

where

and Dj, m : i when i : 2.

L-I

By the shift

: gj,m(t):

,m

_ _j,

(B.20)

-I

rule

e'Aj 'm(t

se-+ (x/Vm)s
aj,m 1
B.6

" x/Vm)H(t

- X/Vm),

(B.21)

where H is the Heaviside function

H(z) :

(B.22)

0,
1, z>_O,
z < 0,

and L"I is the inverse Laplacetransformwith respect to s. Therefore by the
convolutionrule

fi(x't),;Ai

Z:
I m=1
i

S
Bm
j=1
e"Am(x/Vm)
i
j #m

Dj, gj m(t) ®@(t)
m
,
'
]

(B 23)
"

where N is defined by
Pt
F(t) N _(t)=

I
0J

F(T) @(t- T) dT.

(B.24)

Equation (B.23) is a specialcase of the result in Harada et al. (1980).
CASE III. lt is assumed that i _>3, otherwise either case I or case II
holds. Assume neither case I nor case II hold; i.e., assume I) at least two
retardationvalues are the same, and 2) there are at least two different
retardationvalues. A simple modificationof (B.15)-(B.24)allows the
solution of (B.I) to be obtained for this case. The changes required in
(B.15)-(B.24)are 1) the conditionVj f Vm must be added everywherethe
condition j # m holds, since Aj,m is undefined for Vj I Vm , 2) an additional
factor must be included in the denominatorof (B.17),and 3) the condition
Vq i Vm must be included in (B.20). Making the indicatedchanges one obtains
i

fi(x't) : Ai

m _'=
I

e-_m(x/Vm)

Bm'

i

m
=
VjJji
# _1
VmDj'm' gJ'm(t)l® @(t),
B.7

(B.25)

,:

where

Bm --

TI
j=l
j;_m

II
j:1
j#m

Vm

Vj : Vm

Hj, m

,

(B.26)

Vj # Vm

and

D_

,m

'

i
l'i(.Z_q,- aj m)
q=1
m
,
q#j#m

-I
,

(B.27)

Vj
Vm
Vq_ Vm
with
still

Dj, m I when the product
defined by (B.21).

(B.20) contains

no terms.

Finally,

gj,m

B.I
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This appendix derives the equations for Fi(x,t), i : 1,2,3, where
Fi is defined by Equation (5.8) and fi satisfiesEquations (5.6) and (5.9).
The Fi are found by using Equation (5.8) and substitutingEquation (5.9) into
the results of Appendix B.

C.I. F1(x,t). SubstitutingEquation (5.9) into (B.B) and using (5.8)yields

Fl(X,t) =

O,
S e")`I(x/vl)

otherwise.
•
t O + x/V I < t < t I + x/V I

(C.l)

C.2. F2(x,t).

Case i. RI --R2 = RO , V0 = V / RO . SubstitutingEquation (5.9) into
(B.14),with i = 2 and using (5.8), one finds

S0
F2(x,t) =
I

(e
- e
)' to
I
'
)`2" kl
O,
otherwise.
(C.2)
)`2
-)`1(x/Vo) -)`2(x/Vo)
+ x/V0 < t _ t + x/V0

Case ii. RI # R2. Taking i = 2 in Equation (B.23) and rearranging
terms and using (5.8)yields

F2"x't'()
- V )'2
-V2 eKOx {e-AI,2
I
V2

t
[H(t-X/Vl)" H(t'x/V2)]}® _(t),

(C.3)

where
)`2 _I
KO- V - V "
I
2
C.I

(C.4)

Define
Va = max { VI, V2 }'

Vb _ min { Vl,

V2 )'

(C.5)

SubstitutingEquations (5.9), (B.2), and (B.22) into (C.3), using Aa,b : AI,2
: A2,I and (C.5) and integrating(B.24) now yields

F2(x,t) :

Xa Ra " _b Rb
I O, So X2RI

'
tO + x/Va < t < tf + x/Vb,
(C.6a)
(eKOx - Aa,bloW . eKOxotherwise,
- Aa,bhigh)

i

where

low : max { x/Va, t - tf }

(C.6b)

• and

high = rain { x/V b, t - t O ).

(C.6c)

C.3. F3(x,t).
Case i. Assume RI = R2 = R3 = RO and define V0 = V / RO . Substituting
Equation (5.9) into (B.14) and using (5.8) results in

F3(x,t ) = SO X2 X3

3
_,
m= I

e" Xm(x/Vo)
3
TI (xj
j:
1
jim

Case ii.
the third.

Assume two retardation
Choose a,b,c

'

(C.7)

- Xm)

values are the same, but distinct

from

such that

va - vb / vc
C.2

(c.8)

Setting
(B.25)

i = 3 and taking

the sum m = 1,2,3

in the order m = a,b,c

in

one obtains

f3 = {

KI [ e(_c'b

" Ab)(X/Vb)

" ac'bt

" e(ac'a

" Aa)(x/Va)
i

" Z_c'at ]

+ K2 [ e(Ab,c - kc)(x/Vc)- Ab,ct . e(_a,c - kc)(x/Vc) - Aa,ct ] )
® @(t),

(C.9)

where

Vb H(t - X/Va)
KI = Fc,a (Aa . Ab) ,
H(tK2 =
Simplifying

Equation

ra,c

X/Vc)

rb ' c(_a,c

(C.9) and using

(C.I0)

. Ab, c ) .

(5.8)

and (B.2),

(C.11)
one has

J

e[(ab,c
_ e[(aa,c
F3(x,t ) : K3 @(t) ®

- _c)(x/Vc)

- ab,c t ]

- Ac)(x/Vc)

- _a,ct],x/Vma

x < t < X/Vmin

O,
otherwise,

(C.12)

where
_2 _3 Ra Rb / R3
K3 : (Aa _ _b) iRc _ RaI.

Finally,

substituting

F3(x,t) = S0 K3,

Equations

(5.9)

and (B.24)

(C.13)

into

(C.12) yields

ab,c
e(ab,c
- _c) (x/Vc) (eAb'cl°w . eab,chigh)

+

e(Z_a,cAa,c
- Ac)(x/Vc)
C.3

(eaa, cl°w - eaa, chigh) }

,

(C.14a)

X/Vmax < t < X/Vmin, zero otherwise,where
low : max { X/Vmax, t - tf )

(C.14b)

high : min { x/Vrain,t - to ),

(C.14c)

Vmax : max { VI, V2, V3 ),

Vmin : rain{ VI, V2, V3 ),

(C.14d)

,,

and K3 is defined by Equation (C.13).
Case iii. All retardationvalues are distinct. Let a,b,c be integers
such that Va < Vb < Vc, Setting i = 3 in Equation (B.23) and taking the sum
m = 1,2,3 in the order m = a,b,c one finds

H(t - X/Va)
f3(x,t) = A3 _(t) ®

(

K4

H(t - x/Vb)
la,b,c

+

K5

lh,a,c

H(t- X/Vc)
+

K6

lc,a,b ),

(C.15)

where
K4 = Fb _a Fc _a (Ac ,a - Ab,a ),
K5 = ra,b Fc,b(Ac,b - aa,b),
K6 = Fa, c rb,c(Z_b,c

- na,c)'

and
I

a,b,c

: e[(Ab, a " Xa)(x/Va)

" ab, at]

-e[(Z_c, a - Xa)(x/Va)

- AC,at] .

But,

Substituting
(5.8),

I

-I

I

K4

K5

K6

the preceding,

VI V2 V3
Aa(Vc - Vb) + Xb(Va

Equations

(B.2)

Vc) +Xc(Vb - Va)'

and (B.22)

into

(C.15)

and using

one finds
C.4

O

F3(x,t ) = K7 @(t) ®(

h1(x,t ) + h2(x,t ) ),

(C.16)

where

x2 A3 RI R2
K7':

h1(x,t)

= (

XaRa(Rb . Rc) + XbRb(Rc . Ra) + XcRc(Ra . Rb) ,

"
0,

Ab c
'

Ac

X/Vc

Ab,ct]

(C.17)

x/V c < t < x/V b
'
otherwise,

'

and
e[(Aa,b

- Xa)(X/Va)

h2(x,t ) = ( - e[(Aa, c " ka)(x/Va)
0,

Finally,

using Equations

(5.9)

- aa,bt]
" Aa, ct]

and (B.24)

x/V b < t < x/V a
otherwise.

in (C.17) and defining

low = max ( x/V c, t - tf

)

(C.18a)

high = min { x/V a, t - t O }

(C.18b)

and
one fi hds

F3(x,t ) = 0,
For t O + x/V c < t < tf
Case iii.a.

F3(x,t ) = SO K7 {

If

t > tf

+ x/V a

+ s/V a there

or

t _ t O + x/V c.

(C.19a)

are three cases.

high < x/V b, then

e(Ab, c - Xc)(x/Vc)[eAb,clow
- e(Aa, c " Xc)(x/Vc)[eAa,

C.5

- eAb,chigh]/Ab,c

cl°w - eAa,chigh]/Aa,c}.

(C.19b)

Case ii,i,,b,

If low _ x/V b, then

F3(x,t ) = S0 K7 (

e(Aa, b - Xa)(x/Va)[eAa,bloW
- e(Aa,c

Case iii,c.

If

. eAa,bhigh]/Aa,

" Xa)(x/Va)[eAa,cl°W

eAa,chigh]/Aa,

b
c ).

(C.19c)

low < x/V b and high > x/V b, then

,3<x,t>
=So
<7_
e<_b,c_c><xjvc>Ee_b,clow.
e_b,c_<_b_jj_b,c
'- e(Aa, c " Xc)(X/Vc)[eAa,cl°W

- e a,ct

/ b)]/A

+ e(Aa,b " Xa)(X/Va)[eAa,b(X/Vb)

. eAa,bhigh]/Aa'ck

- e(Aa,c

-eAa,chigh]/Aa'c_),

" Xa)(X/Va)[eAa,c

where low and high are defined

by (C.18),

(c.i7).

C.6

(x/Vb)

(C.19d)

Va < Vb < Vc, and K7 is defined

by
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DOSE MODF_LCOEFFICIENTS
I

TABLE D,I.. Food Transfer Coefficients
D. Vel.

_Lm/s)
C
NI
SE
TC
I
PB
BI
PO
RA
AC
TH
PA
U
NP

0.0
1.0E-3
1.0E-3
1.0E-3
1.0E-2
1.0E-3
1.0E-3
1.0E-3
1.0E-3
1.0E-3
1.0E-3
1.0E-3
1.0E-3
1.0E-3

Plant
Egg
Milk
Beef
Pork Poultry Percolation
-(davlkq)_
(davit._).
(dav/kq) (davlkq)_j_av/kg)
0.0
1.9E-2
1.3E+0
1.0
2.0E-2
6.8E-2
1.5E-I
9.0E-3
1.4E-3
2.5E-3
4.2E-3
2.5E-3
2.5E-3
2.5E-3

0.0
1.0E-I
2.1E+0
9.9E-4
1.6E+0
9.9E-4
9.9E-4
9.9E-4
2.0E-5
2.0E-3
2.0E-3
2.0E-3
3.4E-I
2.0E-3

0.0
3.4E-3
2.3E-2
1.2E-2
1.0E-2
1.0E-5
2.5E-4
1.2E-4
2.0E-4
2.5E-6
2.5E-6
2.5E-6
6.0E-4
2.5E-6

0.0
1.0E-3
1.0E+O
9.9E-4
20E-2
9 9E-4
9 9E-4
9 9E-4
9 9E-4
50E-3
50E-3
50E-3
50E-3
5.0E-3

D.I

0.0
5.0E-3
4.5E-I
9.9E-4
9.0E-2
9.9E-4
9.9E-4
9.9E-4
9.9E-4
1.0E-2
i.0E-2
1.0E-2
6.0E-4
1.0E-2

0.0
1.0E-3
3.7E-I
9.9E-4
4.0E-3
9.9E-4
9.9E-4
9.9E-4
9.9E-4
4.0E-3
4.0E-3
4.0E-3
1.2E-3
4.0E-3

8.0E-01
2.3E-03
8.0E-01
8.0E-01
7.0E-02
1.1E-04
0.0
0.0
2.3E-03
0.0
2.3E-04
4.6E-04
9.0E-03
2.2E-02

'

TABLED,2,

External

Air
Submersion
C-14
Ni-59
Se-79
Tc-99
1-129
Th-230
Ra-226
Rn-222
Pb-210
Bi-210
Po-210
Th-232
Ra-228
Ac-228
Th-228
Ra-224
Pb-212
Bi-212
U-234
U-236
U-235
Th-231
Pa-231
Ac-227
Fr-223
Ra-223
U-237
Np-237
U-233
Th-229
Ra-225
Ac-225
U-238
Th-234
Pa-234

,(n :.m31
1,41E-11
7,37E-I0
1,05E-11
6,61E-11
1,55E-08
5.11E-I0
6,55E-09
3,28E-06
2,16E-09
2,.13E-09
1,55E-11
3,49E-I0
5.40E-14
1.70E-06
2 51E-09
I 72E-08
2 26E-07
2 79E-06
3 56E-I0
2 75E-I0
1 67E-07
I 43E-08
5 54E-08
2 05E-I0
6 96E-08
4 88E-07
2 08E-07
2 45E-08
4 17E-I0
I 01E-07
1 30E-08
4 49E-07
2 43E-I0
3 87E-08
3 44E-06

Dose Factors in Person Sv/yr

Water
Surface
(n :.L )_
4,34E-12
1.23E-I0
3,11E-12
2,87E-11
3,25E-09
2,41E-I0
5,13E-09
3,74E-06
6.22E-I0
1.64E-09
1,71E-11
1,32E-I0
8,79E-15
2,01E-06
1,93E-09
1.62E-08
2.07E-07
3 23E-06
I 21E-I0
6 91E-11
1 34E-07
8 34E-09
5 47E-08
1 46E-I0
5.68E-08
4.89E-07
1 73E-07
1 66E-08
2 75E-I0
7 74E-08
4 19E-09
4 75E-07
6 08E-11
3 97E-08
3 93E-06

Soil
Surface

Buried
0r15 m

per Bq/n

Buried
0,5 m

Buried
1,0 m

(n =lm21
(n,,==
lm31 (n.:
m3L ,,(n = m31
1,04E-12 8,89E-19 3,86E-24 3,56E-31
2,01E-I00,OOE+O00.OOE+O00,OOE+O0
8,02E-13 5,17E-19 2.03E-24 1.33E-31
3,90E-12 4.52E-17 2.44E-21 3,90E-26
1,05E-09 5.72E-19 2,27E-24 1.51E-31
5,96E-II
4.90E-16
1.76E,-20 1,12E-26
1,79E-I0
2.50E-14 6,04E-18 1,65E-21
5.94E-08 2,83E-I0
8.70E-12 1.11E'-13
2,06E-I0
1.31E-20 1.12E-35 O,OOE+O0
6.70E-11 3.15E-14
1.21E-16 9.31E-20
2.95E-13 9.75E-16 1,05E-17 1.89E-20
5,45E-11 2.92E-16 1.07E-20 6.84E-27
1,17E-14 9.00E-31 O.OOE+O00,OOE+O0
3,22E-08 1.40E-I0
2,84E-12 1,58E-14
1.18E-I0
1.77E-14 9,30E-18 2.96E-22
3.99E-I0 3.05E-13 4.70E-16 2.48E-19
5.49E-09 3.68E-12 4.38E-15 8.97E-19
4.44E-08 3.39E-I0 2.05E-11 5.35E-13
6,57E-11 2.78E-16 1.02E-20 6.52E-27
6.07E-11 3.56E-18 2.64E-26 1.24E-37
4.53E-09 8.96E-13 2.43E,-167,19E-21
9 09E-I0 1.82E-14 3.88E-19 2,61E-25
I 53E-09 1.68E-12 4.93E-15 1.54E-18
1 18E-11 6.81E-16 2.51E-20 1,60E-26
2 01E-09 1.40E-12 7.83E-15 9.46E-18
I 09E-08 1.66E-11 8.84E-14 9.54E-17
5 75E-09 2.09E-12 1.94E-15 3,57E-19
1.13E-09 5.14E-14 7.12E-18 1,99E-22
3.19E-11 1.26E-15 4.65E-20 2.96E-26
3.23E-09 4.33E-13 1.38E-16 4.22E-21
5.81E-I0
8,50E-17
1.11E-20 3.08E-25
9.12E-09 2.27E-11 2.76E-13 1.48E-15
5.37E-11 3.11E-18 2.31E-26 1.04E-37
9.53E-I0
2.05E-12 3.45E-14 1.39E-16
6.70E-08 2.46E-I0
4.38E-12 2.53E-14

D.2

0

l,

D.3

D.4

v

D.5

D.6
]

D.7
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E.1

CALCULATION

OF CARBON-14

TRAVEL TIME AT YUCCA MOUNTAIN
1.

INTROCUTION

In determining whether a high-level
would satisfy regulatory requirements

waste repository at Yucca Mountain, Nevada,

concerning the release of radioactivity

to the

accessible environment, one issue that must be addressed is the transport of gaseous 14CO2
from the repository to the surface.

In this memorandum the 14CO2 travel time for three

rdifferent times after waste emplacement
conceptual

is calculated.

The calculation depends upon a

model that has two principal features:

•

Gas-phase 14CO2 moves upward through air-filled pores of the unsaturated
by advection in a thermally driven air convection cell.

•

An isotopic equilibrium exists between carbon dioxide in the gas phase, which
is mobile, and dissolved bicarbonate, which is immobile,

To describe this system, two quantitative

tufts

inputs are needed:

•

A description of the chemical environment;

•

Gas-flow

and

velocities within Yucca Mountain.

Section 2 of this report gives a general equation for the transport of any gas in a
porous medium partially saturated with water.

Section 3 is a discussion of those

mechanisms and terms which are neglected in the present calculation of travel time.
Section 4, the finite-difference

model used to calculate gas fluxes is described,

conceptual model of the geochemical

system and the calculation

In

A

of a retardation factor that

expresses the relationship between mobile gaseous 14CO2 and immobile dissolved
bicarbonate are the subject of Section 5, Travel times are calculated
Section 7 summarizes the conclusions

of the report.

E.2

in Section 6, and

2.

THEORY OF 14C MIGRATION

Thorstenson et al, (1983) point out that each isotopic species of COz within
unsaturated-zone

gas diffuses according to its own concentration gradient,

transfer also will depend on the local concentration
presence of other isotopes.

Advective

of any given species, independent of the

Mass transfer among phases can, however, depend on the

concentrations of other isotopic species,
2,1

G0veming Equation
With these considerations in mind, one can write a governing equation for the

concentration

of any gas in the unsaturated zone.

This is obtained by adding advection

terms to Eq, (12) of Thorstenson et al. The equation is, in one dimension:

-qg

OCA
_CA
_'X-- " qL _

_2CA
+ I;ODDA _

_CA
OCA*
C)CA
= OD _
+ (OT'OD) _
+ _
+ 12A

(2-1)

where
qg

=

Darcy velocity of mass flow of the pore gas (cm/sec);

qL

=

Darcy velocity of liquid water flow (crn/sec);

CA

=

concentration

CA

=

concentration of gas A and its reaction products in the soil water
(mole/cm3 of water; note that Thorstenson et al. define this variable as a
concentration

CA

=

of gas A (mole/cm3);

per unit mass);

concentration of substance A and its reaction products in the solid phase
(mole/[cm3 of medium], where [cm3 of medium] refers to the space
occupied by solids + liquids + gases)

x

=

dimension increasing with depth; 0 at land surface (cm);

E.3

and

I:

=

a tortuosity factor accounting for the added resistance to diffusion imposed
by the structure of the porous medium (dimensionless);

0D

=

drained or gas-filled porosity (dimensionless);

DA

=

molecular diffusion constant for diffusion of gas A into the pore gas
(cm2/sec);

t

--,

time (see);

0r

=

total porosity (dimensionless);

o_A

=

a production term for substance A [mole/(cm3 of medium)/sec].

In addition to the measurable parameters x, 0D, Dh, and 0T, Equation (2-1) contains
five quantities that must be calculated from other models: qL' qg' _CA*/Dt' D6"A/Dt'and o_A.
The production term o_A will, for carbon-14 originating from a repository, be obtained from
waste-package models that will not be discussed here. The interphase transfer terms
DCA /Dt and DCA/Dtdepend on CA, and if species A is total carbon dioxide the relationship
is nonlinear. The chemical models describing this relationship must therefore be
incorporated into the transport model; these topics are discussed in Section 5.

Equation (2-1) requires two boundary conditions, one at the water table and the other
at or near the surface.
The quantity which must be calculated to determine regulatory compliance is not the
concentration Ca, but the flux to the accessible environment. The mass flux of species A,
which will de denoted qA' can be computed from solutions to Eq. (2-1) as
,
DC,
qA = qg CA + qLCA -X0D _

(2-2)

Note that in the sign convention used here, the fluxes q are positive downward.
Because of the rapid gas-phase diffusional exchange of carbon dioxide between
fractures and matrix, the fractured tuff can be treated with regard to migration of carbonate
E.4

species as a porous medium in which fractures and matrix form a single continuum, The
pore velocity of the water can therefore be calculated simply by dividing the flux by the
total moisture content of the tuff.
Once chemical equilibrium is attained between gas and liquid, the net transport flux is
the resultant of a vector addition of the gas-phase and liquid-phase fluxes, As is shown in
Section 3.1, the liquid-phase flux contributes negligibly to the total, Dissolved bicarbonate
can thus be treated as immobile and the qLterm from Equation (2-1) can be dropped, The
presence of the dissolved phase will then have the' effect of reducing the speed of
carbon-14 transport by a "retardation factor" equal to the ratio of the concentration of total
carbon per volume of porous medium in both liquid and gas phases to that in the gas phase
alone.
Liquid-phase diffusion makes a negligible contribution to the movement of carbon
species be¢:auseliquid-phase diffusion constants are several orders of magnitude smaller
than gas-phase constants. For this reason, no liquid-phase diffusion term has been included
in Equation (2-1),
Application of Equation (2-1) to Yucca Mountain requires that one approximate the
fractured tuff as a homogeneous porous medium. Whether this approximation is appropriate
can be determined from tl'.e values of certain dimensionless groups involving the diffusion
constant, which appear in solutions of the radionuclide transport equation (Neretnieks, 1981;
Rasmuson and Neretnieks, 1981). With gas-phase diffusion, which is much faster than
liquid-phase diffusion, playing a significant role, the Yucca Mountain system can be treated
as a homogeneous porous medium for any reasonable combination of the parameters
appearing in these groups.

2.2 _
The gas advection velocity qg at any point depends on the distribution of gl_.sdensities
throughout the mountain; the gas density depends on temperature and on the partial
pressures of water vapor (which in turn, depends on temperature because the relative
humidity of pore gas is always close to 100%) and carbon dioxide. Both of these gases are
more concentrated in unsaturated-zone gases than in the atmosphere; water vapor is lighter
than air and carbon dioxide is heavier.
,,

E.5

It is possible at Yucca Mountain to decouple air-flow and carbon-dioxide-transport
models and solve the air-flow problems without reference to CO2. The advection velocity
qg is essentially independent of carbon dioxide concentration because humidity and
temperature effects are much greater than the density changes associated with variations in
CO2 partial pressures, Temperature differences between the mountain interior and the
outside arise from the damping out of daily and annual temperature variations in the
subsurface, the geothermal gradient, and the heat source in the repository. The first two of
these factors, combined with the topographic relief of the mounuttn, induce a non-negligible
air flow under existing conditions (Weeks, 1987; Kipp, 1987). Another, steadier, component
of air flow will be induced by repository heating and continue until the rock temperature
throughout the mountain has returned to its initial temperature. The relative magnitude of
these flows is calculated using a gas-flow model that is described in Section 4.
Steady air flows, such as those that result from repository heating or mean humidity
differenoes between pore gas and atmosphere, are incorporated into Equation (2-1) through
the qP, term. As shown in Section 3.4, oscillating flows due to daily and annual temperature
variation may be neglected.
i

3.

TRANSPORT MECHANISMS NOT INCLUDED IN THE CALCULATION

A number of mechanisms by which carbon-14 might move are not included in the
calculation here. In this section the reasons for omitting these mechanisms are described.
3,1

Liquid--phase Advection
Because there is isotopic equilibrium between carbon-14 and other carbon isotopes,

the ratio between advective carbon-14 fluxes in the liquid and gas phases will be the same
as the ratio of total carbon fluxes. Liquid-phase advection of carbon-14 will therefore be
negligible if the liquid-phase flux of total carbon is sufficiently smaller than the gas-phase
flux.
The downward flux of liquid water is established as being less than 0.3 mrn/yr, or
10-9 cm/sec. The liquid phase concentration of carbonate species at 27°C is about 1.3
mmol/L, and less at higher temperatures, This gives a downward flux of dissolved
carbonate of less than 1.3 x 10-15mol see-1 cm-2.
F.6

The upward gas flux is calculated below to be on the order of 10-8 to 10-7 cm/sec
under ambient conditions, and approximately 10-7 to 104 crn/sec when repository heating is
significant. The gas-phase concentration of carbon dioxide is about 0,04 mmol/L at 27°0,
and more at higher temperatures, This gives an upward flux of carbon dioxide of
approximately 4 x 10--16 to 4 x 10-14 mol see-1 cm--'z,
Under ambient conditions, therefore, the liquid flux of carbon is comparable to or
smaller than the gas flux. During the period of repository heating, the liquid flux is at least
an order of magnitude smaller.
Liquid-phase advection is therefore no larger than gas-phase advection during the
period when gas-phase transport is slowest. During the time of more rapid gas-phase
transport, which is the period of greatest concern, it is considerably smaller. Consequently,
neglecting liquid-phase advection is an acceptable approximation,
3.2

Diffusion

It is well known that the time constant T for a substance to move a distance L by
molecular diffusion in a porous medium is given by
p

r = BLa/4W

(3-1)

where B is the retardation factor defined below, x is the tortuosity, and D is the diffusion
constant. The molecular diffusion constant of carbon dioxide, corrected to ambient
temperature and pressure, is about 0.17 cmV/secor 500 ma/yr. A typical value of tortuosity
is 0.1.
Using a typical travel distance of 350 m and a retardation factor of 70 gives a travel
time of 43,000 yr under ambient conditions. This is several times greater than the
ambient--conditions travel time and much greater than travel times affected by repository
heat.

3.3

_

Driven h._ Binary Diffusion

In the presence of a temperature gradient in the subsurface, there is a partial pressure
gradient of water vapor becaUse relative humidity in the deep subsurface is always close to
100%, Because the total pressure is approximately uniform (Ross, 1984), there will be a
partial pressure gradient of the other components of air (referred to here as "dry air") in the
opposite direction.
li

Evaporation and condensation will provide a source or sink of wateir vapor to
maintain a steady-state diffusive flow, However, the countervailing diffusion of air requires
a return flow to maintain a constant partial pressure. Consequently, a mass flow of air from
higher to lower temperatures will be driven by this diffusion mechanism. This flow can be
neglected because it is smaller than the temperature--driven flow,
To show this, one observes that the diffusion--driven mass flow of dry air, which is
approximately equal to the total diffusion-driven flow, is equal in magnitude to the
diffusion flux. The volumetric gas flux due to diffusion, qd, is
qd = XDnDT_r _

(3-2)

where nD is the drained porosity, T is the temperature gradient, and _ _

is the

temperature derivative of the partial pressure of saturated water vapor as a fraction of
ambient pressure.
Under ambient conditions, the temperature gradient is 2 x 10-4 K/cm. The derivative
p
is equal to about 2.2 x 10-3 K-1 at 30°C. Using values of other constants given in
the previous section and a drained porosity of 0.05, a gas flux of about 4 x 10-10
crn/sec is obtained. This is negligible compared to the temperature--driven flow. Redoing
the calculation at any of the higher temperatures considered in this analysis would not
change this conclusion.
3.4

Mixing .[L2Seasonally Alternating Flow

The density contrast between the subsurface gas, which is at a constant temperature,
and the atmosphere, which is warm in summer and cool in winter, causes seasonal buoyant
[.8

gas flows beneath Yucca Mountain, Under ambient conditions, gas within the mountain
moves upward in winter and, to a lesser extent, downward in summer, This back-and-forth
gas movement will presumably cause some mixing and spreading of gas constituents, lt is
necessary to evaluate whether this will be a significant transport mechanism for carbon-14,
The magnitude of these seasonal flows has been calculated
using the same model as in these calculations but a different geometry, The upward
component of the winter gas flux in the Topopah Spring Welded Unit is approximately 2 x
10-6 cm/sec or less, With a drained porosity of 0,05 and a retardation factor of 70, this
flux will move a molecule of carbon-14 a distance of 3 cm in 3 months, Molecular
diffusion in the same time period will, according to Eq, (3-1), move the molecule a typical
distance of 85 cm. Therefore seasonal oscillatory movement is much smaller than
molecular diffusion. Straightforward calculations yield the same conclusion for the
overlying units.
s

4.

MODELING OF GAS FLOW

A finite difference computer model was used to predict the gas flow in Yucca
Mountain, a condensed description of which is contained below,

4.1

Modeling

i

4.1.1

Physical Basis

The density of a gas is dependent upon temperature, composition, and pressure.
Temperatures inside Yucca Mountain vary much less than in the surrounding atmosphere
and the density of pore gas in the mountain reflects this. The composition of the gas in the
mountain differs markedly from the atmosphere, Inside the mountain, the gas is generally
saturated with water vapor, while the surrounding atmosphere is usually extremely dry. The
gas inside the mountain also appears to contain more carbon dioxide than the atmosphere
(Yang et al., 1985), Because water vapor is lighter than air, soil gas will be less dense than
air at equal temperature. (The density effects of carbon dioxide are small compared to
those of water vapor.)
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4.1,2

Assumptions

The following ph3;sical assumptions about the Yucca Mountain system under
present-day conditions are well justified and simplify the problem:
1)

Water vapor constitutes only a small component of the soil gas, that is, its
partial pressure is much less than one bar.

2)

Relative humidity in the unsaturated zone is approximately equal to 100%,

3)

The soil gas behaves as an ideal gas.

4)

Because the compressibility of the gas is much greater than that of the rock, the
rock matrix can be treated as rigid.

5)

Ali gas-filled voids in the matrix may be treated as a single porosity because
the propagation of a pressure pulse from fractures into the matrix is rapid
compared to a seasonal time scale,

6)

Diurnal temperature changes do not penetrate a significant distance into the
mountain (Montazer et al., 1985), nor does the resulting change of gas pressure,

7)

Changes in the partial pressure of water vapor are accommodated by changes in
gas composition, with total pressure remaining nearly constant (Ross, 1.984),
This implies, for examples, that a rise in temperature evaporates additional
water (relative humidity remains at 100%), increasing both the mass of water in
the vapor state and the vapor pressure, but the partial pressure of air decreases
almost equally (air flows out of the elemental volume) and total pressure
remains nearly constant.

Three additional assumptions are made, although they are somewhat conjectural in
nature,
8)

Gas pressures in the mountain are at equilibrium with seasonal temperature
trends (i.e., temperature variations on time scales of days or weeks have
negligible effect, but changes in pressure track seasonal temperature trends with
no significant time delay).

9)

The unsaturated zone stays at constant saturation. This implies that there is a
source of water that replenishes water lost to evaporation and mixing with drier
air from the surrounding atmosphere. The water source is probably some
combination of precipitation and upward flow from the water table,

10)

Molecular diffusion resulting from gradients of water vapor partial pressure has
a negligible effect on gas flow.

E,IO

These assuL-.ptions make possible some important simplifications in the governing
equations.

Assumptions (6), (8), and (9) allow the gas flow during any season to be

calculat_,l as a steady-state

flow, with the air pressure at the surface an average over

diurnal and weather-related

fluctuations.

The flow equations need be solved only in the

subsurface; atmospheric pressure as a function of elevation can be calculated explicitly from
the temperature and humidity and applied as a boundary condition.
Assumptions

(2), (3), and (7) allow one to calculate the properties of the soil gas

(density in particular) as a function of pressure and temperature.

The equation used here to

calculate gas flow is therefore derived on the assumption that temperature is known as a
function of position.
4.1.3

Numerical Approach
Like water, air may flow in response to gradients of a number of fields, including

temperature, densivy, pressure, gravitational potential, and chemical composition.

However,

gas is much more compressible than water, and density changes that result from variations
in temperature and pressure, are much more pronounced.

This constrains the application of

simplifying assumptions (such as isothermal conditions) that "de--couple" the equations.
Analysis of gas flow in the subsurface therefore begins from a system of equations
that describe the coupled effects of temperature, pressure, and density.

The system of

,

governing equations is expanded around reference values of temperature, pressure, and
density.
canceled.

In doing so, the leading gravity and pressure--gradient terms are explicitly
This process yields a single elliptic partial differential equation for a variable

which resembles the "flesh-water
(Lusczynski,

head" sometimes used by field hydrogeologists

1961). The equation is not Laplace's or Poisson's equation; it involves

fin'st--derivative terms.

Here, it is solved by the finite--difference method.

In this approach, the treatment of boundaries requires special attention.

The presence

of f'n'st--derivative and constant terms in the governing equation rules out some frequently
used techniques such as reflection at no-flow boundaries.

Because permeability

gradients

are explicitly factored out as separate terms in order to facilitate elimination of small terms,
permeability

variations cannot be incorporated directly into the f'mite-difference
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expression

for the divergence (as described by Freeze and Cherry, I979, Appendix IX). Instead,
special finite-difference

formulations are developed for boundaries.

somewhat by the use of node-centered

rather than block-centered

These are simplified
finite differences.

approach does have the advantage of making explicit the approximations
the boundaries.

4.1.4

This

in the treatment of

Fundamental Equations
The assumptions described

in the previous section allow the specification of a system

of five equations in five unknowns, from which a single governing (point) equation will be
obtained.

Tire five unknowns are gas pressure, gas density, and three components of Darcy

velocity or volumetric flux.

The five equations are a volume balance equation, _hree

components of Darcy's law which relates flux to applied forces, and a constitutive relation
which specifies density as a function of pressure and temperature.

A volume balance

equation, rather than the more usual mass balance, is used because Darcy's law gives a
volumetric flux rather than a mass flux.

The volume balance equation is

7.

q=q.

[[T+P"£a
1 _"_1 7r-p'aa1 7P]

(4-1)

The constitutive relation is

9= Pv_v

+ RT
(P-Pr)

E_a

(4-2)

Darcy's Law is
k (TP - g9_)

(4-3)

From these basic equations, the following governing equation can be derived

O
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where

O

p,= [pvf_vL+(Po + _.p/,o
z+ P'- Pr)_ Po]=P-Po

(4-5)

P' = P - Po - pogz

(4-6)

q

is the specific flux

P

is pressure

k

is intrinsic permeability

_ is dynamic viscosity
To is a reference temperature
Pa is the partial pressure of dry air
Pv is vapor pressure of water
T

is temperature

g

is the gravitational constant

p

is the gas density

Po is a reference gas density
_a

is the molecular weight of dry air

f2v is the molecular weight of water vapor
R
z

is 'the universal gas constant
is the elevation below a datum
is a downward-pointing

unit vector

An equation that gives the flux is

:

q--_

-0
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4.1.5

Boundary Conditions
The gas flow system has two types of boundary conditions.

condition along the atmospheric boundary of the mountain.
condition corresponding

The ftrst is a Dirichlet

The second is a Neumann

to no flow across the base of the Topopah Spring Member.

No-flow boundaries are also used for convenience
boundaries of the model.

in the subsurface portions of the lateral

The atmospheric boundary condition is

P' = Po exp

f_a + rl/r-£6(_v - _a)

- Po - pogz

(4-8)

where _ is the relative humidity.
From the flux equation, the condition for no flow across an arbitrary plane is

q

k lOP'
fi = - _ [_-h-

^
]
gp'z • fij = 0

(4-9)

where fi is a unit vector normalto the boundary.
4.1.6

Construction

of the Finite Difference Grid

Figure 4-1 (adapted from Sinnock, 1988) is a cross-section
The location of the cross-section
layers dipping approximately

is shown on Figure 4-2.

of the simulation region,

The mountain has a number of

six degrees to the east, with varying intrinsic permeabilities.

The simulation region is surrounded by two boundary conditions:
•

The mountain's atmospheric contact along its surface.

•

No-flow conditions along the base, which lies a small distance above the less
permeable non-welded and bedded tuff, and portions of the sides.

The no-flow condition at the base of the simulated region may have a physical basis
because the permeability contrast would tend to keep inflow from Solitario Canyon largely
horizontal. The vertical no-flow boundaries have been chosen for convenience.
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Figure

4-1.

Cross-section

i

used in simulation.
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Figure 4-2.

Location of cross-section

used in simulation.

Cross section extends along line

SS', and to the west of S.
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A grid of approximately

2000 nodes, defining square blocks 20 meters on a side, was

constructed for the finite difference simulation,
.bedding to simplify the implementation
conditions,
4,2

The grid was oriented parallel to the

of internal layering and external boundary

Temperatures

Most published calculations of far-field temperatures for a Yucca Mountain repository
consider only thermal conduction as a heat transfer mechanism, neglecting the transport of
latent heat by the water vapor in flowing subsurface gas, It would be inconsistent to use
temperatures calculated in this way in a calculation of gas flow.
temperatures

Consequently,

were estimated for these calculations by extrapolating calculations

by Tsang

and Pruess (i987) that do take latent heat into account,
Temperature

values during the thermal period were obtained as follows.

From Tsang

and Pruess, the repository temperature at 1000 yr after closure was taken to be 53°K above
pre-emplacement

temperatures at the same elevations.

The temperature increase aT (°K) at

nodes located above or below the repository' at 1000 years was given by
"AT (1000) = 53 L

where L is the distance from the node to the repository and S is the distance from the
repository to the surface, both measured along a line perpendicular

to the repository plane

passing through the node.
At later times, the temperature increase was reduced in proportion to the decay of the
heat source.

This is equivalent to assuming that the time for the system to reach steady

state is small compared to the times over which the heat source changes, and that heat
transfer coefficients are temperature-independent.
P(t)
AT (t) = AT (1000) F(T00_
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Thus at any grid block

where time t is measured in years and the heat source P(t) is given by
e(t) = _Ane "13nt
n

A1 = 11,226

Bx -- 2.8283 x 10.-5

A2 = 15,852

B2 = 1,2949 x 10-4

A3 = 155.78

B3 = 1,7590 x 10-3

Three additional terms given by Mansure are omitted here because they are negligible at
times of 1000 yr or greater.
Ambient temperatures

Mansure describes this formula as accurate to 50,000 yr.
T are calculated from

T = Ta + 0,02 Sp
where

Ta

is the air temperature measured on the mountain peak

Sp

is the difference in elevation between the node and the mountain
peak

0..02

is the geothermal gradient measured in boreholes at Yucca Mountain
(Montazer et al., 1985) in °K/m.

To the extent that heat transfer at 1000 yr has not reached steady state, and that heat
transfer becomes less efficient at declining temperatures,
temperatures.

On the other hand, temperatures

1000-yr temperatures

this approach will underestimate

will be overestimated

to the extent that the

calculated by Tsang and Pruess (1987) are affected by their use of a

gas permeability several orders of magnitude smaller than assumed here and the omission
from their model of the enhancement of water-vapor

diffusion by the "liquid island"' effect

(see Jury and Letey, 1979). The relative importance of these errors is unknown.

4.3

n_np_m
a 2a!a
With the exception of internal temperature,

values, listed in Table 4-1, for constants.

each simulation used the same input

Reference values have been computed at z = 0,
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located inside the mountain at approximately

375 meters below Yucca Mountain crest at an

altitude of 1,075 meters. _ The external air temperature of 294°K was chosen to be an
approximate yearly average,
4.4
Four simulations were run: pre-repository

ambient conditions, 2,000, 10,000, and

50,000 years, generating vertical and horizontal fluxes of gas within the mountain.
expected, the 2,000 year (repository temperature approximately

As

330 °K) simulation yielded

the largest vertical fluxes, while the ambient conditions simulation yielded the smallest; the
difference exceeded an order of magnitude.

Flow vectors for the four simulations are

shown in Figures 4-3 through 4---6.
5.

CHEMICAL MODELING

To estima;e the time that it will take carbon-14

to migrate from the repository to the

surface, the effects of chemical interactions between the gas and the media through which
i

the gas flows must be considered.

At Yucca Mountain the the reactions between the gas,

liquid, and solid phases will be complex, depending upon chemical parameters such as the
partial pressures of gases, temperature, ion concentrations,

solution pH, ionic strength,

mineral phases present, and the concentrations of carbon isotopes.

The overall effect of

chemical interactions in the unsaturated zone system will be to retard the migration of
carbon-14.

5.i Conceptual Model
The geochemical conceptual model presented below is based upon observed
characteristics

of the geology and aqueous chemistry at and near Yucca Mountain.

Data

limitations placed significant constraints upon the model that are reflected in its underlying
assumptions.

Although a comprehensive

geochemical model should account for all chemical

reactions, such a model is not possible at present because it would require a larger data
base than is presently available.
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TABLE 4-1
Values of Input Constants
Parameter

Symbol

Value

external temperature

Tc

294 °K

reference density of air

Po

0.1007 g cm--3

reference temperature

To

300 °K

reference pressure

Po

880,521 dyn eta-2

reference viscosity

Iso

1.86 x 10-4 g cm-1 s-1

T--dependent viscosity change

_r_

3.5 x 10-7 g

atmospheric relative humidity at z = 0

rl

20%

gravitational constant

g

980 cm s-1

universal gas constant

R

8.31 x 10-7 g cm2 s-2 rnol-1 °K

gmw of air

f_a

28.96 g mol-1

gmw water

_v

18.02 g mol-1

node spacing

D

2,000 cm

angle of dip

0

6 deg or 0.10472 radians

geothernal gradient

cm-1

s-1

2 °K per 100 meters

intrinsic permeability of the Tiva
Canyon and Topopah Spring Members

ka, kc

1.2 x 10-7 cm2

intrinsic permeability of the
non-welded and bedded tuff

kb

1.2 x 10-8 cm2
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OK-1

Figure 4-3.

Gas flow at 2000 yr.
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Figur_ 4-4,

Gas flow at 10 000 yr.
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E._3

Figure 4--6. Gas flow at annual-average

pre--emplacement temperatures,
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Perhaps the most fundamental property of the geochemical system that must be
defined is the identity of the mineral phases that govern water chemistry. If secondary
calcite is found in the unsaturated zone in significant quantities and an exogenous source of
calcium can be identified, it is reasonable to conclude that the carbonate system buffers the
water chemistry.

If calcium is present in only minor amounts, the weathering of tuffacous

silicate minerals

may be the source, and more complex reactions are needed to predict

chemical reactions.

Precipitation

of solid phases may alter total dissolved carbon

concentrations and thereby influence carbon-14
is discussed in some detail in Section 5.4.1.

concentrations

The conceptual model of the geochemical
features:

system adopted here has three principal

,

in all phases; this mechanism

•

Sufficient calcium carbonate is present in the unsaturated
aqueous chemistry and buffer the pH of the water.

•

A relatively minor amount of calcium is derived from silicate weathering
reactions. As a first approximation, it can be assumed that calcium
concentrations are the result of equilib:ation with calcium carbonate.

•

Fractionation plays a negligible rule in removing carbon-14 from the gas phase,
and concentrations of carbon-14 are proportional, to those of carbon-12.

The hydrogeologic

environment at Yucca Mountain is believed to have been relatively

constant since shortly after emplacement

of the tuff.

Thus, any model of the present

geochemical system should be consistent with observedmineral
mineralization.
5.1.1

zone to dominate the

alterations and secondary

Calcium

Three possible sources of the calcium ions present in unsaturated-zone
:

water at Yucca

Mountain have been suggested:
•

Leaching of carbonate-rich eolian deposits emplaced during the Pleistocene
(Matuska and Hess, 1987J

•

Irreversible weathering of volcanic glass in the tuff (White and Chuma, 1987;
White et al., 1980; Kerrisk, 1987)
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In this report it is assumed that that the leaching of carbonate--rich eolian deposits
i

generated sufficient secondary calcite to control the carbonate cli,emistry of the soil water. A
more complex model would include tuff weathering reactions that are consistent with the
zone of increasing zeolitization
5.1.2

observed near the water table.

Carbonate

In unpolluted terrain, the chemistry of the ground water is largely controlled by the
geology.

Concentrations

of dissolved carbonate species are thus mostly a reflection of the

composition of carbunate minerals, which regulate and limit the solubility of calcium in
many natura! waters (Hem, 1986).
In neutral or moderately basic waters the predominant form of dissolved carbonate is
the bicarbonate ion (HCO3).

Bicarbonate is in equilibrium with dissolved carbonic acid

(H2CO3) and carbonate ion (CO32-). Ali these aqueous species are, in turn, in equilibrium
with gaseous carbon dioxide and solid calcite (CaCO3), when the latter are present.
Tile concentration
dioxide concentration

of dissolved bicarbonate can be obtained from the gaseous carbon

by considerations of chemical equilibrium.

Gas-liquid

reactions in a

porous medium proceed quickly and it is safe to assume that equilibrium will be reached
much faster than the time scales of concern here.

Calcite is almost surely the only carbonate mineral of significance in this system.
the CaCO3 polymorphs,

calcite is the thermodynamically

and pressure conditions of this environment.

Of

stable phase in the temperature

Ali the other metal carbonates are much rarer

minerals (except possibly for siderite which will not form in. an oxidizing environment).
Dolomite is not expected to form in this geologic setting.

It is assumed here that the

chemical system is at equilibrium with solid calcite, which is present in sufficient quantifies
to buffer the system.
Non--carbonate mineral phases may affect carbonate equilibria.

For example,

dissolution of silicate minerals will increase the pH of a system, to a small extent changing
the concentration

of total dissolved carbon.

Kerrisk (1987) reviewed the ground-water

chemistry near Yucca Mountain and found that the chemistry of the saturated zone in the

W
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tuffaceous aquifer is dominated by sodium and carbonate ions. The concentrations of major
ions, such as calcium, potassium, magnesium, sulfate, and chloride are controlled by
dissolution and precipitation, and cation exchange with zeolite minerals.

Water west 0f the

mountain Was found to contain less calcium than water to the east, in agreement with
observed trends of calcium content in the minerals composing tuff (Broxton et al., 1987).
Kerrisk reports that most waters had a pH in the range of 7 to 8, and total carbon
concentrations

in the range of 2 to 10 mmol/L.

The only published data on chemical characteristics

of unsaturated-zone

water in the

vicinity of Yucca Mountain come from a study of Rainier Mesa (White et al., 1980).
Because Rainier Mesa is at a higher elevation, it receives more rainfall than Yucca
Mountain.

The geology is, however, quite similar at both locations, so that water samples

taken from the unsaturated zone at Rainier Mesa may be similar to water at Yucca
Mountain.

Analysis of fracture and pore water from Rainier Mesa reveals that the dominant

cations are sodium and calcium, while the dominant anions are bicarbonate and chloride
(Wt!ire et al., 1980). The pH of fracture water range between 6.8 and 8.3; bicarbonate
concentrations

range from 3.62 to 0.79 mmol/L. The ranges of pH and bicarbonate in pore

water are 7.2 to 8.2 and 0.37 to 2.25 mmol/L respectively.
5.1.3

Fractionation

and 14C Migration

Differences in the isotopic ratios in the different phases can be caused by chemical
reactions between isotopically different products and reactants or isotopic exchange between
molecules containing the same element.
o

Fractionation can also result from physical

processes such as evaporation and condensation, crystallization,

adsorption, and diffusion

(Faure, 1986).

Fractionation

will affect carbon-14

concentrations

by transferring carbon-14 from the

gas phase to liquid and solid phases. The degree to which fractionation will affect 14CO2
transport rates can be estimated by analyzing enrichment factors reported in the literature
=

for the carbonate system.

Because fractionation is roughly proportional

to differences in

mass, the 14C enrichment factor can be approximated using enrichment factors for reported
13C (Fontes and Gamier, 1979).
,

V
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The formula of Fontes and Gamier predicts that the denser phases will be enriched in
the heavier isotope by approximately
carbon-14

only 2 percent, The effect of fractionation in removing

is therefore small in comparison to other processes and, given the poor precision

of the chemical data, can be safely neglected.
5.2

Modeling Approach
A chemical model that represents the present geochemical conditions in the

unsaturated zone at Yucca Mountain is developed here.
distribution of carbon-14

The model is used to predict the

between the liquid and gas phases at both ambient temperatures

and the increased temperatures following waste emplacement.
5.2.1

Definition of Retardation Factor

In the travel-time
carbon-14

analysis it is assumed that there is no isotopic exchange of

with the solid phase and that dissolved carbon and gaseous CO2 are in isotopic

equilibrium.

With these assumptions, the effect of isotopic equilibrium between phases is to

reduce the speed of carbon-14
concentration

transport by a factor B which is proportional

ratio of carbon in the liquid and gas phases to gaseous carbon:

B = 1+

_

where
_T

"-

0B

= drained porosity for each hydrologic unit

,
CT
CT

total porosity for each hydrologic unit

= concentration
=

concentration

of carbon ion in the liquid phase at equilibrium
of carbon ion in the gas phase at equilibrium

The factor B is known as the retardation factor.

:

to the
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(5-1)

p

Solution of Equation (5-1) requires that the concentration

of dissolved inorganic

carbon and the partial pressure of carbon dioxide as functions of temperature be known.
relationship between pressure and temperature in a non-reacting
,,

A

gas phase can easily be

developed; however, the temper.,._;'.,'¢_
dependence of aqueous chemical reactions is complex.
The reaction path model PHREEQE allows available chemical data to be used to model the
g_ochemical system, concentrating

on reactions of carbonate species.

This model can be

used to simulate expected equilibria with mineral phases and predict changes in speciation
with temperature,
¢

5.2.2

Data Limitations

and Model Assumptions.

At present few data are available on the chemistry of water in the highly unsaturated
rocks at the repository site.

The data that do exist were obtained from water samples

extracted at high pressures, making it impossible to quantify pressure--dependent
such as carbonate concentrations

and pH. Modeling

parameters

efforts based on these data are

subjective and are biased by the basic assumptions used.
The following assumptions are, however, well justified, and simplify the system:
1.

The soil gas behaves as an ideal gas.

2.

Soil water is in equilibrium with both the gas phase and calcite.

3.

Ion exchange can be ignored.

4.

Fractionation

effects can be neglected.

The following additional assumptions, which are more conjectural in nature, are
dictated by tile conceptual model described above.
5.

The data available are representative

6.

Soil water chemistry is buffered by the carbonate system, which therefore
controls pH.

7.

The distribution of 12C between different phases is proportional to the
distribution of 14C between the same phases.

8.

Silicate weathering and precipitation reactions do not significantly
carbonate chemistry.
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of the overall system.

affect

9.

5.2.3

Calcium concentrations and the partial pressure of carbon dioxide are the only
measured values that control carbonate concentrations at equilibrium.
Modeling Approach Using PHREEQE

p

A re_a_,r,i,!:!n
:_!lathmodel such as PHREEQE can be used to predict the evolution of a
water if initi',,d et_errdcal concentrations and reactions are defined. The PHREEQE model
allows the user several options to adjust for analyses that have a charge imbalance.

A

complex series of reactions including equilibria with mineral ph_._s, irreversible
geochemical processes, mixing of waters, and changes in the temperature of a system can
be simulated.
t

Because available chemical data often are consistent with more than one set of
reactions and mineral phases that could plausibly describe the geochemical

system, reaction

path models are frequently used to generate a series of reaction products for each of the
hypothetical

systems.

Given an incomplete soil water analysis, PHREEQE can generate

missing data if the system is constrained to be in equilibrium
(Plummer et al., 1983).
soil-water

with specific mineral phases

This capability is very useful because very few data defining the

chemistry at Yucca Mountain are available.

To obtain a range of values of total dissolved carbon that can be used to calculate the
retardation

factor B, available data and basic assumptions about the geologic and

geochemical

environment were combined in a two-step

PHREEQE.

The first step used the model to predict missing parameters at ambient

temperatures.

Concentrations

procedure.

Both steps employed

of carbonate species that would be in equilibrium with

observed mineral phases at the measured partial pressure of carbon dioxide were generated.
The second step used the output generated in the first step as input to simulate changes in
speciation after the temperature

has been raised following emplacement

/

This approach is not meant to yield a unique geochemical

of the repository.

model of the unsaturated

zone, but only to give an order of magnitude estimate of chemical concentrations
speciation that may be expected.

and

It should be emphasized that the procedure was

developed in response to the lack of available data and is intended only to provide
approximate
carbon-14

values of the equilibrium concentrations

of total dissolved carbon so that a

retardation factor' B(T) as a function of temperature

F._O

could be calculated.

Comparison of results predicted from the f'trst step with data from similar geologic areas, as
well as with data obtained in the future, is the only way to determine the accuracy of the
predictions,
Figure 5-1 is a flowchart detailing the two-step
i.

Ambient carbonate concentrations

procedure used to solve the problem.

were calculated.

Two different approaches,

based on different judgments about the accuracy of the data, were used.
Method 1- Assume that endpoints of measured calcium concentrations bracket the
range expected in soil water concentrations at Yucca Mountain. Assume a reasonable
value of pH and, for each endmember of the calcium concentration range, allow
PHREEQE to calculate carbonate values by setting this hypothetical system in
equilibrium with solid calcite and crystobalite and measured partial pressures of
carbon dioxide.
In this approach, the charge imbalance of the analysis is maintained
calculations.

throughout all

If ali of the chemical analyses are equally suspect, a reasonable assumption in

this case, this option maintains whatever error exists in the data as a result of inaccurate or
incomplete

analyses.

PHREEQE recalculates

the pH of the sample at equilibrium with

calcite and measured pCO2. In ali simulations where this was done, the sample pH turned
out to be highly buffered, with the final pH varying only few tenths of a unit regardless of
the starting pH.
Method 2- Adjust concentrations thought to be highly suspect to account for charge
inequalities. Because of difficulties in extracting a soil water sample from highly
unsaturated media, ali of the chemical anal3 _es are suspect; however, total carbon and
calcium concentrations were selected to be adjusted.
At pH 7.66 and calcium of 110 mg/L, PHREEQE increased the bicarbonate
concentration

to approximately 272 mg/L to account for the charge imbalance.

equilibrium this concentration

was reduced to approximately 80 mg/L, hypothetically

depositing large quantities of calcite and degassing the soil water.
=

,_,t

Because the range of

calcium concentrations

is wide' (30 to 110 mg/L), it was nece;_sary to adjust pH and the

calcium concentrations

using an iterative procedure until they showed little change after

equilibration

with the gas and mineral phases.
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Figure 5-1.

Flow chart of the procedure used with the PHREEQE chemical model.
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_gd2 2 - Concentrations

at increased temperatures

were calculated,

For each

hypothetical system, the generated values of total carbon were substituted back into the
original data set and retested to see if the syster_ remains at equilibrium,

Next, the

temperature of the system was increased, and corresponding changes in the concentration

of

dissolved species and saturation indices were noted for each hypothetical system, This
method allowed a relationship between temperature and carbonate speciation to be defined,
The relative concentrations

Of carbonate species in liquid and gas phases at

equilibrium were used to calculate a retardation factor for carbon-14
phase.

The concentration

transport in the gas

calculated by the above procedure reflects a variety of chemical

!nteractions, including ion exchange, mineral precipitation,

and sorption.

retardation factor itself reflects only the distribution of carbon-14

However, the

between the gaseous and

dissolved phases.

5.3 In_.ap_m
Each simulation used the same aqueous chemical concentrations
of calcium concentrations),

gas partial pressure, and temperature.

(with the exception

Values of pH are required

input to PHREEQE, but were unavailable and had to be solved for iteratively as discussed
in section 5.2. Initial guesses of pH were based on analyses of unsaturated zone water
analyzed at Rainier Mesa (nearby Yucca Mountain) that ranged from
5.3.1

7 to 8.

Soil Water
Little chemical data exists for unsaturated zone water at Yucca Mountain.

that have been published are ranges of concentrations

reported by Yang (1987).

The data
Two

different techniques were used to obtain water samples: pressure squeezing and
ultracentrifuge,

A range of calcium concentrations

from 30 to 110 mg/L was obtained.

this report it is assumed that these data are representative
zone water quality.
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of the generalized unsaturated

In

5,3.2

Gas

Yang et al, (1986)

measured the partial pressure of carbon dioxide in gas samples

collected at intervals to a depth of 1200 feet in Yucca Mountain,
0.11% was used in ali simulations.

5,3,3

A characteristic

value of

Porosity
,

J

Values of porosity of the three hydrologic units defined in the unsaturated zone at
Yucca Mountain are given in Montazer and Wilson (1985),

The data are based on

laboratory analyses of core samples,
UNIT

total porosity

Tiva Canyon
+ t
Pmr_..brush
Topopah Spring

drained porosity

0,12
0.46
0.14

0.04
0.18
0,05
t

5,4
Three sets of initial conditions were modeled using the procedure described in section
5.2,3,

Method 1 was used to generate a hypothetical range of dissclved carbon

concentrations

and pH, using the endpoints of the range of measured calcium concentrations

(110 and 30 mg/L).

A third set of simulations employed method 2, which changed calcium

and bicarbonate concentration
Concentrations
factors.

calculated in each set of simulations were used to compute retardation

Retardation factors calculated by the charge-balance

center of the range calculated
travel-time calculations.

5.4.1

to achieve a charge balance.

methods were roughly in the

by the other method, so they were adopted for use in

Step 1
PHREEQE generated total dissolved carbon concentrations

by dissolution of calcite

and carbon dioxide to achieve equilibrium with calcite, cristobalite,
pressures of carbon dioxide.

and measured partial

Calculated values are listed in Table 5-1 and used as input in
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Step 2, below,

The pH of the water at equilibrium was found to be a fairly robust

parameter, as equilibrium;pH

was little changed for a wide range of input pH,

The pHs

calculated for the Yucca Mountain analysis (7,69 to 7,97) are in the same range as those
measured in unsaturated zone samples at Rainier Mesa (6,8 to 8.3), The mean generated
pH falls within one standard deviation about the mean of 51 pH measurements
Rainier Mesa,

Table 5-1,

taken at

Values of pH and Total Carbon Generated from Step 1

[Ca]
mg/L

pH
_

[TIC]
mmo!/L

[HCO 3]
mmol/L

[CO3]
_

[I-I2CO3]

30*
110'
44

7.97
7.69
7.88

1.5176
0.83116
1.26374

1.453
0.7737
1.203

8.84x10"-3
2.57x10--3
6.09x10-3

30.90x10-3
30.90x10-3
30.88x10--3

*values input, not generated

As expected, bicarbonate ion is the predominant carbonate species in the generated
data, varying from 0,77 to 1.45 mmol/L (47 to 89 mg/L).

Bicarbonate concentrations of

unsaturated zone water from Rainier Mesa ranged from 0,37 to 3.62 mmol/L,

Ali

calculated bicarbonate concentrations fall within one standard deviation about the mean of
55 b!carbonate concentrations

measured at Rainier Mesa,

Using the charge balance approach, a calcium concentration

of 43 mg/L (1,097

retool/L) was calculated, which is within the range of measured calcium concentrations
Yucca mountain (30 to 120 mg/L),
initially slightly undersaturated
respect to silicate minerals.
5.4.2

at

In all cases saturation indices indicate the water is

with respect to carbonate minerals, and supersaturated

with

Step 2

Using the values generated in step 1 as input, the effect on speciation given a change
in temperature from ambient conditions was simulated. The same three simulations were
run as described in Step 1.
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As temperature increases, the concentration of dissolved inorganic carbon decreases
and both precipitation of calcium carbonate and degassing of the water occur, Figure 5-2
shows total dissolved carbon concentration as a function of temperature for each of the
three simulations,
5,4,3

Retardation Factors

Retardation factors were calculated using Equation (5-1), Values are dependent upon
the concentration of dissolved inorganic carbon, the carbon concentration in the gas phase,
physical characteristics of the unsaturated zone (porosity), and temperature, Retardation
factors were calculated using measured porosities of each hydrologic unit, and the data
generated in steps 1 and 2 above, Figure 5-3a---c shows retardation factors calculated for
each of the three simulations, Within each hydroge01ogic unit, retardation factors at a given
temperature vary by approximately a factor of two among the threu simulations, The results
are fairly sensitive to input concentrations of aqueous species, with lower calcium
concentration resulting in higher retardation factors, Thus, the accuracy of the retardation
factors depends on the accuracy of the initial chemical analysis.
Although the calcium concentration predicted by the charge balance is in the lower
range of observed calcium concentrations, retardation factors calculated for each
hydrogeologic unit using these values are approximately in the middle of the range of
retardation factors defined by calculations using extreme calcium concentrations. These
values were therefore adopted for further use. Figure 5--4 shows the retardation factors in
each hydrogeologic unit as calculated by the charge balance method.
To simplify calculations, linear approximations of the curves shown in Figure 5-3
were used to calculate travel times. These were generated by linear regression, and are as
follows:
UNIT

RETARDATION EQUATION

Tiva Canyon welded
Paintbrush non-welded

B(T) = 92.7 - (0.948)T
B(T) = 71.66- (0.7305)T

0.9985
0.9985

Topopah Springs welded

BCl') = 84.89 - (0.8673)T

0.9985
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r2

Figure 5-2, Predicted concentration of dissolved inorganic carbon as a function of
temperature.
E,37

Figure 5-3a

Retardation factor versus temperature in the Topopah Spring welded unit.

0
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Figure S-3b

Retardation factor versus teml_ratur¢; in the Paintbrush nonwcldcd unit.
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Figure 5-3c

Retardation factor versus tcrnporaturc in the Tiva Canyon unit,
E.40

Figure 5-4. Retardationfactor versus temperaturefor ali units, using the charge balance
method.
_

z
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6.r

TRAVEL-TIME

CALCULATIONS

In this section, fluxes generated by the gas flow model (described in Section 4) and
the retardation factors given in Section 5 are coupled to calculate the time required for
14CO2 to

6.1

travel from the repository to the surface.

Method

The average linear velocity v¢ of a species that is retarded by chemical interaction
with an immobile phase is (Freeze and Cherry, 1979):

Vc

d
= Tb = _ b

where

(6-1)

d is the distance traveled
t is the time
b is a retardation factor
q is the Darcy flux
'
,,
0 is the drained porosity of the matrix and fractures combined.

/

This equation can be solved for t and put into finite difference form by setting the
length of d equal to the model's node spacing d and using node-specific
variables.

As shown in Section 5, retardation factors are both unit and temperature

dependent.
be:

The total travel time tit from the repository to the surface through column i will

t t=x s t =_
i

where

values for the

ij

j=r

j=r

d0ij b(Tij)

(6_2)

qij

ij

are the node indices

s

is the z coordinate index of the surface node

r

is the z coordinate of the repository node

T ij

is the temperature of the ij node

tij

is the travel time through the region associated with the id node.
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Two important approximations

in this equation should be noted.

The travel time is

calculated along a straight line normal to the bedding, rather than along any actual travel
path.

The velocities used in the calculation are ali calculated for the same instant of time,

ignoring the passage of time as a particle travels.
6.2

Results
Travel times were calculated by solving Equation (6-2) for each ith column of nodes

in the simulation.

Figure 6.1 summarizes the travel-time

calculation for ambient conditions,

and 2,000, 10,000, and 50,000 years after repository emplacement.
represents distance from the west end of the repository.
topography strongly influences travel times.

The horizontal axis

The reader should note that

At the west end of the repository the distance

to the surface is only half that from below the crest of the mountain.

i

The lower

permeability Paintbrush unit is thinnest above the west end of the repository.

Travel times

near the western edge of the repository are also reduced by large upward convective
velocities that are an artifact of the sharp falloff of temperature that was assumed at the

e

edge of the repository.
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